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Het beroerde is, dat de twijfel zich veel beter laat verdedigen
dan de een of andere visie1

(Gerard van het Reve, 31 maart 1979, in: Brieven aan Matroos Vosch 1975-1992.)

1The wretched thing is that doubt is much better defensible than some kind of vision.





Preface

Tailoring climate information for impact assessment

In 2006, I joined KNMI to work on a project "Tailoring climate information for impact assess-
ments". This project was set up to get acquainted with user needs and their way of work. ’Tai-
loring climate information’ was defined as the supply of data and information of the current and
future climate tailored for a specific group of users. Next to lots of contacts with a diverse group
of users and specific user workshops, we performed six pilot studies in close cooperation with
six di↵erent professional users. In many projects, the applied method appeared less obvious than
thought in advance. "Tailoring climate information is not as simple as "you ask, we deliver". It requires
continuous contact with users of climate information" (Bessembinder et al. 2011b).

Within "Tailoring of climate information", I was involved in many projects often in close
cooperation with professional users. Most of my time, I spent on the assessment of ’Wind Energy
Potential in a Changing Climate’ (see chapters 5 and 6, Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012; Bakker
et al. 2013; Bakker et al. 2012) and on the question how to construct ready-to-use meteorological
time series that fit both a particular climate scenario and the user requirements (see chapters [7
and 8, Bakker et al. 2011; Bakker et al. 2014; Te Linde et al. 2010; Bakker and Van den Hurk
2011; Bakker and Bessembinder 2012; Bakker and Bessembinder 2013).

The importance of user-producer interaction

In the study on wind energy, it subsequently appeared, that jointly formulating a research ques-
tion does not necessarily lead to ready-to-use information. The real information need appeared
hard to grasp. Originally, the study was initiated by concerns about an observed decreasing trend
in wind energy potential in Northwest Europe. We soon formulated a research question: Is the
decreasing trend caused by human-induced global climate change and is it likely to continue?

A short literature study and qualitative comparisons with variations of geostrophic wind and
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) made us conclude that this decrease was most likely caused
by natural long-term variations.

vii



viii PREFACE

’Scientifically green’ as I was, I was proud and happy because I thought I had finished my
first pilot. Yet, looking back, this was obviously not a satisfying answer. The user wanted to know
how this multi-year variability a↵ects probabilistic estimates of multi-year energy yields. So, I
enthusiastically started to investigate how to quantify the multi-year variability of geostrophic
wind speed (based on pressure observations) and looked into a climate model ensemble to what
extent those variations were reproduced (see chapter 5, Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012). Nev-
ertheless, again, this did not entirely fit the user need. A full explanation of the observed trend
was still lacking (see chapter 6, Bakker et al. 2013) and besides the somewhat technical paper on
long-term variations desperately needed to be tailored to estimate future (relative) wind energy
yields (Bakker et al. 2012)2. On the basis of those last articles, we had to conclude that the large
multi-year variability only contributed very little to the overall uncertainties.

The study on wind energy trends made me realise, that the aim to ’act scientifically’ may
seriously distract the attention from the relevance of a study. Indeed, it is often said, that it is
very hard to balance credibility (i.e. good science) with relevance (e.g. Tang and Dessai 2012;
Cash et al. 2003). Yet, I think this is not necessarily the case. In my opinion, a strong focus on the
relevance does not necessarily put pressure on the ’scientific adequacy’ and may even increase it
(see Part I).

Further, this study made me aware of the imperfections of both observational and model
data. The large multi-year variations found in geostrophic wind speed may have been partly
caused by (non-detectable) inhomogeneities in the used pressure data (see chapter 5, Bakker
and Van den Hurk 2012). Many inhomogeneities were found, but it is likely that many have
remained undetected. More complete and su�cient meta-data might have been of help. With
respect to the modelled pressure fields, the annual mean resembled the observations well. Yet,
mean spatial patterns in the derived geostrophic wind speed showed large biases and multi-year
variations appeared even absent. It is likely that the ’true’ multi-year variability is in between
the observation and model based estimates (both supported by many smart scientists), but it is
impossible to quantify which estimate is closer to this ’true’ variability.

Working in the ’climate modelling paradigm’
In most of my projects, I explicitly or implicitly relied on General Circulation Models (GCM)
as the most credible tool to assess climate change for impact assessments. Yet, in the course
of time, I became concerned about the dominant role of GCMs. During my almost eight year
employment, I have been regularly confronted with large model biases. I have assessed all kind

2This conference paper is not included in this thesis.



ix

of di↵erent variables. Virtually in all cases, the model bias appeared larger than the projected
climate change, even for mean daily temperature.

It was my job to make something ’useful’ and ’usable’ from those biased data. That means
data that su�ciently represent the assessed changes, that are not biased too much and that can
be directly used as input for impact modelling. This appeared an incredibly di�cult, maybe
impossible job. Every adjustment of the data introduces new artefacts. More and more, I started
to doubt that the ’climate modelling paradigm’ (see subsection 2.1.2) can provide ’useful’ and
’usable’ quantitative estimates of climate change. GCMs show, for instance, too large biases in
the air circulation to unambiguously derive local changes.

Starting a new thesis
After finishing four peer-reviewed articles (see chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8), I concluded that I could
not defend one of the major principles underlying the work anymore. Therefore, my supervisors,
Bart van den Hurk and Janette Bessembinder, and I agreed to start again on a thesis that intends
to explain the caveats of the ’climate modelling paradigm’ that I have been working in for the
last eight years and to give direction to alternative strategies to cope with climate related risks
(see part I).

This was quite a challenge. During my employment for KNMI, I had especially specialised
in the post-processing of climate data. I was not (maybe I am still not) fully equipped for the
assessment of complex climate scenarios3. Besides, there was only one year left in which also a
substantial contribution of me was expected to a new set of national climate scenarios.

After one year hard work a manuscript had formed that I was proud of and that I could
defend and that had my supervisors’ approval. Yet, the reading committee thought di↵erently.
According to Bart, he has never supervised a thesis that received so many critical comments.
Many of my propositions appeared too bold and needed some nuance and better embedding
within the existing literature.

On the other hand, working exactly on the data-related intersection between the climate and
impact community may have provided me a unique position where contradictions and non-
trivialities of working in the ’climate modelling paradigm’ typically come to light. Also, not
being familiar with the complete relevant literature may have been an advantage. In this way, I
could authentically focus on the ’scientific adequacy’ of climate assessments and on the ’non-

3Considering the many disciplines involved in their development, it is questionable if there is anyone fully
equipped at all.
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trivialities’ of translating the scientific information to user applications, solely biased by my daily
practise. Therefore, it was decided to also include the original papers in Part II of this disserta-
tion. First, it may be useful to understand the origin of my concerns and second, because the
articles also contain much material that I still support.

Nevertheless, subsequently, it maybe was a little naive to think that I could produce a new
dissertation in one year only. Probably, it would have been better if we had involved more co-
readers from di↵erent disciplines from the very first moment. Now, the committee members
had to ’implicitly’ act as co-readers. I am grateful for this, but I am also aware that in this
way we maybe asked too much of the committee. Alternatively, this process may be seen as an
unorthodox, extended defence of an unorthodox dissertation. I hope that the committee enjoyed
this ’extended defence’ just as much as I have done.



Acronyms

AOGCM Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model

AGCM Atmosphere General Circulation Model

AR Assessment Report (of IPCC)

AR4 IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report

AR5 IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report

BC bias correction

CBS Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (Dutch Statistics)

CGMS Crop Growth Monitoring System

ECA European Climate Assessment

ECA&D European Climate Assessment & Dataset

ECF Exposure Correction Factor

ECHAM European Centre HAmburg Model (GCM)

ECS Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

ENSEMBLES ENSEMBLE - based Predictions of Climate Changes and their Impacts

ENSO El Niño-Southern Oscillation

E-OBS European daily high-resolution observational gridded data set

ERA40 ECMWF 40-years Re-Analysis

ERA-Interim ECMWF Re-Analysis Interim
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xii ACRONYMS

ESSENCE Ensemble SimulationS of Extreme weather events under Nonlinear Climate
changE (perturbed intial conditions GCM ensemble)

FAR IPCC’s First Assessment Report

GCM General Circulation Model

GHG Greenhouse Gas

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IR Infra Red

KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute)

KNMI’06 KNMI’06 klimaatscenario’s (climate change scenarios for the Netherlands
2006)

KNMI’14 KNMI’14 klimaatscenario’s (climate change scenarios for the Netherlands
2014)

LTP long term persistence

MARS Monitoring Agriculture by Remote Sensing (project)

MC Monte Carlo analyse

MCYFS MARS Crop Yield Forecasting System

MK Mann-Kendall trend test

ML Maximum Likelihood estimation

ML+ bias corrected ML

MPI-OM Max Planck Institute Ocean Model

NAGROM NAtional GRoundwater MOdel

NAO North Atlantic Oscillation

NHI Nationaal Hydrologisch Instrumentarium

PDF probability density function

PPE Perturbed Parameter/Physics Ensemble
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PRUDENCE Prediction of Regional scenarios and Uncertainties for Defining EuropeaN
Climate change risks and E↵ects

RACMO2 Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel (RCM of KNMI)

RCM Regional Climate Model

RCP Representative Concentration Pathway

SAR IPCC’s Second Assessment Report

SPM Summary for Policy-Makers

SRES Special Report on Emission Scenarios

SST Sea Surface Temperature

STONE Samen Te Ontwikkelen Nutriënten Emissiemodel (jointly developed nutrient
emission model)

SWAP Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant

TAR IPCC’s Third Assessment Report

TCR Transient Climate Response

TP Transformation Program

UKCP09 UK Climate Projections 2009

WG IPCC’s Working Group

WG I IPCC’s Working Group I (involved with scientific basis)

WG II IPCC’s Working Group II (involved with impacts of climate change)

WG III IPCC’s Working Group III (involved with adaptation and mitigation)

WMO World Meteorological Organization

WOFOST WOrld FOod STudies (crop yield model)

WCRP World Climate Research Programme
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Definitions

bias (systemic) tendency to favour certain outcomes

bias (systematic) systematic di↵erence of a statistic between two samples (e.g. observa-
tions and model output)

climate statistical description of the weather and weather sequences

climate modelling paradigm
the ’climate modelling paradigm’ as meant and challenged in this thesis
is characterized by two major axioms:

1. More complex models that incorporate more physics are more
suitable for climate projections and climate change science than
their simpler counterparts because they are thought to be better
capable of dealing with the many feedbacks in the climate system.
With respect to climate change projections they are also thought
to optimally project consistent climate change signals.

2. Model results that confirm earlier model results are more reliable
than model results that deviate from earlier results. Especially the
confirmation of earlier projected Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity
between 1.5�C and 4.5�C degree Celsius seems to increase the
perceived credibility of a model result. Mutual confirmation of
models (simple or complex) is often referred to as ’scientific ro-
bustness’.

climate prediction best guess of future climate

climate projection a conditional climate prediction

climate scenario a plausible, not necessarily likely, evolution of the climate in the future

climate system the highly complex system consisting of five major components: the
atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the lithosphere and the
biosphere, and the interactions between them (IPCC 2013, Glossary)
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xvi DEFINITIONS

climate sensitivity see equilibrium climate sensitivity

deep uncertainty hard to quantify uncertainty

epistemic uncertainty the incompleteness and fallibility of knowledge (Petersen 2012 [2006],
p. 52)

equilibrium climate sensitivity
the equilibrium (steady state) change in the annual global mean surface
temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric equivalent carbon
dioxide concentration (IPCC 2013, Glossary)

ontic uncertainty the intrinsic indeterminate or variable character of the system under
study (Petersen 2012 [2006], p. 52); also referred to as aleatory uncer-
tainty (NRC 1996, p. 107)

paradigm ideas and and traditions of scientific practice

robust decision strategies that perform relatively well under a wide range of plausible
futures and are relatively insensitive to unforeseen circumstances and
(broken) assumptions.

robust evidence Evidence that is generally supported by multiple lines of independent
evidence

uncertainty lack of precise knowledge as to what the truth is, whether qualitative or
quantitative (NRC 1994, p. 161)

weather state of the atmosphere at a certain location and time
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why be concerned about climate change?

Weather is the state of the atmosphere at a certain location and time and climate is its statistical
description. An estimation of the climate tells us what weather (or weather sequences) might
occur with what probability. Climate shapes to a large extent the distribution of flora and fauna
over the world. Also our human society is closely arranged to climate; it determines our jobs,
housing, clothing and hobbies; hydraulic and other civil structures should be able to resist and
protect us against climate extremes and climate provides us with an important natural resource
for food and energy production. For the design of new structures and spatial planning one is
typically interested in the future climatic conditions during the functional life time.

Traditionally, climate is assumed (pseudo)stationary and is estimated from observations of
the recent past (Bolin et al. 1986). The climatic period, often 30 years, should be chosen long
enough for a relevant part of the natural internal variability to be captured, but short enough to
ensure that gradual climate change or slow climate oscillations do not substantially a↵ect the
estimated climate. Depending on the availability of data and the desired climate variable this
period may be chosen slightly shorter or longer (e.g. for the estimation of extreme events).

The climate is mainly determined by the incoming solar radiation and the state of the climate
system, i.e. "the highly complex system consisting of five major components: the atmosphere, the hy-
drosphere, the cryosphere, the lithosphere and the biosphere, and the interactions between them" (IPCC
2013, Glossary). So, changes in either of these components might change the climate.

Last decades, climate scientists have become increasingly confident that the climate has sub-
stantially changed as a result of anthropogenic forcings and also for the next century a substantial
change is expected (IPCC 1990b; IPCC 1996; IPCC 2001; IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013). Recently, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2013) expressed it to be ’extremely likely’
(i.e. � 95%1) "that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from

1According to IPCC’s likelihood scale, ’extremely likely’ refers to a probability �95% (Mastrandrea et al. 2010).
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1951 to 2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and other an-
thropogenic forcings together". Also the potential importance of multi-year natural variations is
more and more recognised (e.g. Deser et al. 2014). In northwestern Europe, for example, persis-
tent windy conditions in the early nineties caused a too optimistic prospect of the wind energy
potential during the first decade of the 21st century (Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012; Bakker
et al. 2013). The projected climate change and the greater than anticipated multi-year variability
increasingly challenge the assumption of a (pseudo)stationary climate. This raised the interest
for assessments of future climate.

1.2 History of climate change assessments

1.2.1 Raising awareness

In 1896, the Swedish physicist Svante Arrhenius calculated that a doubling of atmospheric
CO2 might cause a global temperature rise of 5-6�C. This was the first (hypothetical) calculation
of human-induced global warming. Yet, today, the conceptual framework used by Svante Ar-
rhenius is still remarkably topical (Archer and Pierrehumbert 2011, pp. 45-52). The calculations
included the water vapour and ice albedo feedback and assumed relative humidity unchanged.
Further, Arrhenius was aware of both the amplifying and the tempering e↵ect that clouds might
have and assumed a net cloud feedback of zero.

In spite of his advanced computations (although by hand), global warming was not yet really
considered a threat. At the then rate of combustion, a doubling of atmospheric CO2 seemed
1000 years ahead (Weart 2010b). Besides, it was generally not believed that humans indeed
could influence the global climate. Even among scientists the ’Balance of Nature’ was simply
considered too strong (Weart, 2003). It was not hard to find arguments to confirm this belief. Any
possible increase of atmospheric CO2 was thought to be largely balanced by increased cloudiness
(cloud albedo feedback) and most of the emitted CO2 would eventually dissolve into the oceans
anyway. Yet, the most convincing (but erroneous) argument was the idea that the absorption
of long-wave or infrared (IR) radiation was already saturated (Archer and Pierrehumbert 2011,
pp. 53-55).

However, speculation about human-induced climate change remained vivid, especially among
non-climatic scientists (Weart 2003, p. 11). Most notorious was the work of the British engi-
neer Guy Stewart Callendar (1938). On the basis of about 200 meteorological stations, he com-
posed one of the first2 records of global surface temperature, that showed a gradual increase of
0.005�C/yr during the last fifty years. He attributed this global warming to an estimated ⇠10%
increase of atmospheric CO2 as a result of fuel combustion.

2In 1881, Vladimir Peter Köppen published the first record of ’near-global’ surface temperature (Le Treut et al.
2007).
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Nevertheless, it took until the 1950s before anthropogenic climate change came to be widely
considered a ’real possibility’. The theory that the absorption of IR radiation was saturated was
convincingly falsified by Gilbert Plass (1956a; 1956b; 1956c) and it was argued that the CO2 up-
take by oceans was too slow to prevent an enhanced greenhouse e↵ect (Revelle and Suess 1957).
Bolin and Eriksson (1958) even calculated that if the fuel combustion would continue to increase
exponentially, the atmospheric CO2 could have increased by ⇠25% in the year 2000. To better
found these claims, Roger Revelle hired the geochemist Charles D. Keeling to set a reference of
atmospheric CO2 that could be compared to measurements some decades ahead. After two years
only, Keeling (1960) reported a small, but significant increase of atmospheric CO2 based on sys-
tematic measurements at several remote places around the world. This work made the scientific
community and general public aware of the relevance of anthropogenic climate change (Weart
2010b; Archer and Pierrehumbert 2011, p. 298).

In 1967, Manabe and Wetherhald projected a 2�C equilibrium global warming as a result of
a doubling of atmospheric CO2 (later referred to as Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity ECS). They
found a solution for the top-of-atmosphere energy balance based on a ’single column model’ that
incorporated a parameterisation of convection and accurate estimates of the radiative absorption
of CO2 and water vapour. This was the first assessment that was widely perceived to include
enough important elements to reliably project the global e↵ect of CO2 doubling (Weart 2010b;
Archer and Pierrehumbert 2011, pp. 92-93).

Besides, new scientific insight showed that the industrial CO2 emission was not the only
plausible anthropogenic factor a↵ecting the climate. The idea of Callendar (1938) that land use
changes might substantially a↵ect the global climate was supported by new evidence (Weart
2010b). Deforestation of tropical forest might be an additional source of atmospheric CO2 (Bolin
1977) and moreover, it appeared that other trace gases together might contribute to global warm-
ing equally strong as increased atmospheric CO2 alone (Ramanathan et al. 1985).

1.2.2 Climate assessments and disagreements

Fueled by the environmentalist movement, the oil crises, and several major weather disasters,
the climate debate moved from the scientific to the political arena during the 1970s (Flohn 1975;
Flohn 1977). Global warming due to industrial CO2 emission became an important factor in the
energy debate. More and more, climate change was considered an urgent risk. Yet, a wide range
of scientific opinions and assessments complicated the political debate.

In order to streamline this process, national and regional assessments were performed (e.g.
Budyko et al. 1979; Budyko 1980; Rei↵ and Schuurmans 1980; Volz 1983; NRC 1983). Espe-
cially, the assessment of the US National Academy of Sciences’ Climate Research Board would
become of great influence on later assessments (Charney et al. 1979). In their work, the authors
estimated ECS to be within the range 1.5-4.5�C with the most probable value near 3�C. This
was based on a range spanned by five available General Circulation Model (GCM) simulations
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(2-3.5�C) amplified by a combination of expert judgement and results of simpler models.
Yet, problems of climate change are global and should be treated accordingly. At the first

World Climate Conference in 1979, the concern was expressed that "man’s activities on Earth
may cause significant extended regional and even global changes of climate" and it was emphasised
that global cooperation to explore future climate was needed (WMO 2014). Acknowledging the
international character of climate change, the SCOPE29 report (Bolin et al. 1986) was composed
to serve as a basis "for the discussion and, at some state, for the development of an action plan". For
this purpose, SCOPE29 aimed to provide an assessment of the scientific knowledge of climate
change, its uncertainties and the main controversial opinions in a balanced and well-documented
manner.

SCOPE29 was used as the background document for the "International Conference on the
Assessment of the role of carbon dioxide and of other greenhouse gases in climate variations and
associated impacts" at Villach, Austria, in October 1985. According to the o�cial conference
statement it was "now believed that in the first half of the next century a rise of global mean temperature
could occur ... greater than any in man’s history".

1.2.3 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Inspired by the latter conferences, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) "set
up in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme
to provide governments with a clear view of the current state of knowledge about the science of climate
change, potential impacts, and options for adaptation and mitigation through regular assessments of the
most recent information published in the scientific, technical and socio-economic literature worldwide"
(Cubasch et al. 2013). The IPCC "reviews and assesses the most recent scientific, technical and socio-
economic information produced worldwide relevant to the understanding of climate change. It does not
conduct any research ... aims to reflect a range of views and expertise ... The work of the organization is
... policy-relevant and yet policy-neutral, never policy-prescriptive" (IPCC 2014c).

This is done by the regular provision of Assessment Reports (AR) by three working groups
(WG) that since the Third Assessment Report (TAR) have been dealing with the scientific ba-
sis of the climate system (WG I), with impacts, adaptation and vulnerability (WG II) and with
mitigation (WG III) of climate change. Each of the assessment reports is provided with a ’Sum-
mary for Policy Makers’ (SPM) that is line by line approved by both the contributing authors and
by representatives of all participating governments. According to Trenberth (2001) this might
somewhat harm the correctness of the represented science, but it provides a "reasonably balanced
consensus" that is approved by many and that indeed may serve as a basis for the climate debate.
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In 2007, the IPCC (together with Albert Arnold (Al) Gore Jr.) was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize "for their e↵orts to build up and disseminate greater knowledge about man-made climate
change, and to lay the foundations for the measures that are needed to counteract such change"
and the creation of "an ever-broader informed consensus about the connection between human activities
and global warming" (Nobelprize.org 2014).

1.3 Objectives of climate change assessments

Climate change science is characterised by many disagreements, e.g. on how to model climate
change, on the strength of involved climate feedbacks or on external forcings. The uncertainties
involved are therefore hard to quantify. This is often referred to as ’deep’ (Lempert et al. 2003)
or ’severe’ (Ben Haim 2001) uncertainty.

Climate change assessments are meant to cope with these uncertainties and aim to support
minimising risks and exploiting opportunities. First, they aim to provide a common frame (Van
den Hurk et al. 2014). Second, they should enable learning and third, they should enable (robust)
decisions or actions (Hulme and Dessai 2008b; Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012).

1.3.1 Providing a common frame

The IPCC climate change scenarios and derived national projections are good examples of fu-
ture assessments that are widely used as a common framework for decision and policy making
(e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2014). Such a common frame about how climate might evolve that is
accepted or agreed on by all stakeholders is a necessity to streamline discussions on mitigation
and adaptation strategies. This objective is often not explicitly mentioned by the designers, but
is highly appreciated by decision and policy makers (Tang and Dessai 2012).

1.3.2 Learning

Climate change scenarios should help to raise awareness about possible ways in which climate
might evolve and what impacts might result from that. A set of scenarios that together span a
wide range of possible futures, according to its designer is, however, not enough. If a particular
scenario does not fit the mental frame of the decision maker, at most it will be appreciated as a
philosophical thought experiment (Wack 1985b; Schoemaker 1995). It is the ’social construct’
or mental model of climate (change) that shapes climate policy and not the climate system itself
(Stehr and von Storch 1995). The real target of scenarios is the mental frame of its users (Wack
1985b).

In the first half of the 20th century, it was the work of pioneers, such as Arrhenius, Callendar,
Plass, Revelle, Bolin and Keeling that made the general public and fellow scientists aware of the
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possibility that humans might be capable of changing the global climate (see section 1.2). Like-
wise, also today, it is our task, as climate scientists, to help decision makers and fellow scientists
in reducing their unavoidable biases3 and overconfidence concerning the climate’s responsive-
ness to human influences.

1.3.3 Enabling (robust) decisions

Next to raising awareness and broadening the mental frame, assessments of future climate should
enable robust decisions (e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2006; Van den Hurk et al. 2014; Bruggeman
et al. 2013). Rather than optimal decisions, that aim to minimise loss or maximise profits, robust
decisions methods aim to develop strategies that perform relatively well under a wide range of
plausible futures and are relatively insensitive to unforeseen circumstances and (broken) assump-
tions (Hall et al. 2012; Lempert et al. 2003; Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012; see also section
3.2).

Climate projections should therefore su�ciently reflect and frame the relevant uncertainties
and underlying assumptions (Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012; Berkhout et al. 2014). What un-
certainties may be considered relevant is not trivial. This depends on the decision context, the
decision maker’s perspective on uncertainty and the scientist’s perspective on uncertainty (e.g.
Enserink et al. 2013; Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012). Therefore, it is important that decision
makers and scientists do understand each others’ frame (Berkhout et al. 2014). This will most
likely be achieved when producers and users work closely together on the climate change assess-
ments (Keller and Nicholas 2013; Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012).

1.4 The dominance of General Circulation Models

1.4.1 The climate modelling paradigm

Since the establishment of the IPCC in 1988, climate change assessments have been dominated
by a strong reliance on General Circulation Models (Petersen 2012 [2006], p. 6; Hulme and
Dessai 2008b; see also chapter 2) for both attribution studies and future projections. This I will
refer to as the ’climate modelling paradigm’ (see section 2.1).

In line with this paradigm, large ensembles of GCMs are applied to deal with three gener-
ally recognised sources of uncertainty (e.g. Knutti and Sedlác̆ek 2013). First, there is uncertainty
about future GHG emissions and as a result about future atmospheric composition. This is dealt
with by involving di↵erent emission scenarios (e.g. Nakićenović and Swart 2000) or concentra-
tion pathways (e.g. Moss et al. 2010). Second, there is the lack of knowledge about the climate

3A (systemic) bias is the tendency to favour certain outcomes. In statistics, a (systematic) bias refers to a system-
atic di↵erence of a statistic between two samples, e.g. observations and model output.
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system and model uncertainties. This is often taken into account by involving di↵erent GCMs of
di↵erent research groups in large multi-model ensembles, such as the CMIP54 archive (Taylor
et al. 2012) that is used for the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report AR5 (IPCC 2013). Alternatively,
perturbed physics ensembles are used (e.g. UKCP09, Murphy et al. 2009), "in which alternative
variants of a single GCM are created by altering the values of uncertain model parameters". Third, nat-
ural variability is more and more recognised as an additional source of uncertainty. Like in the
ESSENCE project (e.g. Sterl et al. 2008) and for the KNMI’14 climate change scenarios (Van
den Hurk et al. 2014), this may be taken into account by applying a large model ensemble of sim-
ulations on the basis of a single GCM and concentration pathway for which the initial conditions
for each simulation are uniquely perturbed.

The confidence "in the models’ suitability for their application in detection and attribution stud-
ies and for quantitative future predictions and projections" largely results from the fact that "Climate
and Earth System models are based on physical principles, and they reproduce many important aspects
of observed climate" (Stocker et al. 2013, p. 76). Other arguments to justify the extensive use of
GCMs often deal with the extreme complexity and non-linearities of the climate system. Ev-
erything seems to a↵ect everything. As a consequence, climate change will not be restricted to
a single characteristic. The entire climate system will change, including temporal, spatial and
inter-variable dependencies. It is generally believed that internally consistent projections of cli-
mate change can only be achieved if all climate elements and their interactions are coherently
assessed. This is believed only possible by using comprehensive GCMs that ’realistically’ repre-
sent the climate system (e.g. Murphy et al. 2004). It is acknowledged that GCMs are not perfect,
but the success of the closely related field of Numerical Weather Prediction has brought a lot of
confidence among scientists (Le Treut et al. 2007).

1.4.2 Controversy

The above mentioned arguments in favour of GCMs do make sense, but, nevertheless, the relia-
bility of this GCM-based approach is often and legitimately questioned (Petersen 2012 [2006],
p. 139) and there exists lots of controversy about the (GCM-based) climate projections and the
way how to present them (e.g. probabilistically or not? Dessai and Hulme 2004). GCMs can
not provide decisive evidence that the detected increase of global surface temperature should be
attributed to an increase of atmospheric GHGs5 and the predictive power of (GCM) simulated
climate response cannot be reliably proven (see chapter 2).

According to Knutti et al. (2013), GCM-based multi-model ensembles are often used to de-
rive ’first order’ estimates of the ’projection uncertainty’, but the presented model spread by the
IPCC (2013) is often interpreted (and/or presented) to span ’the relevant range’ to enable robust

4"The fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) will produce a state-of-the-art multi-
model dataset designed to advance our knowledge of climate variability and climate change" (Taylor et al. 2012).

5Note that the denial of decisive evidence is by no means a denial of the enhanced greenhouse e↵ect.
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adaptation strategies (e.g. KNMI 2014). The suitability of this ’first order’ estimate is, however,
not trivial. A more comprehensive description of the physics does not necessarily result in more
accurate projections (e.g. Reichler and Kim 2008; Knutti et al. 2013; Knutti and Sedlác̆ek 2013).

Besides, the need for extensive, but ill-reported tuning (Bindo↵ et al. 2013) undermines the
confidence derived from the fact that "models are based on physical principles", even though the
IPCC argues that the "models are not tuned to match a particular future" (Flato et al. 2013). Another
point of concern is that even today’s state-of-the-art, fully coupled Atmosphere-Ocean GCMs
(AOGCM) show large systematic biases3 with respect to the observed climate, often much larger
than the projected change. Therefore, according to Pielke Sr. and Wilby (2012), "it is inappropriate
to present" downscaled GCM-results "to the impacts community as reflecting more than a subset of
possible future climate risks".

1.4.3 Is the one-sided use of GCMs justified?
In the light of this controversy about the dominant role of GCMs, it might be questioned whether
the state-of-the-art fully coupled AOGCMs really are the only credible tools in play. Are there
credible methods for the quantitative estimation of climate response at all? And more impor-
tant, does the current IPCC approach with large multi-model ensembles of AOGCM simulations
guarantee a range of plausible climate change that is relevant for (robust) decisions?

Another important consideration is about the expenses. Apart from the very large computa-
tion time (and costs), the post processing and storage of the huge amounts of data ask lots of the
intellectual capacity among the involved researchers. The used capacity is not available anymore
for interpretation and creativity. This might be at the expense of the framing and communication
of uncertainties and of the quality of some doctoral dissertations.

1.5 Evaluating the success of assessments of future climate

1.5.1 Lack of evaluation
In the few decades’ history of climate change assessments, a lot of e↵ort has been invested
in the construction and in the procedural aspects. Remarkably enough, these assessments are
rarely evaluated (Hulme and Dessai 2008b; Enserink et al. 2013). This seems a little strange as
the sparse evaluations of climate assessments all conclude that there is a huge gap between the
provided information on climate change and the user needs (e.g. Tang and Dessai 2012; Keller
and Nicholas 2013; Enserink et al. 2013).

Unlike weather predictions, it is impossible to estimate the predictive power of assessments
of future climate (Hulme and Dessai 2008b; see also section 2.3). Some tried to validate climate
scenarios and/or predictions after a few years had passed (e.g. IPCC 2013). Yet, a good valida-
tion of the first few years is no guarantee at all that the future will develop within the assessed
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uncertainty range. Even in retrospective, the appropriateness of the provided uncertainty range
cannot be proven if the climate indeed evolved within this range. A single experiment is never
su�cient to justify such statements (see also section 2.3). Therefore, Hulme and Dessai (2008b)
conclude that future assessments cannot be a�rmed, but they argue that falsification might work.

Alternatively, Hulme and Dessai (2008b) also tried to assess the main objectives of scenarios;
learning and supporting robust decisions. Yet, indicators for these criteria also become available
in retrospective only (Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012). Of course, for next generation scenarios
every evaluation is useful if it helps to identify factors for success and potential pitfalls. However,
aiming for supporting robust decisions, it would be of benefit to assess the quality and usefulness
as early as possible.

1.5.2 Quality indicators

In their evaluation of di↵erent generations of UK climate scenarios, Tang and Dessai (2012) draw
inspiration from a model to value science-for-policy proposed by Cash et al. (2003). To enable
e↵ective use of the scientific information, relevant stakeholders should perceive this information
as credible, legitimate and salient.

Credibility is closely related to the plausibility criterion as applied in scenario planning (e.g.
Schoemaker 1995) on which the terminology and definition of ’climate scenarios’ has been in-
spired (Hulme and Dessai 2008a; see also section 3.4). Whereas credibility refers to the scientific
adequacy of the assessment (Cash et al. 2003), plausibility means that the projected climate(s)
should be considered possible (Schoemaker 1995), but how probable remains often undefined.
Legitimacy means that the information should be produced and provided transparently and in an
unbiased way , "with respect to the stakeholders’ divergent values and beliefs and fair in its treatment
of opposing views and interest" (Cash et al. 2003). This is well in line with IPCC’s mandate (see
section 1.2). Salience refers to the usability and usefulness. The provided variables and scales
should be decision-relevant, the provided information should be understandable and the involved
uncertainties should be well framed.

1.5.3 Users’ perspective of credibility, legitimacy and salience

In general, users perceive assessments of future climate credible and legitimate, but often for
di↵erent reasons than producers and other scientists (Tang and Dessai 2012). For instance, users
judged the UK Climate Projections 2009 (UKCP09, Jenkins et al. 2009) credible and legitimate
because of the governmental funding and national recognition (and use), that is because it pro-
vides a common frame to all sectors. The appreciation of such a common frame seems also the
case in the Netherlands, where the application of KNMI’06 is o�cially embedded in the Dutch
National policy memorandum on water management (Stumpe 2009) and in the Delta Programme
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(Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al. 2013). The users’ perception of credibility and legiti-
macy is a measure of the degree of the stakeholders’ acceptance of the provided common frame.

The salience of climate scenarios is less appreciated (Porter et al. 2012; Tang and Dessai
2012). Often, there appears a gap between the provided and needed variables or scales. Climate
projections are often presented in a too complex way and uncertainties are often ill-framed (Tang
and Dessai 2012; Keller and Nicholas 2013; Enserink et al. 2013).

Part of this lack of salience may be attributed to the fact that national climate projections
often aim to provide a common frame that serves as many users as possible (Tang and Dessai
2012; Van den Hurk et al. 2006; Van den Hurk et al. 2014; Bessembinder et al. 2011a). The
latter information gaps can be solved by acknowledging that the general climate projections like
the KNMI’06, UKCP09 and KNMI’14 require a final translation to the specific user needs. It is
impossible to provide comprehensive and generally applicable scenarios. Several user meetings
have helped KNMI’14 to decide what to assess and to build understanding among users that the
scenarios cannot answer all user requests (Van den Hurk et al. 2014).

1.5.4 Producers’ perspective of credibility, legitimacy and salience

All producers are aware that the applied models are imperfect, that the projected climate change
might contain some internal inconsistencies (i.e. be somewhat implausible) and that perhaps not
all scientific opinions are covered. Yet, in order to provide something usable and useful, some
sacrifices on the credibility and legitimacy are inevitable, and vice versa (Tang and Dessai 2012;
Cash et al. 2003). The quest is to find the optimal balance between credibility, legitimacy and
salience. The IPCC and national scenarios like KNMI’14 spend lots of e↵ort to explain why
their assessments are credible, legitimate and salient and what compromises have been made.

The credibility and plausibility are demonstrated by emphasising the advanced level of the
applied methods and the scientific soundness of the assessment. The assessments do not violate
our common physical understanding, are to a large extent based on and justified in peer-reviewed
literature and they are approved by many scientists (e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2014; Le Treut
et al. 2007; Cubasch et al. 2013). Besides, the major climate mechanisms (that are involved in
the climate models) are usually well understood and explained by the producers and considered
possible (plausible) by many stakeholders.

The legitimacy is often expected to be ensured by an intensive user-involvement (e.g. Van
Vuuren et al. 2012; Leemans 2008).Van den Hurk et al. (2014) acknowledge that a formal as-
sessment of the quality of KNMI’14 has not been carried out, but point at the plausibility of
the provided range, the thorough documentation of the applied method and the openness about
systematic biases of the applied models.

In order to enhance the salience, the IPCC tries to make the extensive assessment reports more
accessible and manageable by the provision of Summaries for Policy Makers (SPM). Besides,
Working Group II and III explicitly assess adaptation and mitigation strategies (IPCC 2014a;
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IPCC 2014b) and provide guidance on how to cope with the uncertainties involved (e.g. Carter
et al. 2007; Mastrandrea et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2014; Kunreuther et al. 2014). Besides, "by
endorsing the IPCC reports, governments acknowledge the authority of their scientific content", which
increases the policy-relevance of the IPCC work (IPCC 2014c). According to Van den Hurk et
al. (2014), KNMI improved the salience of KNMI’14 by providing variables widely requested
for. KNMI aimed to provide an understandable conceptual framework, very similar (but not
identical) to their previous assessment (Van den Hurk et al. 2006) and communicated through
di↵erent channels, ranging from "a glossy brochure, a website with visual interpretations, and fact
sheets to convey the general concepts and results on one hand, to a practical tool to generate detailed
time series of climate variables on the other". In this way, KNMI tried to provide "a set of generic
scenarios, designed as a framework in which user specific tailor-made scenarios can be produced".

1.5.5 The optimal balance

The aim for credibility and legitimacy also carries some pitfalls. Enserink et al. (2013) argued
that, in order to increase the users’ confidence, climate scientists often tend to focus on the
creation of scientific certainty rather than on explaining the involved uncertainties. The IPCC
scenarios, for instance, seem plausible, are hard to falsify and build upon a large amount of
peer-reviewed literature. The IPCC scenarios and derived national projections only include sci-
entifically verified or largely agreed-on climate mechanisms with a one-sided focus on the use of
GCMs.

This approach may lead to somewhat overconfident projections (Curry 2011b; Enserink et
al. 2013; Keller and Nicholas 2013). On the ’scientific’ work floor, it is often proposed that
the involved scientists are well aware of the limitations of their projections. The overconfident
projections are justified by the suggestion that decision makers and intermediate users don’t like
uncertainties or even that they are not capable of dealing with uncertainties. Nevertheless, in the
Netherlands, for instance, the climate scenarios are generally perceived to span a wide plausible
range. For example, one of the four KNMI’06 scenarios (W+) was often perceived as a kind of
’worst-case’ scenario enabling robust decisions (e.g. Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al.
2013).

It remains an open question whether we can think of plausible and credible climate scenarios
outside the communicated range. Do the IPCC scenarios and derived national projections do jus-
tice to all scientific opinions? Those additional potentially ’plausible’ scenarios outside the IPCC
range and a fair communication of the uncertainties seem indispensable for the development of
robust adaptation and mitigation strategies.
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1.6 Objectives and structure of this dissertation
Part I of this dissertation investigates to what extent the ’climate modelling paradigm’, as de-
scribed in subsection 1.4, leads to the optimal balance between credibility, legitimacy and salience.
In chapter 2, the scientific rationale followed along the scientific IPCC assessments of Working
Group I is scrutinised. It is investigated if there are decisive arguments for the strong reliance on
General Circulation Models. On the basis of Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) theory of scientific revolu-
tions, it is argued that the ’climate modelling paradigm’ is in crisis and is ready to be superseded
by new paradigms that better fit the main aims of climate change assessments. In chapter 3, the
recently launched KNMI’14 climate change scenarios are evaluated. It is proposed that the strong
focus on climate modelling has distracted the researchers’ attention from one of the main aims of
climate change assessments, supporting robust decisions. Finally, in chapter 4, it is argued that
the climate modelling paradigm is not likely to lead to the optimal balance between credibility,
legitimacy and salience and it is proposed that alternative paradigms might be better suited when
they focus on a strong user-producer interaction and on what might be possible rather than on
the application of one specific tool, i.e. General Circulation Models.

Part II presents four peer-reviewed articles that originate from the research project "Tailor-
ing Climate Information for Impact Assessments" (Bessembinder et al. 2011b) of the research
programme "Climate Changes Spatial Planning". Basically, all of the four studies directly or in-
directly rely on the current ’climate modelling paradigm’ that is critised in Part I of this thesis.
Chapter 5 presents a study on the quantification of multi-year variability of the wind climate of
Northwest Europe (Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012). This information is used in chapter 6 that
presents an attribution study of a strong decrease of wind energy potential in the Netherlands
(Bakker et al. 2013). Chapter 7 presents a study on the e�ciency of bias corrections of climate
model output (Bakker et al. 2014) and finally chapter 8 presents a study that was intended to
construct a climatological ’standard year’ that optimally represents climatic variability to reduce
the computational burden of impact modellers (Bakker et al. 2011).
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Chapter 2

The climate modelling paradigm

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 IPCC’s scientific values and rationale

To be useful for decision making scientific information should be perceived as credible, legit-
imate and salient (Cash et al. 2003; Tang and Dessai 2012). IPCC’s Working Group I (WG I)
aims especially to contribute to a high level of credibility and legitimacy of the IPCC climate pro-
jections by assessing the ’physical scientific aspects of the climate system and climate change’.
The credibility deals with the scientific adequacy and is ensured by an (almost) exclusive focus
on peer-reviewed literature. The legitimacy depends on the ’intergovernmental process’1 and the
transparency of the applied methods and a fair treatment of all scientific opinions. Although ac-
knowledging that a complete overview of all scientific opinions seems impossible and cannot be
guaranteed (Cubasch et al. 2013), the IPCC aimed for the highest possible level of legitimacy by
the application of a transparent review process (IPCC 2012) and a clear guidance on uncertainties
(Mastrandrea et al. 2010).

For the Fourth (AR4) and Fifth (AR5) Assessment Reports, WG I provided a brief discussion
on the applied scientific values and rationale underlying their contributions (Le Treut et al. 2007;
Cubasch et al. 2013). In 2007, Le Treut et al. proposed that the key of science is the formulation
of a hypothesis that bears the potential to be falsified2. This view was especially advanced by
the British-Austrian philosopher of science Karl Raimund Popper (1934), who proposed that a
theory can never be proven, but can be falsified. This principle is applied in statistical hypothesis

1 The IPCC "is open to all member countries of the United Nations (UN) and WMO. Currently 195
countries are members of the IPCC. Governments participate in the review process and the plenary Ses-
sions, where main decisions about the IPCC work programme are taken, ... reports are accepted, adopted
and approved" and "the IPCC Bureau Members, including the Chair, are ... elected" (IPCC 2014c).

2According to Petersen (2012 [2006]; referring to Randall and Wielicki 1997), many modellers claim to follow
this philosophy.
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testing.
Yet, in Earth sciences, statistical hypothesis testing is often far from obvious and a large

controversy exists. The IPCC has always realised that controlled experiments of sub-processes
of the (very complex) climate system are almost impossible (e.g. Santer et al. 1995; Mitchell
et al. 2001) and that the available observational records are too short for thorough testing. Al-
ternatively, General Circulation Models (GCM) have been applied as a ’pseudo-truth’, but this
approach is not uncontroversial either. It is probably therefore that AR4 and AR5 frequently re-
fer to an alternative philosophy, the principle of consilience. This principle presumes that several
independent ’lines of evidence’, together may build up to a strong scientific case and may be
better suited for some problems of the Earth sciences.

Next to rigorous testing and peer-review (i.e. double checking of the technical evidence and
scientific rationale by fellow scientists), according to Le Treut et al. (2007), scientific assertions
would gain credibility if they were built "on the existing research record where appropriate". Most
scientific advances are "based on the research and understanding that has gone before, science is cu-
mulative, with useful features retained and non-useful features abandoned". This cumulative principle
has been extensively applied since the establishment of the IPCC. Without exception, all IPCC
assessments built to a large extent on the previous assessments3.

2.1.2 The climate modelling paradigm

Nevertheless, referring to the American philosopher of science Thomas Samuel Kuhn (1962),
Le Treut et al. (2007), acknowledge that a buildup of contradictions with a particular theory may
cause a major ’paradigm shift’. In his essay "The structure of Scientific Revolutions", Kuhn chal-
lenges the idea that science "develops by the accumulation of individual discoveries and inventions"
[normal science]. Normal science, according to Kuhn, is to a large extent oriented to confirm
an existing paradigm (i.e. existing ideas and traditions of scientific practice). It is a phase of
’puzzle-solving’. In case of inconsistencies between theory and observations, auxiliary hypothe-
ses will be adjusted to match the "recalcitrant data" (Oreskes et al. 1994). In the course of time,
more and more anomalies will show up that eventually cannot be explained anymore [crisis]. The
paradigm’s assumptions are re-examined and new paradigms are developed until one paradigm
gets established [revolution]. Subsequently, a new phase of normal science will start.

A famous example of a paradigm shift is the "Copernican Revolution" (Kuhn 1957)4. Al-
though less revolutionary, the growing awareness during the 1950s and 1960s that humans in-
deed might be capable of influencing the global climate (Weart 2010b; Archer and Pierrehumbert
2011, p. 298; see also section 1.2), may be considered a paradigm shift too. First, the idea that
humans were not capable of influencing global climate was prevailing [paradigm]. Second, this

3This is even the case for the First Assessment Report that was build upon SCOPE29 (see section 2.2.)
4The Copernican Revolution refers to the transition of Ptolemaic cosmology (that places Earth in the centre of

the universe) to the Copernican heliocentrism (that places the Sun near the centre of the universe).
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idea was strengthened by some auxiliary hypotheses; saturated greenhouse e↵ect, rapid CO2 up-
take by oceans and a huge underestimation of the future CO2 emissions (see section 1.2) [normal
science]. Third, after these hypotheses had been successfully falsified by especially Plass (1956a;
1956b; 1956c), Revelle and Suess (1957) and Keeling (1960), the scientific community had to
consider human induced climate change a real possibility [scientific revolution].

Also today’s climate change science is characterised by what I refer to as the ’climate mod-
elling paradigm’ that plays a vital role in both IPCC’s detection and attribution studies and its
climate projections. This paradigm is especially reflected in the strong belief in GCMs as the su-
perior tools for assessing climate change, the application of GCM-based multi-model ensembles
as the way to explore epistemic uncertainty5 and the very persistent range of projected Equilib-
rium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) of 1.5-4.5�C (see also Van der Sluijs et al. 1998). The idea that
more complex climate models with finer resolution and incorporating more physics are better
than their simpler counter-parts and e.g. paleoclimates have dominated all IPCC assessments.The
’climate modelling paradigm’ is characterized by two major axioms:

1. More comprehensive models that incorporate more physics are considered more suitable
for climate projections and climate change science than their simpler counterparts because
they are thought to be better capable of dealing with the many feedbacks in the climate sys-
tem. With respect to climate change projections they are also thought to optimally project
consistent climate change signals.

2. Model results that confirm earlier model results are perceived more reliable than model re-
sults that deviate from earlier results. Especially the confirmation of earlier projected Equi-
librium Climate Sensitivity between 1.5�C and 4.5�C degree Celsius seems to increase the
perceived credibility of a model result. Mutual confirmation of models (simple or complex)
is often referred to as ’scientific robustness’.

It is true that the superiority of GCMs has always been nuanced and especially the latest IPCC
assessment also gives credence to other methods (IPCC, 2013). Yet, the level of confidence about
proposed climate phenomena is still largely determined by their reproduction by the state-of-the-
art fully coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models AOGCM.

2.1.3 Objectives and outline of this chapter
This chapter explores the legitimacy and tenability of the ’climate modelling paradigm’. It is not
intended to advocate other methods to be better nor to completely disqualify to use of GCMs.
Rather it aims to explore what determines this perception of GCMs to be the superior tools and
to assess the scientific foundation for this perception. First, section 2.2 explains the origin of

5 Epistemic uncertainty results "the incompleteness and fallibility of knowledge" (Petersen 2012 [2006], p.
52; see also section 3.3
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the paradigm and illustrates that the paradigm is mainly based on the great prospects of early
climate change scientists. Then section 2.4 elaborates on the pitfalls of fully relying on physics.
Subsequently, section 2.3 argue that empirical evidence for the perceived GCM-superiority is
weak. Thereafter, section 2.5 argues that biased models cannot provide an internally consistent
(and plausible) climate response, which is especially problematic for local and regional climate
projections. Next, the independence of the multiple ’lines of evidence’ is treated in section 2.6.
Finally, in section 2.7 it is concluded that the climate modelling paradigm is in crisis.

2.2 The rise of a paradigm

2.2.1 The Charney-report and SCOPE29

For the First Assessment Report (FAR), WG I built its scientific assessment on earlier work, in
particular on SCOPE29 (IPCC 1990b, Foreword). As one of the co-authors of the 1979-Charney
report, Robert E. Dickinson (1986) was also involved with the SCOPE29 chapter on the mod-
elling of future climate. Dickinson clearly saw great potential in the three-dimensional General
Circulation Models that "treat all physical processes essentially as well or better than they are treated
in the simple models". However, the models are very complex and the available computation time
was limited. A full validation was not expected to be possible within one decade (Dickinson and
Cicerone 1986). For the time being, "the validity of climatic change given by the more detailed GCMs"
could only be judged if "it is possible to interpret their results in terms of well understood physical pro-
cesses" (Dickinson 1986), e.g. by simpler conceptual models (Charney et al. 1979; Dickinson
1986).

Like Charney et al. (1979), Dickinson (1986) believed that the ’confidence limits’ of the
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) should not be directly derived from the range spanned
by the available ’realistic’ GCM simulations (1.5-4.5�C), but should incorporate all available
information including expert judgement. Following this reasoning, he extended the range to 1.5-
5.5�C.

Remarkably enough, the o�cial conference statement remained restricted to the GCM sim-
ulated range: "The most advanced experiments with general circulation models of the climatic system
show increases of the global mean equilibrium surface temperature for a doubling of the atmospheric
CO2 concentration, or equivalent, of between 1.5 and 4.5 degrees Celsius" (Bolin et al. 1986, Pref-
ace). Apparently, not everyone was convinced by the added value of simpler models and expert
judgement.

This discrepancy was also noticed by Van der Sluijs et al. (1998) and in a personal commu-
nication, Robert E. Dickinson explained to Van der Sluijs et al. that at the meeting in Villach,
"Suki Manabe was personally sceptical that such a large number" [5.5�C] "could be achieved", and
"that led the meeting to adopt the previous range". So, whereas Charney et al. (1979) and Dickinson
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(1986) "judgementally" expanded the GCM projected range, Suki Manabe’s intuition (and great
reputation) was used to constrain it again.

2.2.2 First Assessment Report (FAR)

In spite of the repeated request of the IPCC chair, Bert Bolin, the contribution of WG I to the
First Assessment Report (IPCC 1990b), did not succeed in presenting the major scientific con-
troversies about climate change prediction at the time of its preparation (Bolin 2007, pp. 63-64).
More than SCOPE29, FAR-WG I relied on GCMs and proposed that GCMs are the best tools to
take climate feedbacks into account.

Also for regional climate predictions GCMs were predicted a great future since they carry the
possibility to consistently predict circulation changes. FAR-WG I firmly rejected other potential
methods, like paleoclimatic analogues, as proposed by ’Soviet scientists’ amongst who Mikhail
Budyko. Nevertheless, they acknowledged that reliable regional predictions by GCMs were not
possible either at that moment.

This seriously troubled the chair of WG II, Yuri Izrael (USSR), and led to a large disagree-
ment with the chair of WG I, John Houghton (Bolin 2007, p. 64). A special meeting was arranged
where Mikhail Budyko and WG I agreed that "for a climate situation in the past to be a detailed ana-
logue of the likely climate in the next century with increased greenhouse gas concentrations, it is necessary
for the forcing factors (e.g. greenhouse gases, orbital variations) and boundary conditions (e.g. ice cov-
erage, topography, etc.) to be similar" (IPCC 1990b, p. 158).

For Working group II, this was no reason not to use paleoclimates in their contribution (IPCC
1990a). Yet, Working group I explicitly did "not advocate" analogues because no paleoclimatic
analogues had been found for which the forcing factors and other conditions resembled current
and future conditions (IPCC 1990b, policy makers summary). For example, the Pliocene epoch
was rejected, among other reasons, because of "a lower Himalayan massif and an open Isthmus of
Panama (which would have profoundly a↵ected the circulation of the North Atlantic)" (Mitchell et al.
1990). GCMs, on the other hand, were believed to be able to reliably estimate continental scale
changes. Apparently, the huge discrepancies with respect to observations (e.g > 10�C for surface
temperature over Antarctica) and the need for non-physically based ’flux-adjustments’ (Gates
et al. 1990) did not challenge the reliability of GCM derived projections.

2.2.3 Second to Fifth Assessment Reports (SAR, TAR, AR4, AR5)

Anyway, the dispute had been settled. In the guidelines for assessing impacts compiled for the
Second Assessment Report (SAR), Carter et al. (1994) rejected the analogue method and advo-
cated that "three dimensional numerical models of the global climate system are the only credible tools
... for the simulation of the physical processes that determine the global climate" and that regional cli-
mate change can only be estimated applying GCMs, whether or not in conjunction with Regional
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Climate Models (RCM). This idea has been followed in all successive IPCC assessments (IPCC
1990b; IPCC 1996; IPCC 2001; IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013). A paradigm was born.

The first IPCC assessment dates back almost 25 years now. Yet, the reasoning about which
methods should be considered credible is still topical. The then proposed method still dominates
the international and national climate assessments. Recent IPCC reports do assess other methods
as well, but to a much lesser extent than multi-model ensembles are done and these other methods
are often evaluated on the basis of GCM-based multi-model ensembles (IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013).
By its single and persistent focus on GCMs and its strong link6 to platforms for multi-model
ensembles, the IPCC implicitly prescribes the application of GCM-based multi-model ensembles
as the approach to explore uncertainty. In this way, the IPCC became a guiding institution rather
than one restricting itself to objectively assessing the state of climate change science. Nowadays,
it seems that the application of (CMIP5 like) GCMs and multi-model ensembles for regional or
national scale scenarios does not need any further justification (e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2014).
As a result, this ’IPCC approach’ has become very dominant for the construction of national and
regional scenarios (Petersen 2012 [2006]; Hulme and Dessai 2008b) and is hardly challenged.

What would this framing of credibility look like if the world would have been slightly less

6 Although "the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) was established to study and inter-
compare climate simulations made with coupled ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere-land GCMs" (Meehl et al.
2000), it has always had strong connections to the IPCC. According to Meehl et al. (1997), CMIP was partly moti-
vated "to intercompare models whose results are used by the IPCC" and CMIP1 specifically elaborated on the work
of the IPCC’s Second Assessment Report SAR (Gates et al. 1996). In the course of time, this connection has further
strengthened like described by Meehl et al. (2005) in their article on CMIP.

- "Most modeling groups have either just recently completed or are in the final stages of completing develop-
ment of new model versions, with a strong awareness of timing new model versions for the upcoming IPCC
AR4. Preliminary indications are that sensitivities of new model versions may be converging near 2-3�C, and
the reasons for this need to be understood. This issue was specifically discussed at the IPCC Workshop in
Paris in July 2004."

- "The immediate future of CMIP is tied directly to twentieth-century and future climate simulations being
performed for the IPCC AR4."

- "Modeling groups around the world have agreed to perform an unprecedented set of coordinated twentieth-
and twenty-first-century climate change experiments, in addition to commitment experiments extending to
the twenty-second century, for the IPCC AR4."

- "There will be an international e↵ort to collect, compile, and analyze output from this multimodel dataset
for direct input to the IPCC AR4 in 2004-05. Under the auspices of IPCC, the Working Group on Coupled
Modelling (WGCM) has set up a panel to coordinate the collection and archival of the multimodel output at
PCMDI."

- "Thus the traditional CMIP-idealized forcing 1% CO2 increase experiments will be fundamental to these
intercomparisons for the AR4, and, as in past IPCC assessments, CMIP-related activities will once again
play an important role in the IPCC process."

Like its precursor, also CMIP5 is strongly linked to the IPCC. For instance, the Fifth IPCC assessment (AR5)
strongly relies on CMIP5, that was set up in the expectation that "some of the scientific questions that arose dur-
ing preparation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) will
through CMIP5 be addressed in time for evaluation in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)" (Taylor et al. 2012).
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polarised7 in the time of this first IPCC assessment? Maybe the urge to put forward its own
models as the only credible tool would have been much weaker. Or what if Mikhail Budyko
would have convinced ’western’ scientists that paleoclimates are the only credible tool in play;
would we all be involved now in paleoclimatic analogues rather than in climate modelling?

2.3 The lack of empirical evidence

One of the major problems in climate change science is the limited length of reliable, homo-
geneous observational time series representative for the relevant modes of temporal variability.
The available observational data hardly allow for thorough statistical testing and assessing the
predictive power of simulated climate response (e.g. by GCMs).

2.3.1 Statistical hypothesis testing

In line with Popper’s principle of falsification, statistical hypothesis (or significance) testing aims
to disprove a certain null hypothesis H0 (e.g. humans do not influence global climate). This null
hypothesis is (usually) tested by assessing the rareness of a particular pattern in the available
data/observations, given that H0 is true (e.g. how odd would the observed global warming of the last
150 years be, if humans do not influence the global climate?). Therefore, the probability (p-value) is
estimated that such a global warming is just a manifestation of natural variability. H0 is rejected
if the p-value is lower than a predefined level, often 5% or 1%. In that case, the global warming
trend is considered significant and it is concluded that the global warming cannot be explained
by natural variability alone and consequently, that there logically must be a human influence.

The use of GCMs for a controlled experiment The most straightforward way to test the
significance of a hypothesis is by means of a controlled experiment that isolates one process.
This is pretty hard in the case we want to test the influence of increased atmospheric GHG on
global warming. We would need several Earths of which a first subset is forced by normal and
a second subset by increased atmospheric GHG. In this way we would obtain two samples of
global temperatures which can easily be tested for significant di↵erences.

In the lack of other Earths, ’scientific simulation’ could be proposed. The above experiment
could be performed by climate model simulations rather than with other Earths. Nevertheless,
conclusions on the hypothesis that "increased atmospheric GHG a↵ects the global climate" on
the basis of this approach are not valid. The climate model is a mathematical formulation of the

7It is astonishing that a ’scientific’ assessment on the physical aspects of climate change divides the ’scientific’
world on the basis of the scientists’ origin rather than on prevailing opinions. ’Soviet scientists’ versus ’Western
scientists’.
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hypothesis (together with some auxiliary hypotheses and physical laws) we want to test 8. The
hypothesis is explicitly added to the climate model. So, the hypothesis is tested by a formalisation
of the hypothesis itself9.

2.3.2 Detection and attribution

Because of the di�culties with hypothesis testing, many studies distinguish detection and attribu-
tion. Detection assesses the probability of a pattern (e.g. global warming), assuming no external
forcing. Attribution estimates by means of models (either simple or complex, either physically
based or empirical) the relative contributions of plausible causes (external forcings, like changes
in atmospheric CO2 or in land use) for the global warming.

The detection of a (significant) trend depends to a large extent on the estimated natural vari-
ability, i.e. stochastic process (e.g. Cohn and Lins 2005). A strong temporal structure (e.g. short
and long term memory and periodicity) in the observations dramatically reduces the e↵ective
sample size and so the power of the statistical test (e.g. Von Storch 1995). In other words, in case
of serial correlation between the observations, longer time series are necessary to test a trend to
be significant.

The classification of the stochastic process, especially the detection and estimation of long-
term persistence (LTP) needs long homogeneous records. The estimation of the stochastic pro-
cess is further complicated by the presence of a trend. Especially for ’short’ observational records,
it is extremely hard to distinguish a ’structural’ trend from LTP (e.g. Bakker and Van den Hurk
2012).

Alternatively, the natural variability could be estimated from much longer GCM simulations
(or paleoclimatic reconstructions). Yet, like with the enhanced greenhouse e↵ect also the GCM’s
natural variability is the result of a mathematical formulation of a complex interconnection of nu-

8 Strictly speaking, the climate models apply electromagnetic laws that link the temperature of black bodies
(like atmospheric CO2 and Earth) to the spectrum and intensity of the emitted radiation and that link the chemical
composition of a body to which part of the radiation will be absorbed. This laws say that atmospheric CO2 warms by
the absorption of infrared (long-wave) radiation emitted by Earth, which determines the spectrum and intensity of
the emitted radiation (in all directions) by the atmospheric CO2. This means that part of the emitted radiative energy
is absorbed and emitted back. So, atmospheric CO2 retains some of the emitted energy by Earth (greenhouse e↵ect)
and as a consequence, higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations will increase the temperature. For a long time, this
net e↵ect of increased atmospheric CO2 was not (generally) believed because the radiative absorption was already
believed to be saturated, i.e. all radiation emitted by Earth was considered to be entirely absorbed by the current
level of CO2 (see section 1.2). Yet, higher CO2-levels enable ’saturation’ closer to the surface and, consequently,
they especially warm the lower atmosphere. In other words, CO2 changes a↵ects the vertical temperature profile.

GCMs basically apply a mathematical formulation of this conceptual model together with some physical concepts
that may cause tempering or amplifying of this greenhouse e↵ect. These ’feedbacks’ determine the strength of the
overall modelled climate response, but it is very unlikely that they will fully compensate this greenhouse e↵ect.

9The incorrectness of this circular reasoning seems trivial. Yet, similar reasoning, although not in a hypothesis
testing framework per se, has been frequently used (e.g. Charney et al. 1979; IPCC 2013; see also section 2.6).
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merous (undisputed) physical laws and (ill-tested) hypotheses. As a consequence, the credibility
of the simulated variability is hard to demonstrate. My personal experience (although based on
a limited number of GCMs and limited to continental scale and smaller) indicates that the GCM
simulated amplitude is generally much too small for most temporal scales (Te Linde et al. 2010;
Bakker and Van den Hurk 2011; Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012; Bakker et al. 2014). This ap-
peared, for instance, also the case for the amplitude of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
simulated by the newly developed GCM, EC-EARTH (Hazeleger et al. 2012). On the other hand,
there are also fellow scientists, that found an overestimation of GCM simulated multi-year vari-
ability of various climate variables (e.g. Deser et al. 2014). Comparison with observations or
paleoclimatic records is routinely done (Bindo↵ et al. 2013), but the success of the evaluations
is debated (e.g. Curry and Webster 2011; Hegerl et al. 2011). As mentioned above, observational
records are simply too short and according to the IPCC, also paleoclimatic records fail to provide
credible estimates of the ’true natural variability’ (Bindo↵ et al. 2013, citing Esper et al. 2012;
Schurer et al. 2013).

In fact, this makes the trend detection an attribution problem: is the observed trend a feature of
natural variability or is it caused by some external factor?

2.3.3 The need for accurate models for attribution and climate projections

The reliability of an attribution study or a climate projection depends on the accuracy or predic-
tive power of the applied models. That means how well a model can simulate a relation, e.g. the
climate response to external (anthropogenic) forcings. This is usually evaluated by comparison
to observations. So, like with statistical hypothesis testing the assessment of the accuracy is con-
strained by the lack of su�cient observational records. It is not possible to indicate if a match
between observed and simulated signal is due to the accuracy of the model or just by chance (or
a mismatch due to a lack of predictive power or due to chance). Even after many years, when
long independent observational records have become available, we might be able to falsify the
projected range of future climate if the climate will evolve outside this range. Yet, an evolution
within the projected range will only be a very weak confirmation of its appropriateness - if some-
one claims to have a dice with a particular range of outcomes, this claim is not confirmed by a
single throw within this range, but it is falsified by a throw outside this range.

Therefore, rather than assessing the predictive power, the ability to reproduce observed cli-
matology is often assessed (e.g. Reichler and Kim 2008; Masson and Knutti 2011; Knutti et al.
2013; Flato et al. 2013). For some regions like the Arctic, indeed there is some physically under-
stood connection within the GCM simulations (e.g. Boé et al. 2009a; Boé et al. 2009b), but in
general these relations are weak (e.g. Masson and Knutti 2011; Knutti et al. 2013; IPCC 2013).
The weakness of these relations suggests that skilful reproduction cannot be used to assess the
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predictive power. As a matter of fact, these weak relations are often brought up to justify the use
of GCMs in spite of the large biases involved.

2.3.4 Discussion
The null hypothesis that the global warming has been caused by natural variability alone cannot
be falsified unambiguously, because reliable and unambiguous estimates of this natural vari-
ability lack. This is often incorrectly explained as a disprove of the alternative hypothesis ["a
significant human influence"]. Acknowledging that in this case GCMs are of no help, Kevin E.
Trenberth (2001) proposed to reverse the null hypothesis ["there is a human component"] to be
disproved. Yet, this is just as problematic as falsifying that the natural variability might be the
main cause of the observed global warming. Therefore, Judith Curry (2011a) argues that "the
statement of a null hypothesis is not particularly useful in the broader context of the scientific inferences
surrounding the topic of the attribution of climate change and also policy decisions".

2.4 The accuracy of reductionist climate modelling
In the absence of testable models, science often falls back to a reductionist approach. Reduc-
tionism assumes that a complex system is nothing but the sum of its parts. In science, this is
practically tantamount to the belief that a complex system can be resolved by the systematic
application of scientific/physical laws at sub-components. This is also where the confidence in
GCM simulations comes from (IPCC 2013).

Scientific laws, like Newton’s law of universal gravitation, are over and over again confirmed,
without practical falsifications. As a matter of fact, this very strong empirical evidence makes that
these ’models’ are universally accepted as scientific laws. The systematic application of scien-
tific laws, especially those from classical mechanics, has proven very successful in various disci-
plines. Probably, a moon landing would not have been possible without physically based orbital
calculations. Also weather predictions have benefited from a reductionist approach. Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) allows for much better simulation of air circulation than synoptic
meteorology and in this way substantially contributes to skilful weather forecasts.

2.4.1 Analogue with hydrological modelling
Fully relying on reductionism seems however not so useful for climate modelling. This may be
illustrated on the basis of a comparison between hydraulics and hydrology by professor Huub
Savenije (2009) that seems a good analogue for the comparison between weather prediction and
climate projection.

Obviously, the success of a reductionist approach depends on the universal applicability/validity
of the applied laws or models, but also on how well the boundary conditions of the system are
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defined. According to Savenije (2009), this state of knowledge on the boundary conditions is
the main di↵erence between hydraulic and hydrological modelling. Hydraulic systems are often
characterised by well-defined boundaries that allow for a reductionist/ physically-based mod-
elling approach. Hydrology, on the other hand, is characterised by ill-defined boundaries that,
moreover, interact with the water running through it. These complex boundaries make a reduc-
tionist approach (i.e. systematic application of physical laws) almost infeasible and ask for a
more holistic, empirical approach. The hard-to-define boundaries are probably the main reason
that even in the relatively well-defined Rhine catchment, the semi-distributed, conceptual model
HBV outperforms the physically-based, distributed land surface models like VIC (Te Linde et al.
2008). Better model results are not guaranteed by more physics and more detail.

Yet, the application of a ’well-established’ conceptual model like HBV is not a guarantee for
success either. There is no conceptual model that fits all hydrological problems. Hydrological
systems are often a↵ected by concepts that are ’unique’ for that particular system. Therefore,
hydrological modelling often benefits if it is approached from a wider perspective, incorporating
concepts from other (sub)disciplines. A holistic approach "where alternative model structures are
developed on the basis of physical reasoning" is most appropriate for hydrological modelling. This
requires "imagination, inspiration, insight, field experience, creativity, ingenuity and skill" from the
researcher (Savenije 2009).

In this analogue, hydraulics is to hydrology as weather prediction is to climate projection.
Air motion is largely determined by the current pressure and temperature distribution. If this
initial state is relatively well defined, NWP can skilfully predict the air circulation for several
days ahead. The chaotic behaviour of the atmosphere makes that small di↵erences in these initial
conditions may result in very di↵erent atmospheric patterns. As a result, the weather is only
predictable one or two weeks ahead. Weather prediction (up to one or two weeks) is an initial
value problem suited for a reductionist approach.

In contrast, climate projection is often referred to as a boundary value problem (e.g. Meehl
et al. 2009; Kirtman et al. 2013, Box 11.1, Figure 2). A small change in the boundary conditions
may cause very di↵erent preferred flow patterns and so regionally very di↵erent climate. It was
with reason that, for the first IPCC assessment, WG I was so concerned about the open Isth-
mus of Panama and the too low Himalayan Massif during the Pliocene Epoch (see section 2.2).
However, it is not only the ill-defined boundaries, but also the limited understanding of impor-
tant feedbacks, like the cloud and biochemical feedback, that hinder reliable climate projections.
Like in hydrology, the ill-defined boundaries of the climate system do substantially a↵ect the at-
mospheric (and ocean) circulation and part of the ill-understood feedbacks. Also global warming
substantially influences the boundaries and climate feedbacks, which again a↵ect the atmospheric
circulation.
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2.4.2 The role of parameterisations

In GCMs, the system boundaries and feedbacks are usually parameterised. Parameterisations are
conceptual models "for those processes that cannot be represented explicitly, either because of their
complexity (e.g., biochemical processes in vegetation) or because the spatial and/or temporal scales on
which they occur are not resolved by the discretised model equations (e.g., cloud processes and turbu-
lence)" (Flato et al. 2013). Parameterisation schemes "rely essentially on pragmatic decisions that
balance fidelity to what we know about the target system with the need for e↵ective implementation"
(Lenhard and Winsberg 2010).

Obviously, the parameterisations involve some physics, but the universal validity of the con-
ceptual models can usually not be proven. Besides, important features that might determine the
climate sensitivity are easily forgotten. The accuracy of a reductionist approach for climate sim-
ulation is impossible to assess. Yet, for related disciplines like hydrology that have to cope with
ill-defined boundaries, a purely reductionist modelling approach has proven unsuccessful.

2.5 Internal consistency of GCM simulations

During the last decades, GCMs have undergone incredible improvements (Reichler and Kim
2008; Weart 2010a; Edwards 2010; Flato et al. 2013). New elements of the Earth system have
been included, resolution has increased and parameterisations have improved. Yet, the simu-
lated climate still shows large biases with respect to the observations. In spite of the biases, it
is generally believed or assumed that the simulated change by the state-of-the-art fully coupled
Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCM)10 provides a credible and internally
consistent estimate of climate change as we might experience in the future11.

This assumption is however hard to justify for a strongly non-linear system like the climate
system, that is subject to heterogeneously distributed strength of feedbacks and tipping points.
It is impossible to apply the simulated change of a biased AOGCM consistently to observed
climate. Imagine a simple bi-modal system, e.g. ’wet’ days and ’dry’ days12. Logically, the prob-
abilities of occurrence, wet-day frequency Fwet and dry-day frequency Fdry, add up to 100%; a
day is either wet or dry. Following the general approach of neglecting the biases, the relative
change of the frequencies Fwet and Fdry can be directly derived from the future and control sim-
ulation. These changes in frequency dFwet and dFdry can be applied to the observed Fwet and
Fdry to obtain a (considered) credible and internally consistent estimate of the future frequencies
Fwet,fut and Fdry,fut. Yet, in case of a biased GCM the estimated Fwet,fut and Fdry,fut will not add up

10with or without downscaling.
11There are also some additional requirements on the ’realism’ of the simulated climate for this to be perceived

as credible (see Flato et al. 2013).
12Although ’wet’ or ’dry’ seems a matter of definition, the change in wet-day frequency gets much attention in

many climate change assessments (e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2006; Van den Hurk et al. 2014; KNMI 2014).
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to 100%. Alternatively, absolute changes (percentage points13) of Fwet and Fdry might be derived
from the climate model, but this approach allows for negative frequencies and frequencies that
exceed 100%. A third option would be deriving the change from the ratio of the frequencies of
both events d Fwet

Fdry
from the (downscaled) AOGCM simulation. This will prevent unrealistic fre-

quencies, but the maximum possible simulated change will be constrained by the bias; in case of
a large bias, only small changes can be projected. This also seems not desirable.

Nevertheless, in spite of the omnipresent biases, some elements or characteristics might re-
semble the observations very well. Imagine the hypothetical case that a climate model produces
too high temperatures, but a perfect rainfall climatology. This might be reason to use this model
for projecting precipitation changes. Yet, heavily biased temperature and perfect rainfall indi-
cate that there is something wrong with the mutual scaling, i.e. they are not consistent. The
temperature-rainfall scaling is apparently ’unrealistic’. Is this climate model indeed appropriate
to confidently project precipitation change?

These are only two very simple illustrations of di�culties with the interpretations of projected
climate change by heavily biased climate models. In practice, the interpretation is much more
complicated. Climate is not a simple bi-modal system, but extremely complex. In an attempt to
project an internally consistent climate response, internal inconsistencies are introduced. Simu-
lated climate response by biased (downscaled) GCMs requires a complicated interpretation and
postprocessing before it can be meaningfully applied (Bakker and Van den Hurk 2011; Bakker
and Bessembinder 2012; Bakker and Bessembinder 2013; Bakker et al. 2014). It is not unlikely
that these internal inconsistencies are much larger than would be obtained by simple scaling
rules as long as the biases are larger than the projected climate change because the internal
inconsistencies are caused by both climate response and biases.

2.6 ’Lines of evidence’ or circular reasoning?

General Circulation Models cannot be unambiguously proven to be the most or only credible
tools for the prediction of global and regional climate response. Reliable climate records are
simply too short and the climate system is too complex and unknown to distinguish natural vari-
ability from an anthropogenic forcing. The non-triviality of the GCMs and the potential of other
methods is often underlined by the IPCC. Therefore, the IPCC (2013) often appeals to multiple
’lines of evidence’. This may be a powerful way of reasoning, but it is of vital importance that the
di↵erent lines of evidence are independent (Bindo↵ et al. 2013; Henriksson et al. 2010; Annan
and Hargreaves 2011). Ignorance of potential interdependencies may result in overconfidence
and ’circular reasoning’.

13Percentage points is a measure for the arithmetic di↵erence between two percentages. A decrease from 50% to
25% indicates a decrease of 25 percentage points or a decrease of 50%.
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2.6.1 IPCC’s uncertainty framing
The IPCC (2013) expresses the degree of (un)certainty of findings on the basis of a qualitative
confidence level and where possible probabilistically (see figure 2.1, table 2.1 and Mastrandrea
et al. 2010). The level of confidence depends on the quality of the evidence and the degree of
agreement among the di↵erent scientific assessments. So, if all the independent, high-quality
’lines of evidence’ point in the same direction, ’high confidence’ is assigned to a finding.

Figure 2.1: Relation confidence, quality of evidence and degree of agreement (source: Mastrandrea et al.
2010) IPCC (2013) distinguishes very low, low, medium, high and very high.

Table 2.1: Likelihood scale used in AR5 (Mastrandrea et al. 2010; Cubasch et al. 2013).

term likelihood of the outcome
Virtually certain 99-100% probability
Extremely likely 95-100% probability
Very likely 90-100% probability
Likely 66-100% probability
More likely than not 50-100% probability
About as likely as not 33- 60% probability
Unlikely 0- 33% probability
Very unlikely 0- 10% probability
Extremely unlikely 0- 5% probability
Exceptionally unlikely 0- 1% probability
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Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity The assessments of Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS)
in AR5 of Bindo↵ et al. (2013, subsection 10.8.2) and Collins et al. (2013, Box 12.2) trans-
parently illustrate the application of this uncertainty framing. On the basis of di↵erent ’lines
of evidence’ (observational, paleoclimatic, ’simpler’ and ’intermediate complexity’ models and
feedback analysis), Bindo↵ et al. (2013) estimate ECS likely to be within 1.5-4.5�C (medium
confidence), extremely unlikely to be lower than 1�C (high confidence) and very unlikely higher
than 6�C (no statement on confidence). For the likely-range medium confidence is expressed
because there is some disagreement among the assessed studies and the individual lines of ev-
idence appear weak. Confirmation of the likely-range by the multi-model ensembles of CMIP3
and CMIP5, moved Collins et al. (2013) to express high confidence. Further, the assessment of
Collins et al. (2013) confirms with medium confidence that ECS above 6�C is very unlikely. So,
most (not all) available studies estimate ECS with more than 66% certainty within 1.5�C and
4.5�C and quite a lot agree on a lower than 10% probability that ECS is higher than 6�C, but this
latter result is challenged by some studies.

2.6.2 The independence of multi-model ensemble based evidence
The assessments of Bindo↵ et al. (2013) and Collins et al. (2013) nicely clarify the consider-
ations of the authors. Disagreements on the assessed range are shown and the quality of the
lines of evidence is discussed. Yet, the mutual independence of the di↵erent lines of evidence
that determine the overall confidence has received little attention in AR5. According to Knutti
and Sedlác̆ek (2013), "this robustness across generations of models is positive, and its consistency with
simpler models, theoretical process understanding and observed changes provides strong support for the
argument that climate change over the twenty-first century will probably exceed that observed over the
past century, even for the RCP2.6 scenario in which global greenhouse-gas emissions are reduced by
about 90% in 2100 compared with the present".

On the other hand, in section 2.3, I argued that GCMs apply very similar main hypothe-
ses as applied in the simpler climate models; similar greenhouse e↵ect and similar (positive)
climate feedbacks which complicates the demonstration of the independence. Also the mutual
independence of GCMs cannot be demonstrated. On the contrary. ’New models’ usually "evolve
from combining, modifying and improving existing parts and ideas" (Masson and Knutti 2011). It is
demonstrated that model families that share concepts and code show significant statistical simi-
larities too (Masson and Knutti 2011; Knutti et al. 2013). According to Knutti et al. (2013) this
does not necessarily disqualify multi-model ensembles for ’first order’ estimates, but it seriously
complicates their interpretation.
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More troubling for the demonstration of the independence of the GCM based evidence, is
that most model groups fail to routinely report how they tuned their model (Flato et al. 2013)14

According to the IPCC this tuning does not involve the simulated climate response (and sensitiv-
ity) (Flato et al. 2013) and also I am highly confident15 that the GCMs are not explicitly tuned to
match a particular response.

2.6.3 ’Implicit tuning’

Yet, there is also such a thing as ’implicit’ tuning. This might result from the exchange of ’suc-
cessful’ parameterisations and concepts between model labs or directly from the unconscious
desire to model what is expected. Every modeller knows that a model will be more carefully
and critically re-examined if it provides something unexpected. A model is more likely to be
scrutinised, if the model results fall outside the a-priori plausible, but implicitly assessed, range.
This implicit, a-priori range is part of the mental model of the reviewer and is usually shaped by
previous results.

In the case of climate modelling, ECS between 1.5�C and 4.5�C has been put forward as the
range since the assessment of Charney et al. in 1979, though accompanied by di↵erent uncer-
tainty statements (Van der Sluijs et al. 1998). Charney et al. (1979) presented the ECS range as
the ’best informed guess’ of the probable bounds. Dickinson (1986) referred to the same bounds
as ’95% Bayesian confidence limits’. These bounds were confirmed by the latest GCM simula-
tions, but Dickinson saw reason to ’judgementally’ widen the range to 1.5-5.5�C as described in
the background report of the Villach-1985 meeting (SCOPE29 Bolin et al. 1986). Yet, without
further documentation this broadened range was overruled by the ’intuition’ of Suki Manabe at
the Villach-1985 meeting itself (Van der Sluijs et al. 1998, citing Robert E. Dickinson). In 1990,
ignoring the 3-year old, but not less reliable (Van der Sluijs et al. 1998) GCM results up to 5.2�C,
the First IPCC Assessment Report FAR concluded that the most recent model results did "not
provide any compelling reason to alter the previously accepted range". Also follow-up supplements
and assessments of the IPCC (1992; 1996; 2001; 2007; 2013) did not found ’compelling evi-
dence’ from GCM simulations outside the ECS-range of 1.5-4.5�C to change this range. Based
on interviews with involved IPCC experts, Van der Sluijs et al. (1998) concluded:

"What is clear from the comments of Dickinson, Bolin and Gates is that the initial 1.5-4.5�C range is
not derived from a procedure they regard as scientifically sound. Apparently, the need for scientific rigour
applies more strongly to changing the climate sensitivity range than it does to its maintenance. This sug-
gests that the scientific status of the temperature range is much lower than is generally perceived by the
public, and this is not solely due to (necessary) simplification for public and policy comprehension. To

14Mauritsen et al. (2012); Hourdin et al. (2013) are positive exceptions who did report their tuning practices (Flato
et al. 2013).

15My confidence is based on intuition/gut-feeling and my layman judgement fed by discussions with members of
the KNMI climate modelling group.
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argue that changing the values would require weighty scientific justification is also to implicitly acknowl-
edge that the public view of the 1.5�C to 4.5�C figures is that they have been rigorously and precisely
justified scientifically, whereas they have not".

This very persistent ECS-range determines to a large extent what is generally considered pos-
sible and so indirectly exerts pressure to confirm it. Likewise, nowadays, there are also several
features of the climate the reproduction of which is generally thought to increase the predic-
tive power of the GCMs (Flato et al. 2013). What are the odds that a climate modelling group
will provide a multi-model ensemble with simulations of a GCM that has an ECS outside the
widely and persistently accepted range and/or performs badly on the ’climate aspects’ that are
considered important? Likely, the modelling group will adjust the model structure and model
parameters until the model performs satisfactory [implicit tuning]. Van der Sluijs et al. (1998)
speculated that "a change in the" ECS-range "would focus attention on the methods originally used and
their inadequacies, which could be potentially embarrassing for the climate modelling community"; "..to
the extent that no climate lab wants to be the oddball on the block, there is significant pressure to tune
one’s model to the crowd" (Winsberg 2012). In other words, it is likely that the model results are
constrained by the a-priori expected (or accepted) range.

As a consequence, the range spanned by the GCM-based multi-model ensembles is biased to
earlier results, notably to the expert judgement of Charney et al. (1979). This hypothesis can how-
ever not be tested in the lack of well reported tuning practices. Therefore, multi-model ensembles,
like CMIP3 and CMIP5, cannot be proven to provide additional and independent evidence and
are inappropriate to explore the epistemic uncertainty of climate response.

2.6.4 Validation on the basis of ’tuned’ multi-model ensembles

Studies that do explicitly explore the epistemic uncertainty, e.g. by Perturbed Physics (or Param-
eter) Ensembles (PPE) based on a single climate model, indeed indicate a much larger possible
range. AR5 refers, for example, to ECS values above 5�C (in some cases above 10�C) (Flato
et al. 2013) that are found in the Perturbed Physics Ensemble based on HadAM/HadCM3 (e.g.
Murphy et al. 2004). Yet, Flato et al. (2013) argue that, although such high values cannot be ex-
cluded, the climatological biases appear smallest "for many fields if ECS is between 3 and 4�C". This
moved Collins et al. (2013) to judge these higher estimates less credible than those derived from
the multi-model ensembles and to raise the overall confidence of the likely-range from medium
to high.

Yet, there is absolutely no scientific foundation for the claim that a good reproduction of some
aspects of the current climate ensures more reliable estimates of climate response/sensitivity. So,
there seems no reason to disqualify models on the basis of an ill reproduction of ’some aspects’.
Besides, as mentioned above, these aspects are likely to be (implicitly) tuned in. Implicit tuning
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involves both parameter and structural adjustments. The supposed performance (in reproducing
some16 aspects) is thus a result of the optimal synergy between structure and all parameters. One-
sided perturbation of a limited number of parameters will not only influence the ECS, but is also
likely to deteriorate the performance of the intended ’climate aspects’.

Even if the intended ’climate aspects’ indeed would be suitable indicators for the predictive
power, a fair comparison of the perturbed parameter settings requires an additional tuning of the
not-perturbed parameters and/or model structure. There are numerous parameter combinations
that may lead to an equally plausible simulated climate (Mauritsen et al. 2012). Commenting on
an early version of this manuscript, Gerbrand Komen (former Deputy Director General of KNMI
and former Netherlands focal point for IPCC) wrote "I remember vividly that the former (1990s)
chair of the WCRP Working Group on Coupled Modelling, Lennart Bengtsson returned from a meeting all
upset and said: "You can get what you want". Hervé le Treut came up with nice examples of how models
had been grown towards one another, so they showed very similar radiative balances. Yet, looking closer,
that was for very di↵erent physical reasons"17. An ensemble of climate models is particularly of use
to explore the uncertainties of climate response if all potential sources of uncertainty (parameter
and structural) are systematically and coherently investigated.

2.6.5 Discussion

In conclusion, there are several ’lines of evidence’ that GCMs do not provide an independent ’line
of evidence’ for the assessed climate response. GCMs share code and concepts and are based on
the same main hypotheses and ignore the same badly understood and unknown mechanisms as
simpler climate models do. Besides, the very persistent range of presented ECS suggests some
level of ’implicit’ tuning to earlier results, though this can neither be demonstrated nor falsified
due to the lack of complete documentation on tuning. Of course the atmospheric circulation and
its changes will a↵ect the global climate, its feedbacks and regional climate, but according to the
IPCC (2013, Thematic Focus Element TFE.6) the "water vapour/lapse rate, albedo and cloud feed-
backs are the principal determinants of equilibrium climate". These feedbacks are largely determined
by ill-understood processes. Multi-model ensembles based on the most comprehensive GCMs,
like CMIP3 and CMIP5, provide no independent line of quantitative evidence are therefore in-
su�cient to increase the confidence of the likely range from medium to high.

16IPCC (2013) did not make clear which aspects and why they are important.
17freely translated from the Dutch original "Ik herinner me nog heel levendig dat Lennart Bengtsson, in de 90er

jaren vz van de WGCM (WCRP werkgroep on Coupled Modelling), geschokt terug kwam van een vergadering, en
zei ’you can get what you want’. Hervé le Treut had destijds aardige voorbeelden van hoe modellen allemaal naar
elkaar waren toegegroeid zodat ze allemaal ongeveer dezelfde stralingsevenwichten hadden, maar als je goed keek
dan was dat vanwege heel verschillende fysische redenen."
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2.7 Scientific crisis
The IPCC (2013) has done a great job in illuminating a large part of the scientific achievements
on climate change. It is increasingly open about their valuing of di↵erent studies. On the basis of
the uncertainty framing as proposed by Mastrandrea et al. (2010) the IPCC succeeded to trans-
parently present their considerations and distinguish ’scientific knowledge’ from their expert
judgement.

It seems, however, hard to fully abandon the prevailing ’climate modelling paradigm’, espe-
cially the view that GCMs are the ultimate tool to explore future climate change. The state-of-
the-art fully coupled AOGCMs do not provide independent evidence for human-induced climate
change. GCM-based multi-model ensembles are likely to be (implicitly) tuned to earlier results.
The confirmation of earlier results by GCMs is therefore no reason for higher confidence. The
confidence in the GCMs originates primarily from the fact that, after extensive tuning of the
feedbacks and other processes, a radiative balance is found for the Top-Of-Atmosphere. This is
indeed quite an achievement, but the tuning usually provides only one of countless solutions.
Multi-model ensembles tuned to a particular response give us only little insight in the possible
range of outcomes. Besides, the GCMs only include a limited selection of potentially important
feedbacks18 and sometimes artefacts have to be incorporated to close the radiative balance (i.e.
’correction of model drift’, Kirtman et al. 2013).

The founding assessments of Charney et al. (1979) and Bolin et al. (1986) did see the great
potential of future GCMs, but based their likely-range of ECS on expert judgement and simple
mechanistic understanding of the climate system. And even today, the IPCC acknowledges that
the model spread (notably of multi-model ensembles) is only a crude measure for uncertainty
because it does not take model quality and model interdependence into account. Nevertheless, in
practice, GCMs are often applied as a ’pseudo-truth’.

The paradigm that GCMs are the superior tools for climate change assessments and that
multi-model ensembles are the best way to explore epistemic uncertainty has lasted for many
decades (IPCC 1990b; IPCC 1996; IPCC 2001; IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013) and still dominates
global (IPCC 2013), regional (e.g. Görgen et al. 2010) and national climate assessments (e.g.
Van den Hurk et al. 2014). Studies based on simpler models than the state-of-the-art GCMs
or studies projecting climate response outside the widely accepted range have always received
less credence. The FAR refuted paleoclimates on the basis of ’unrealistic’ boundary conditions
and forcings that were also omnipresent in the GCMs of that time. In later assessments, the
confirmation of old results has been perceived as an additional line of evidence, but likely the
new studies have been (implicitly) tuned to match earlier results.

Shortcomings, like the huge biases and ignorance of potentially important mechanisms, have
been routinely and dutifully reported, but a rosy presentation has generally prevailed. For exam-

18The potentially important feedbacks are not limited to cloud, water vapour and albedo. Biogeochemical pro-
cesses may play a major role and unknown mechanisms cannot be excluded.
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ple, AR5 emphasises the very high pattern correlation (⇠0.99) of observed and simulated mean
surface temperature (Flato et al. 2013, FAQ 9.1 and figure 1). Yet, spatial variations in mean
surface temperature are almost entirely caused by variations in the solar inclination, which only
depends on the latitude. As a matter of fact, it would be very disappointing if a climate model
appeared not to reproduce these latitudinal variations. A high pattern correlation just indicates
that some dependence on the solar inclination is included in the model. This tells us, however,
nothing about the ability to reliably project climate response because the solar inclination is not
very likely to change. A pattern correlation after subtracting the obvious spatial variations19 as
a result of inclination di↵erences, would be much more informative. The assessment could also
simply restrict itself to a simple comparison of the biases and projected change in mean surface
temperature, which appear to be of the same magnitude. As argued in section 2.5, such large bi-
ases seriously challenge the internal consistency of the projected change, and consequently they
challenge the plausibility of the projected climate change (e.g. Van den Hurk et al. 2014, p. 25).

Often, climate change assessments obstinately keep up the ’climate modelling paradigm’.
The omnipresent positivist presentations of GCM performance and circular reasoning are typical
characteristics of ’normal science’ as meant by Thomas Samuel Kuhn. Yet, contradictions are
piling up:

- GCMs are often advocated because they are thought to be the only method to provide
a consitent climate response. Yet, highly biased models of a non-linear system cannot
provide a change signal that is consistent with the observations (section 2.5).

- PPE members outside the a-priori range are given less credence because of a bad reproduc-
tion of ’some aspects’ of the climate system. Yet, the use of the biased CMIP5 GCMs is
justified since no connection was found between the climate response and ’some aspects’
(section 2.6).

- GCMs are considered superior for the modelling of climate response because they include
the most physics. Yet, the considered major sources of uncertainty (water vapour/lapse rate,
albedo and cloud feedbacks) are ill understood and highly conceptualised in the models
(section 2.6).

- In the very beginning of the IPCC, alternative methods (especially paleo-analogues) were
refuted on the basis of arguments that also apply to the GCMs of that time (section 2.2).

- Hypotheses are proven by mathematical formulations of the same hypotheses (section 2.3).
- GCM simulations are considered to provide independent lines of evidence, but cannot be

shown independent (section 2.6).
Most climate change scientists are well aware of this and a feeling of discomfort is taking

19It is not directly said that this has not been done. Yet, the spatial pattern of the multi-model ensemble mean
bias is only little smaller than the spatial variations on the obvious pattern of surface mean temperature (visually
estimated from the ensemble mean) (Flato et al. 2013, figure 9.2). For individual models this spatial pattern of the
bias is logically much more enhanced. This indicates that, after subtracting the obvious latitudinal pattern, a pattern
correlation of ⇠0.99 is very unlikely.
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hold of them. Expression of the contradictions is often not countered by arguments, but with
annoyance, and experienced as non-constructive. "What else?" or "Decision makers do need
concrete answers" are often heard phrases. The ’climate modelling paradigm’ is in ’crisis’. It is
just a new paradigm we are waiting for.
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Chapter 3

KNMI’14 climate change scenarios: robust
or not robust?

3.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of climate change assessments is to make decision makers aware of the (deep)
uncertainties involved and in this way guide them to make robust decisions (see chapters 1 and
2). Therefore, in the Dutch water sector, a paradigm shift from scientific certainty (or consen-
sus) to the full exploration of what might be possible (Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012). This
is, however, not the case for climate change assessments. Recent climate change scenarios for
the Netherlands (KNMI’06,Van den Hurk et al. 2006; KNMI’14,KNMI 2014) did not include
assumptions that are not supported by "robust scientific evidence" (see section 3.2). KNMI’06 and
KNMI’14 are ’surprise-free’ and do not involve ’climate surprises’.

Nevertheless, KNMI’06 has been perceived to span a wide range of possible future climates
and without further action KNMI’14 will be perceived to do as well. For example, it has been
generally assumed that preparing for the KNMI’06 W+ scenario1 guarantees a robust infras-
tructure (e.g. the Delta scenarios Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al. 2013). Obviously,
something went wrong with the framing of the uncertainties.

Part of this misinterpretation, I believe, originates from an ambiguous presentation of the cli-
mate change scenarios with too little attention for the uncertainties. Yet, also some early, some-
times too enthusiastic, applications of KNMI’06 for diverse impact studies might have set a
reference that still contributes to the misperception.

1The W+ scenario assumes 2�C global warming around 2050 and large circulation change (analogue to the
WH of KNMI’14).

37
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Although di↵erent studies have identified some of the misperceptions (e.g. Enserink et al.
2013; Bessembinder et al. 2011b), KNMI’14 applied a very similar conceptual framework as
was used for KNMI’06 (Van den Hurk et al. 2014, p. 10) and therefore bears the potential to be
misinterpreted too.

This chapter will identify possible sources for misinterpretations of KNMI’14 and tries to il-
lustrate what uncertainties are really involved and how climate scenarios, in my opinion, should
be designed to optimally support a wide and diverse group of decision makers. First, section
3.2 illuminates the ambiguous presentation of KNMI’14. Then, in section 3.3, a useful un-
certainty classification is introduced. Subsequently, the semantics of ’prediction’, ’projection’
and ’scenario’ are discussed in section 3.4. This is essential because the interpretation of these
terms might be very important for the perception of the uncertainties involved. On the basis of
these sections, section 3.5 briefly discusses the major uncertainties involved and not involved in
KNMI’14. Finally, in section 3.6, the implementation of an alternative paradigm that explicitly
explores what might be possible, is sketched in broad outlines for the Netherlands.

3.2 Ambiguity and misinterpretation of KNMI’14
On May 26th 2014, KNMI presented the KNMI’14 climate change scenarios for the Netherlands.
KNMI’14 translates the newest scientific insights, as recently assessed by the IPCC (2013), to the
Netherlands and updates the previous generation of climate change scenarios KNMI’06 (KNMI
2006; Van den Hurk et al. 2006; Van den Hurk et al. 2007). In particular, the level of detail
was increased, the scenarios have been better put into perspective of natural variability and a
climatic prediction for around 2030 was added. KNMI’14 exists of four scenarios that, according
to the "Guide for professionals" (KNMI 2014, from here ’G-KNMI14’), together span the "likely"
changes of the Netherlands." The KNMI’14 scenarios are intended as a tool to support impact studies
or to develop adaptation options and strategies. They will enable users to consider climate change in
decision making processes about the future, even though the future climate is uncertain".

3.2.1 Robust scenarios?

KNMI’14 is, however, not very specific about what is meant by ’likely’ and what uncertainties
are incorporated. The Guide and the Scientific Report (Van den Hurk et al. 2014, from here ’SR-
KNMI14’) provide some hints, but together they do not enable an unambiguous interpretation.
Striking, for example, is the use of ’robustness’ that allows for a wide range of interpretations of
the spanned uncertainty.

Decision robustness KNMI’06 has been widely used since its launch in 2006. Both the Guide
and the Scientific Report emphasise the importance of KNMI’06 by referring to the Dutch na-
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tional policy memorandum on water management (Stumpe 2009) and to the Delta scenarios of
the Dutch Delta Programme (Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al. 2013) that both have o�-
cially embedded this previous set of national climate change scenarios. Referring to Bruggeman
et al. (2013), the Scientific Report (p. 5) notes that the Delta scenarios2 are intended to guide the
development and design of a robust Delta infrastructure. Indeed, this is typically what KNMI’06
originally aimed for; the analysis of the robustness of adaptation strategies and measures (Van
den Hurk et al. 2006, pp. 6,59).

Scientific robustness According to the Guide, the KNMI’14 scenarios "are firmly grounded in
the extensive knowledge base available in the international scientific literature". It states that assump-
tions were only included if they are supported by ’ample’ scientific evidence and that those that
lack ’robust’ scientific evidence have not been considered3.

The incorporation of ’robust’ science4 is guaranteed by a conceptual framework in line with
the ’climate modelling paradigm’ (see chapter 2). In practice, this means that a projection is
considered ’scientifically robust’ if the projected change is reproduced by a substantial number
of the state-of-the-art fully coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models provided by
CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012).

First, the range of plausible global change (considered) relevant for the Netherlands was de-
rived from the CMIP5 GCM-based multi-model ensemble. Subsequently, this range has been
summarised in four scenarios combining two possible values (1�C and 2�C around 2050) for the
global temperature increase (’Moderate’ (G)5 and ’Warm’ (W)), and two possible changes in
prevailing air circulation (’Low value’ (L) and ’High value’ (H)) (see figure 3.1; KNMI 2014).
Finally, these scenarios have been translated/downscaled to the Dutch situation (as briefly de-
scribed in SR-KNMI14).

Time robustness (tenability) A third type of robustness that is referred to is ’time robustness’
or ’tenability’. Both the Guide and the Scientific Report imply that the general characteristics
of the scenarios are robust because "the scientific evidence assessed in the latest IPCC report, on
which KNMI’14 is based, does not di↵er substantially from the evidence in the previous IPCC report on
which KNMI’06 was based" (G-KNMI14, p 27). Loosely translated, this means that little scientific
progress is expected for the near future, because little progress was experienced in the recent
past.

2The Delta scenarios combine key indicators of future climatic (derived from KNMI’06) and socio-economic
conditions.

3According to the Guide extreme scenarios, i.e. with a low probability, were not included either.
4In chapter 2, I argued that the scientific evidence as presented by the IPCC may lead to overconfident projec-

tions. Yet, the fact that I have some doubts, is not enough reason not to use this ’scientific evidence’. It is fully
legitimate to base a national climate assessment on the latest IPCC assessment. My intention of sharing my doubts
is to challenge fellow climate scientists to reconsider their assessment, not to discredit their assessment.

5’G’ stands for ’gematigd’ which is Dutch for ’moderate’.
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Figure 3.1: KNMI’14 climate change scenarios (source: KNMI 2014)

Rapidly evolving scientific insights are often not desirable because decision making and im-
plementation require stable assumptions (Stumpe 2009; Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012). There-
fore the conceptual framework of KNMI’14 was deliberately chosen very similar to KNMI’06.
This is expected to further increase the tenability in order to optimally accommodate "long-term
adaptation programmes like the Deltaprogramme" (SR-KNMI14, p. 10).

Robustness ambiguity The message of KNMI’06 and KNMI’14 is somewhat ambiguous. On
the one hand, KNMI implies that the scenarios are intended to enable robust decisions, i.e. that
also uncertain climate events have been incorporated. On the other hand, KNMI states that (un-
certain) assumptions that "lack robust scientific evidence" (or actually that are not widely agreed on,
see chapter 2) ... "have not been considered" (G-KNMI14). This choice is justified by referring to a
recent report of the PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (Dammers et al. 2013)
that aims to guide a systematic construction of scenarios (G-KNMI14, p 28). Yet, ’robustness’
in this PBL report clearly refers to scenario planning and discontinuities and not to scientific
robustness.
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3.2.2 Misinterpretation of uncertainties

Regarding this ambiguous presentation, it is understandable that there are some misinterpreta-
tions about the uncertainties spanned by KNMI’06 (Enserink et al. 2013) and without better
framing and communication of KNMI’14 is likely to be misinterpreted as well. Yet, the di↵er-
ent, possible interpretations of ’robustness’ is not the only source of misunderstandings about
KNMI’06. For example, summer drying was almost perceived as a certain fact6. Yet, two of
the four KNMI’06 scenarios project wetter summers. More alarming is the perception of the W+
scenario1 as the extreme scenario (see section 3.1). Yet, the plausible range spanned by KNMI’06
is far from extreme and for many aspects, like extreme summer rain, the W scenario7 gives more
pronounced change.

To be of use, I believe that the framing and communication of the uncertainties involved with
KNMI’14, whether they span a small or wide range, should have been the focal point of the
design of KNMI’14. A clear and unambiguous framing and communication is the only way to
provide a generally applicable framework to enable robust decisions.

3.3 Uncertainty classification

According to Enserink et al. (2013) the producers of KNMI’06 have been "wrestling with the
di↵erent classifications and meanings of uncertainty". This is also my experience. The opinions on
how to frame the uncertainties and what is actually spanned are very di↵erent within KNMI.
This was for example illustrated at a workshop on uncertainties8 chaired by KNMI in 2012.
According to the workshop’s ’Common frame of Reference’ (KNMI 2012), a common typology
(or classification) of uncertainties might be very helpful for a mutual understanding.

Enserink et al. (2013) applied, for instance, a useful classification of uncertainty proposed by
Walker et al. (2003). This classification distinguishes three dimensions: nature, level and loca-
tion. The nature of the uncertainty tells us what kind of uncertainty we are dealing with: epistemic
uncertainty deals with uncertainty due to lack of knowledge and ambiguity (i.e. di↵erent opin-
ions) and ontic uncertainty deals with the inherent natural variability of the system. In terms of
climate, the epistemic uncertainty deals with the working of the climate system and the ontic
uncertainty deals with the unpredictability due to the chaotic behaviour of the weather/climate
system.

6In my eight year experience with tailoring climate information, I am very often asked by professional users to
confirm this fact. Yet, an o�cial documentation of this persistent misperception lacks.

7The W scenario also assumes 2�C global warming around 2050, but with small circulation change (analogue
to the WH of KNMI’14).

8http://www.knmi.nl/klimaat/autumnschool2012/
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The level dimension ranges from certainty to ignorance. Enserink et al. (2013) distinguish five
levels of uncertainty.

Level 1, Recognised uncertainty
The uncertainty is small (e.g. greenhouse e↵ect, self-gravitation).

Level 2, Shallow uncertainty
Probabilities can be quantified.

Level 3, Medium uncertainty
Likelihoods of possibilities can be ordered or ranked, without further quantification. The
IPCC framing of uncertainty as proposed by Mastrandrea et al. (2010) might be in between
Level 2 and Level 3 uncertainty.

Level 4, Deep uncertainty
Possibilities can be enumerated but are not ranked, e.g. because of ambiguity.

Level 5, Recognised ignorance
Keeps open the possibility of being wrong or being surprised (unknown unknowns, black
swans, climate surprises, discontinuities, abrupt change etc.)

In the context of a model, either a complex AOGCM or a simple conceptual model, the lo-
cation tells where the uncertainty displays itself. This might be in the boundary conditions, in
the model parameters, in the initial conditions or the input of the model. The location of the
uncertainty teaches us what conditions should be satisfied and what hypotheses need to be true
to make an uncertain event happen. The location is particularly of interest in case probabilistic
statements appear impossible [deep uncertainty].

3.4 Prediction, Projection or Scenario?
The nature, level and location of the uncertainty to be assessed largely determine the preferred
type of speculating about the future (e.g. Enserink et al. 2013). In general, three types of specu-
lating about the future climate are distinguished; climate prediction, climate projection and cli-
mate scenarios (Bray and Von Storch 2009; IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013). The provided definitions,
however, are not specific enough to prevent misunderstandings (e.g. Bray and Von Storch 2009;
Climate Dialogue 2014; Die Klimazwiebel 2014). Especially, the tricky definition of (climate)
scenarios allows for di↵erent interpretations. As a matter of fact, IPCC Working Group I consis-
tently used the term ’climate projection’ in the Fifth Assessment Report AR5 (±10 exceptions)
rather than ’climate scenario’ like in AR4. This is better in line with their own definitions that
hardly changed between AR4 and AR5.

In order not to confuse any further, I try to stay as close as possible to the o�cial IPCC
definitions (IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013) and its interpretation among many scientists as assessed by
Bray and Von Storch (2009) and usage by the IPCC-WG I in AR5.
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3.4.1 Climate prediction or forecasts

In the context of future assessments, a prediction (or forecast) is the most likely estimate, i.e.
’best guess’, of the evolution of a system, given certain initial conditions [level 1/recognised
uncertainty]. According to the IPCC (2007; 2013), a climate prediction or climate forecast "is the
result of an attempt to produce (starting from a particular state of the climate system) an estimate of the
actual evolution of the climate in the future".

In contrast to the weather prediction/forecast, decadal or climate predictions aim to estimate
the most likely mean conditions (together with its variability and extremes) for a certain future
period ranging from several months up to several decades. If a dice represents the climate and
a single throw the weather at a certain moment, then weather predictions try to estimate the
throw, seasonal predictions try to temporarily adjust the probabilities of the possible outcomes
and climate predictions aim the estimate what the dice will look like in the future.

In order to be skilful, the initialisation of predictions should focus on those parts of the cli-
mate system that mainly determine the future state of interest. Which parts dominate, depends
on the intended time horizon. The weather of the coming days/week is mainly determined by
the current state of the atmosphere. Further ahead, slower components become increasingly im-
portant. Seasonal predictions typically require good knowledge of components like sea surface
temperature and sea ice extent and decadal predictions may require good knowledge of the entire
ocean (e.g. Hazeleger et al. 2013). Still further, the current atmospheric composition (and so the
radiative forcing) and the discrepancy between its matching equilibrium climate and the current
climate may become important. And finally, the future radiative forcing becomes dominant and
predictions are not possible anymore.

Probabilistic prediction In case large uncertainties are involved, predictions may be presented
probabilistically [level 2 / shallow uncertainty]. In weather forecasting, for instance, ensembles of
numerical weather predictions are used to take into account the uncertainty caused by the chaotic
behaviour of the weather system. Assuming that the numerical weather model su�ciently repre-
sents this chaotic behaviour, a large number of simulations is performed each with a small and
unique perturbation of the (observed) initial conditions. KNMI’14 applied this strategy for the
2030 prediction9 to distinguish natural variability from anthropogenic climate change by using
an ensemble of climate model simulations with one constant climate model and one scenario for
anthropogenic forcing.

9 One might argue that the KNMI’14 2030-prediction actually is not a prediction. The Guide and Scientific Re-
port refer to it as ’near-term scenario’. The di↵erence in naming may result from the climate modelling community
where ’decadal prediction’ usually refers to the specific initialisation of the ocean (e.g. Hazeleger et al. 2013) which
was not applied for the model runs used for KNMI’14. Yet, I refer to it as 2030-prediction because it provides
only one deterministic set of change factors corrected for natural variability that is derived from climate model
runs that are mainly constrained by ’the initial atmospheric composition and the discrepancy between its matching
equilibrium climate (system) and the current climate (system)’.
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Alternatively, the prediction uncertainty can also be estimated statistically based on compar-
isons of past predictions with the actual occurred weather or climate. In this way, also the model
uncertainty is explicitly taken into account. For climate predictions this is usually not possible
and natural variability might be estimated based on past observations (Part 2, Bakker and Van
den Hurk 2012), assuming no systematic change.

3.4.2 Climate projections
A projection is a conditional prediction10. That is to say, a prediction with predefined, not neces-
sarily likely, boundary conditions. Accordingly, the IPCC (2007; 2013) defines a climate projec-
tion as the "simulated response of the climate system to a scenario of future emission or concentration
of greenhouse gases and aerosols". "Climate projections are distinguished from climate predictions by
their dependence on the emission/ concentration/ radiative forcing scenario used, which is in turn based
on assumptions concerning, for example, future socio-economic and technological developments that may
or may not be realized" (IPCC 2013).

The slow components or inertia in the climate system, like ocean temperatures, make that
the climate is dominated by the initial conditions up to a few decades ahead (Bray and von
Storch 2009). Likewise, actual atmospheric GHG will be dominated by past emissions, i.e. the
current concentration, for several decades ahead (Moss et al. 2010). Basically, this allows for
climate or decadal predictions. Further into the future, with increasing simulation length, the
emission scenarios will become more distinguishing and will increasingly dominate the overall
uncertainty (Bray and Von Storch 2009; Moss et al. 2010) which may raise the interest for climate
projections, conditional on these emission scenarios.

3.4.3 Climate scenario
In the 1970s, the German climate scientist Hermann Flohn was one of the first to use the term
’climate scenario’ for speculating about future climate (e.g. Flohn 1975; Flohn 1977). He re-
jected the use of ’forecast’ as his ventilated set of possible climatic evolutions was a "perspective,
a scenario outlined after many discussions among many leading experts". From then on ’climate sce-
nario’ was regularly used to indicate that the projected climate was conditional on an emission
scenario. Yet, it was only in 1994 that the IPCC put forward a formal definition (Carter et al.
1994) which gradually evolved into the current one; "a plausible and often simplified representation
of the future climate, based on an internally consistent set of climatological relationships that has been
constructed for explicit use in investigating the potential consequences of anthropogenic climate change,
often serving as input to impact models" (IPCC 2007; IPCC 2013).

10Like predictions, climate projections can be presented with probabilities conditional on e.g. emission scenarios
or concentration pathways.
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According to Hulme and Dessai (2008a), the IPCC definition of a climate scenario is prob-
ably inspired by the scenario approaches as originally developed by Herman Kahn for USA
military strategic planning in the 1950s (see Kahn and Wiener 1967) and within the Royal Dutch
Shell in the 1970s by Pierre Wack (1985b; 1985a). Within these scenario approaches there is a
wide range of definitions, but they all agree on the fact that a scenario is not a prediction, (Cher-
mack et al. 2001; van Notten 2005). Rather it provides a plausible future and its construction
usually involves some kind of narrative.

Scenario planning is typically used in case of hard to quantify (deep) uncertainties or con-
cerns about future surprises or discontinuities (Schoemaker 1995). Plausibility usually refers to
the fact that a future representation (of climate) is considered possible, but not necessarily likely.
A surprise is an event that does not fit the mental frame in general or the mental model of the
(climate) system in particular. The main objective of scenario planning is to broaden the mental
frame and the mental model of the involved actors (learning) and assist robust decisions (Haas-
noot and Middelkoop 2012).

Use of the term ’climate scenario’ In the IPCC glossary (2007; 2013), the entry on climate
scenarios states that climate scenarios are often constructed on the basis of climate projections.
Theoretically, this is true; a climate projection of a plausible emission scenario logically gives
a plausible representation of future climate. Yet, the use of the term ’climate scenarios’ implies
that a provided set of climate scenarios spans a wide range of plausible future climates that enable
robust decisions (see also KNMI06’s definition provided by Van den Hurk et al. 2006, p. 6).

The climate projections, however, are restricted to well-known and well-understood climate
mechanisms that are well represented within General Circulation Models. Thus, ’climate sur-
prises’ are not searched for. It is therefore that Bray and von Storch (2009) stated that the assess-
ments which the IPCC used to call ’climate scenarios’ (1995; 2001; 2007) are actually climate
projections. In the Fifth Assessment Report AR5, also the IPCC (2013) changed to ’climate
projection’ (±10 exceptions).

3.5 Framing and communciation of KNMI’14

3.5.1 The importance of a good title

The name or title of an assessment determines to a large extent the users’ interpretation because
it usually is their first confrontation with the assessment. The use of ’climate scenarios’ may have
contributed to the perception that KNMI’06 involves a wide range of possible future climates,
including relevant climate surprises. Likewise, KNMI’14 may be interpreted similarly.

’Climate projections’ might have been more appropriate since KNMI’14 (like KNMI’06)
basically provides four surprise-free, best estimates of the local response for the Netherlands to
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four global climate scenarios. The use of ’projections’ would have provided an indication of the
location of the assessed uncertainty. Moreover, a clear shift in naming with respect to KNMI’06
might have been an opportunity to draw the attention to the uncertainties.

A cleverly chosen name may put a substantial part of the users on the right track. Neverthe-
less, as mentioned in the previous section, not everyone interprets ’prediction’, ’projection’ and
’scenario’ similarly and every climate assessment needs a clear guidance on the uncertainties
anyway. This section is intended to initiate a, in my opinion, better framing and communication
of the uncertainties involved in KNMI’14.

3.5.2 Four global climate scenarios
KNMI’14 translates four global climate scenarios (see figure 3.1) to the Netherlands. The four
scenarios summarise the global findings as assessed by the IPCC in AR5 (G-KNMI14), that are
considered relevant for the Netherlands and that are supported by ’high confidence’ (see figure
2.1). That means that, although ’real possibilities’ (see section 3.7), major abrupt transitions, like
a complete shut down of the warm Gulf Stream or an abrupt decline of Arctic sea-ice, are ignored
(G-KNMI14, p. 28).

The four global scenarios are classified according to two (uncertain) drivers. The first driver
is global mean surface temperature (Tglob). The Moderate ’G’ scenarios represent an increase
(dTglob) of 1�C for 2050 and 1.5�C for 2085 and the Warm ’W’ scenarios an increase of 2�C for
2050 and 3.5�C for 2085. The second driver represents the change in air circulation. The Low or
’L’ scenarios represent low circulation change. In contrast, the High or ’H’ scenarios represent
high circulation change, notably more westerlies in the winter and more persistent high-pressures
systems (and consequently more easterlies) in summer.

Global mean surface temperature Tglob According to the Guide, climate change in the Nether-
lands is ’likely’ to evolve within these global scenarios, but ’likely’ is not further specified. The
Guide indicates that about 80% of the CMIP5 model runs fall within the specified range of dTglob.
Such a statement can be easily mis-interpreted as an 80% probability that Tglob will increase
within the scenario range.

Another obvious misunderstanding might result from deriving the interpretation of ’likely’
from the IPCC’s uncertainty framing (Mastrandrea et al. 2010, see also section 2.6). This may
result in the perception that there is a probability of between 66% and 100% that the dTglob will
increase within the KNMI’14 scenario range.

Yet, the IPCC does not provide one likely range for dTglob, but four ranges representing the
four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) (Collins et al. 2013). The RCPs themselves
have, however, deliberately not been assigned a likelihood or probability. The Guide (p. 30) and
the Scientific Report (p. 28) indicate that the Warm (W) scenarios match RCP8.5 (continued
growth of GHG emissions up to 2100) and that the Moderate (G) scenarios match RCP2.6 (am-
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bitious mitigation) and RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 (stabilisation of GHG emission). Nevertheless, the
high-end of the likely RCP8.5 range (+2.6�C in 2050 and +4.8�C in 2085) and the low-end of the
likely RCP2.6 range ( +0.4�C in 2050 and +0.3�C in 2085) have not been included in KNMI’14,
even though these values for dTglob seem ’real possibilities’ according to the IPCC.

Air circulation Besides Tglob, the local climate response strongly depends on the (uncertain)
response in regional atmospheric circulation and on the (uncertain) local feedbacks. These un-
certainties are not taken into account by an explicit atmospheric or feedback variable. Rather,
the ’L’ and ’H’ scenarios are designed to ideally represent 80% of the CMIP5 range of the local
response (SR-KNMI14, p. 16). This range of local response is evaluated on the basis of seasonal
mean and ’moderate extreme’ monthly means of temperature and precipitation.

The strength of this classification criterion depends on dTglob and not on the specific RCP. So,
in line with the IPCC uncertainty classification some probabilistic statements might be possible.
Again, the targeted 80% range seems a little small since the IPCC (2013) itself has consistently
used 90% of the CMIP5 range to estimate the likely range.

3.5.3 Downscaling (translation) to the Netherlands

’In house’ models In the subsequent steps, KNMI downscaled the four global climate sce-
narios to the Netherlands. The four local projections "have been constructed largely by means of
simulations with" the "’in house’" (SR-KNMI14, p. 9) General Circulation Model EC-EARTH
(Hazeleger et al. 2012) and the Regional Climate Model RACMO2 (Van Meijgaard et al. 2008).
According to the Scientific Report, the use of these ’in house’ models will result in a "higher level
of understanding of the physical rationale behind the projections", even though it further confined the
already limited range spanned by the global scenarios.

For sure, the possibility to experiment with a state-of-the art GCM and RCM may have helped
to strengthen the mechanistic understanding of the climate modellers and has substantially con-
tributed to scientific progress (e.g. Haarsma et al. 2013). Yet, I do believe that the availability
of ’in house’ models has hardly increased the ’level of understanding of the physical rationale
behind the projections’. The models are too complex to be mentally captured by a single expert.

Originally, it was intended to utilise EC-EARTH and RACMO2 to span and downscale the
(almost) complete CMIP5 range (e.g. SR-KNMI14, p. 32). Yet, this range, especially the high-
end, appeared to be very hard to reproduce. Even the deliberate incorporation of some ’unre-
alistic’ parameterisations appeared not su�cient. Apparently, the ’physical rationale’ was not
su�ciently understood. The foundation for the one-sided focus on EC-EARTH was gone.

Resampling Focussing on how to tune our EC-EARTH to the high-end of the CMIP5 range,
time passed by and finally we had to dedicate ourselves to plan B. It seems logical that we would
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have abandoned the full reliance on our ’in house’ models and would have chosen some high-end
CMIP5 simulations to downscale. Nevertheless, it was decided to hold on to EC-EARTH.

In order to span a range closer to the CMIP5 range, a complicated resampling procedure
was developed (SR-KNMI14, pp. 32-36). Eight EC-EARTH simulations (1981-2100) forced by
RCP8.5 are the basis of the resampling. For each scenario, a 30-year period is chosen on the basis
of dTglob (averaged over the eight climate simulations) with respect to the reference period (1981-
2010). So, for each scenario (and for the reference period) eight 30-year periods are available for
the actual resampling. E.g. for the reference period 1981-2010 is used, for the 2050 G scenarios
(dTglob=1�C) 2031-2060 and for the 2050 W scenarios (dTglob=2�C) 2046-2075. The resampling
procedure is based on six 5-year blocks. In case of the 2050 G scenarios, first a 5-year block
(2031-2035) is selected from one of the eight EC-EARTH simulations, second a 5-year block
(2036-2040) is selected and then so on until six blocks together cover 30-years. In this way for
every scenario (and for the reference period) 86 (⇠2.6 105) unique resamples exist. Finally, for
each scenario eight unique combinations of a 30-year reference resample and a 30-year future
resample are selected.

The final (stepwise) selection is done such that the di↵erent scenarios optimally fit the four
global scenarios and span a large part of the CMIP5 range with respect to mean and moderate
extreme monthly averages. This last selection is rather intuitive and the description in the Scien-
tific Report (pp. 32-36) is not su�cient to fully reproduce the results. The Scientific Report (p.
34), however, states that "the intention to cover the 80% CMIP5 range is rather ambitious consider-
ing that we only develop 4 scenarios and we evaluate the spread for a range of statistics. Our minimum
requirement is that at least the central 50% range (between the 25th and 75th percentiles) is represented".

So, whereas the global scenarios span about 80% of the (relevant) global changes spanned
by CMIP5, KNMI14 spans only between 50% and 80% of the local response of monthly and
seasonal temperature and precipitation characteristics.

Downscaling In the next step, the relatively coarse EC-EARTH resamples are downscaled with
the help of RACMO2. For this, the eight 150-year EC-EARTH simulations are downscaled and
subsequently resampled using the same 5-year blocks that shape the EC-EARTH resamples.
For most characteristics the RACMO2 resamples give very similar response as the EC-EARTH
resamples. However, the W scenarios give about 1�C higher changes in the 5th and 10th percentile
monthly mean winter temperature (SR-KNMI14, p. 37).

Subsequently to the dynamical downscaling one additional postprocessing step appeared nec-
essary. Although not explicitly mentioned by the Guide and Scientific Report, those climate
model simulations are likely to be characterised by large biases. This means that the RACMO2
resamples can not provide a fully consistent climate change (see section 2.5). Therefore, only
change factors of some basic variables are derived from the RACMO2 resamples and further
post-processed using the so-called ’Transformation Program’ TP (Bakker and Bessembinder
2012; SR-KNMI14, pp. 39-43).
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From the RACMO2 resamples (again eight unique combinations of a reference resample
and future resample) the changes in several basic daily characteristics per month are derived.
Those include changes for mean daily values (daily mean, minimum and maximum temperature,
precipitation, radiation and humidity), for the wet-day frequency and for several percentiles of
daily values (daily mean, minimum and maximum temperature, precipitation).

These change factors (or "deltas") are subsequently applied to daily observational time series
with the help of the ’Transformation Program’. The transformed observations are used to de-
rive changes in climate indices, like the number of ice days, changes in year-to-year variability,
changes in reference evapotranspiration and changes in drought conditions (see G-KNMI14, pp.
4-5). Those time series are also provided to the users to drive their impact models.

3.5.4 The uncertainties involved

To conclude, KNMI’14 projects four global climate scenarios to the Netherlands. Together, the
four global scenarios span a substantially smaller range than the likely range as provided by the
IPCC (Collins et al. 2013). Both, the IPCC scenarios and the KNMI’14 global scenarios are
surprise-free as they ignore climate mechanisms (e.g. climate surprises, local feedbacks) that
are not generally covered by the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, even when they are generally
considered ’real possibilities’.

The four scenarios can be divided along two uncertain drivers. The first driver distinguishes
moderate and large global warming that resembles the CMIP5 central estimates of RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 very well (see G-KNMI14, figure 2). The second driver distinguishes a low and high
response in atmospheric circulation.

A ’best guess’ local response is provided for each of the four scenarios [projections]. These
projections do not involve uncertainties related to the downscaling procedure and they are igno-
rant for uncertainties of other potentially relevant mechanisms.

For example, we could have selected a number of CMIP5 simulations rather than resample
simulations of a single GCM. Or we could have used slightly di↵erent characteristics for the
resampling. It is unclear how di↵erent the projections would have been.

Other RCMs for the downscaling would probably not have resulted in very di↵erent projected
changes. Projected trends mainly depend on large-scale circulation changes and SST (Van Haren
et al. 2013). Likewise, the non-downscaled EC-EARTH simulations provide very similar changes
as the downscaled ones. Yet, empirical downscaling (e.g. Vrac et al. 2007; Willems and Vrac
2011; Pryor et al. 2006; Najac et al. 2009; Lenderink and Van Meijgaard 2008), which is not
generally considered better or worse, might have resulted in substantially di↵erent changes.

And then, the Transformation program (TP). Nearly all variables of the ’scenario table’ (G-
KNMI14, pp. 4-5) passed this TP. The basis of this TP was built almost eight years ago by a
newly hired boy that could not read and write code (yet), that did not know about climate change
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(yet) and that was primarily concerned about playing football and drinking beer with his friends.
Nevertheless, I still like what I produced by then and can still justify the method. Yet, I can just
as easily justify the methods, to construct matching time series, developed by colleagues (e.g.
Willems 2013; Goderniaux et al. 2011; Wilks 1998; Brissette et al. 2007; Piani et al. 2010; Piani
and Haerter 2012; Van Pelt et al. 2012; Leander and Buishand 2007). Even though those methods
may end up with very di↵erent local projections. E.g. a bias correction of climate model output
often results in very di↵erent changes than the above mentioned transformation methods (e.g.
Ho et al. 2012).

Finally, I also mentioned the ignorance of uncertainties of the strength of local mechanisms.
Year-to-year variability and drought indices are, for instance, derived from time series ’trans-
formed’ by a procedure that only involves changes in daily characteristics. Obviously, changes
in year-to-year variability and drought are also highly dependent on changes in temporal corre-
lation and persistence.

Extreme summer precipitation During the construction, some doubt was expressed about the
relevance of the uncertainty spanned by KNMI’14. For instance, di↵erent (reasonable) methods
to derive the changes in extreme summer precipitations appeared to provide very divergent an-
swers. Ignorance of this (known) substantial source of uncertainty discomforted (some of) us
so much, that it was agreed to provide for this particular variable a range rather than a single
number per scenario (G-KNMI14, p. 13).

3.5.5 Discussion

The set-up of our scenario construction appeared afterwards very time-consuming. Downscaling
the IPCC findings by optimally exploiting the in-house models is far from obvious. Struggling
with the models took us too much time. As a consequence, little time was left for the post-
processing (e.g. resampling, transformation) and for the framing and communication of the un-
certainties. Nevertheless, we managed to provide scenarios that are supported by all producers,
including me. Yet, I think their relevance will increase if we openly communicate about their
development and their caveats. Besides, they will benefit if we try to give direction for improve-
ments.

3.6 An alternative paradigm
The aim of climate (change) assessments is to enable robust decisions. This does not necessarily
mean that we need very extreme climate scenarios (Haasnoot and Middelkoop 2012), but (robust)
decisions at least require well-framed uncertainties (e.g. Carter et al. 2007; Berkhout et al. 2014).
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Yet, climate scenarios usually aim to provide a broad group of users and often, an additional
translation is needed to fit the information to the specific decision context (Porter et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, ad-hoc projects often require relevant climate information in a relatively short time
(e.g. Vellinga et al. 2009; Bruggeman et al. 2011). Therefore, it makes sense to prepare general
’climate scenarios’ that can be easily tailored. Because of the deep uncertainties involved and
the diversity of climate related issues, it is wise to focus on a wide range of climate possibilities.
This information may be further elaborated, for instance, by providing ’imprecise’ probabilities
(e.g. Walley 1991), causalities and interdependencies. Finally, it is of vital importance to check
if this information is correctly interpreted by the intended users, those who guide the decision
making process.

3.6.1 ’Initial’ climate scenarios

In this first step, a wide range of ’considered possible’, but not necessarily likely climate change
and climate events are gathered. In order to span a relevant range for a wide diversity of climate
related decisions, it is important not to focus one-sidedly on earlier generally agreed on ’scientific
evidence’ and on a single methodology (e.g. GCMs).

In fact, this is already happening. Many scientists are already involved in theorising about
what might be possible (see below). Within the KNMI, there are numerous nice examples, how
to get inspired and how to structure the relevant information. In 2013, Haarsma et al. published
a study in which they, inspired by high resolution GCM simulations, argued that the ’breeding
ground of tropical cyclones’ might extent as a result of global warming. This implies that ’tropical
storms’ (i.e. weakened tropical cyclones) may become a real possibility for Europe, including the
Netherlands.

Another nice example, is a study that was inspired by a spatial analogue (Van de Langemheen
et al. 2002). In August 2002, Central Europe was hit by excessive long-term rainfall events that
caused major floodings. In the above mentioned study, it was explored what discharges the rivers
Rhine and Meuse might experience if a similar meteorological event would appear over their
catchments.

A third example, I would like to mention is the introduction of ’self-gravity’ as ’a real possi-
bility’. In October 2007, a geophysical and planetary scientist of the Delft University of Technol-
ogy, Bert Vermeersen, visited KNMI for a colloquium. In his presentatation, he explained that
melt-water from glaciers will not homogeneously distribute over the oceans as a result of changes
in the gravity field. A complete melting of the Greenland ice-sheet, for instance, will result in a
globally mean sea-level rise of about 7 meters (SR-KNMI14, p. 50). Yet, with the disappearance
of the ice-sheet also its gravitation will disappear which causes locally (up to ± 2200km) even a
sea-level decrease. In this case, the inspiration even originated from a di↵erent scientific area.
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3.6.2 Elaboration

In the years in between KNMI’06 and KNMI’14, KNMI published two reports that explicitly
addressed such extreme climate change and climatic events. In 2008, Bessembinder (ed.) et al.
explored what might be possible in the Netherlands with respect to sea level rise, with respect
to the the stagnation of the thermohaline circulation, with respect to super storms, with respect
to extreme summer precipitation and with respect to extreme river discharges. One year later,
Kattenberg and Verver (2009) reviewed 13 potentially harmful ’climate eventualities’ derived
from a short-list prepared by Lenton et al. (2008):

- Rapid permafrost CO2 and methane release
- Rapid ocean bottom methane release
- Estimated climate sensitivity too low
- Disintegration of the Greenland ice-sheet
- Disintegration of the West-Antarctic ice-sheet
- Collapse of the thermohaline circulation
- Change in ENSO character
- Collapse of Amazon rain forest
- Dieback of boreal forest
- Rapid disappearance of Arctic sea ice
- Solar induced cooling
- Estimated climate sensitivity too high
- Ocean acidification

Kattenberg and Verver (2009) argued that the eventualities are characterised by "lack of knowl-
edge on the physical mechanisms involved as well as a lack of observational data" and by a lack of
consensus. In other words, they are characterised by deep uncertainty. Acknowledging that there
exists no rigorous methodological framework, Kattenberg and Verver (2009) subsequently as-
sess in a clear way the character, the timing, the likelihood, the impacts and the level of scientific
understanding for each of the eventualities.

In my opinion, the ’KNMI climate scenarios for the Netherlands’ should have built on these
studies. More climatic events, like hurricanes that reach the Netherlands’ Northsea coast and of
course an exploration of drought, may be added. The e�ciency of the decision making might
also benefit if the interdependencies of the events are also clearly addressed. In order to make
users aware, di↵erent aspects should be presented in a similar way. This means not a strong,
one-sided focus on widely agreed mechanisms (IPCC 2013; KNMI 2014).

3.6.3 Checking interpretation

Finally, the scenarios or set of ’eventualities’ will only be of use when they are correctly inter-
preted. Especially for the provided uncertainties this is usually not the case (Budescu et al. 2012;
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Budescu et al. 2014; Berkhout et al. 2014; Enserink et al. 2013). For this, it might be very useful
to simply check the interpretation of the framed uncertainty and to identify possible sources for
confusion.

3.7 Discussion
Enabling robust decisions Much of the ambiguous and confusing framing and communica-
tion of the uncertainties of KNMI’14 is directly or indirectly related to its construction according
to the ’climate modelling paradigm’. Therefore, I have suggested a paradigm shift from scientific
certainty (or consensus) to the full exploration of what might be possible. According to Haasnoot
and Middelkoop (2012) this paradigm shift is already underway for water policy in the Nether-
lands, by far the largest user of KNMI’06 and KNMI’14. Although this new paradigm is "not yet
fully exploited", this new paradigm seems promising. A focus on a wide range of possible futures
optimally provides a generally applicable framework for robust decisions. For this, we should
abandon the climate modelling paradigm which will save us lots of time that can be exploited to
better explore, frame and communicate the uncertainties involved. Such paradigm shift will not
be at the expense of the ’scientific soundness’ and the ’tenability’. On the contrary.

Scientific soundness and tenability It was with reason that the IPCC Working Group I in
AR4 referred to Raimund Popper (1934) who "insisted that to be genuinely scientific, a statement
must be susceptible to testing that could potentially show it to be false" (Le Treut et al. 2007). In this
view, science basically exists of two steps, theorising (i.e. formulating a hypothesis) and trying
to falsify it. Yet, for climate change science the latter step is often very hard because of the lack
of long observational datasets and the extreme complexity.

Nevertheless, many climate scientists appear rather reticent when it comes to providing the-
ories or eventualities that are not confirmed by the state-of-the art GCMs. For example, the pos-
sibility that in a warmer climate tropical storms may arrive at the Dutch North Sea Coast is not
included because "the results of Haarsma et al. (2013) are based on only one model. They obviously
need confirmation by other models run in a similar set-up. Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the
missing interaction between the atmosphere and the ocean that is caused by prescribing SST prevents the
cyclones from weakening on their way to Europe"11 (SR-KNMI14, p. 68).

Yet, ’tropical storms arriving at the North Sea’ is more than wild speculation. It is based on
one experiment and this mechanism is very well understood by our mechanistic understanding.
It is a sound theory and in my opinion it is not to the scientists to decide if this information
is provided to the users. Not including it in the o�cial set of scenarios is highly value-laden.
Obviously, water managers in the Netherlands will not directly raise their dikes after hearing this

11SST refers to Sea Surface Temperature.
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information. But properly informing them will help to them to anticipate climate change in a
robust way.

Providing a wide range of climate possibilities will also increase the tenability of the climate
scenarios. The current climate change paradigms focussing on ’scientific certainty’ allow for an
increase or shift of (presented) uncertainty as a result of new scientific insights (Haasnoot and
Middelkoop 2012; Carter et al. 2007). This is often experienced problematic (e.g. Haasnoot and
Middelkoop 2012, SR-KNMI14) because the decision process does need robust assumptions,
that are not easily superseded by follow-up assessments. Therefore, new climate assessments are
often (partly) fit to earlier results (e.g. SR-KNMI2014). An (unbiased) focus on what might be
possible substantially increases the probability that a follow-up assessment will fit the previous
one. Of course we might be surprised by unknown mechanisms, but the chance of being surprised
by uncertain or ill-understood mechanisms will be considerably reduced. Besides, a systematic
search of what might be possible may identify many important unknowns.



Chapter 4

Discussion and perspectives

I believe that the ultimate goal of climate change assessments is to make decision makers aware
of the huge uncertainties involved and in this way support them to make robust decisions. That
means decisions that lead to satisfactory situations in a wide range of possible futures. Decision
and policy makers will benefit most if the ’relevant’ epistemic uncertainties, scientific controver-
sies and ambiguities are recognised and clearly identified (e.g. Petersen et al. 2011; WRR 2010).
How this ’relevant’ range is determined is far from trivial, but it is often emphasised that an
intensive ’user-producer interaction’ may substantially contribute to the relevance of an assess-
ment (Wack 1985b; Wack 1985a; Cash et al. 2003; Hulme and Dessai 2008b; Tang and Dessai
2012) because it will help users and producers to get aware of each other’s deepest concerns and
implicit considerations.

4.1 The ’user-producer interaction’ of ’top-down’
climate change assessments

The IPCC scenarios and many derived products like KNMI’06 and KNMI’14 have been devel-
oped following a ’top-down’ approach (e.g. Berkhout et al. 2014). Information has been pro-
duced following a typical scenario chain: emission scenarios or concentration pathways are used
to force comprehensive GCMs of which the results are further downscaled to regional and local
scale. This might be useful for global assessments and the development of mitigation strategies,
but to a much lesser extent for impact assessments and the development of adaptation strategies
at the regional level (Berkhout et al. 2014). Lack of knowledge about the climate system is ex-
pected to outweigh emission-related uncertainty until far into the 21st century (e.g. Moss et al.
2010; IPCC 2013), even though climate assessments often seem somewhat overconfident about
the knowledge of the climate system (e.g. section 1.5, Curry 2011b; Enserink et al. 2013; Keller
and Nicholas 2013). The ’relevant’ climate related uncertainties are usually not systematically
explored in an interactive user-producer setting.
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Often it is tried to introduce the necessary ’user-producer interaction’ by tailoring the top-
down generated climate information. Yet, in practise, tailoring remains often restricted to simple
adjustments of ’on-shelf’ products to provide the right data in a usable format that fits the in-
tended impact models. This was for instance the case with the climate-related part of the Deltas-
cenarios (Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al. 2013) where the KNMI’06 scenarios (Van
den Hurk et al. 2006) were tailored by a modest adjustment of the existing "Time series trans-
formation tool" (Bakker and Bessembinder 2012). An intensive interaction between user and
producer1 appears usually not possible simply because time lacks, i.e. this interaction is usually
not planned in. In practise, ’tailoring’ is often just an additional link in the top-down scenario
chain in order to enable impact assessments. So, it mainly focuses on the usability and not nec-
essarily on the usefulness.

Of course, which variables are presented in the assessments may be the result of some user-
producer interaction (KNMI 2014), but the presented range is usually constrained by the varia-
tion between the global models of which their development was not influenced by the concerns of
potential users. A nice example, is the presentation of changes in wind in the KNMI’14 climate
scenarios. Changes in mean wind speed (only winter) have been included mainly because of their
relevance for wind engineering. Yet, for the typical return of investment periods (10-20 years) of
wind turbines, changes in wind climatology are mainly caused by changes in surface roughness
and natural variability, not by global warming (Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012; Bakker et al.
2013, see chapters 5 and 6).

The range spanned by the typical top-down developed climate change assessments based on
multi-model ensembles is usually largely determined by the inter-model variation. The GCMs
used to build these multi-model ensembles were often originally constructed in order to investi-
gate the climate system and not to predict or explore future climate, relevant for decision making.
Their development aims for a physical representation as comprehensive as possible in which the
models are constrained to the computational limits and to the aspects the modellers consider
important. The top-down developed climate change assessments, in line with the ’climate mod-
elling paradigm’ usually lack an intensive user-producer interaction which seriously challenges
the credibility, legitimacy and salience (e.g. Hulme and Dessai 2008b; Berkhout et al. 2014).

4.2 Why hang on to the ’climate modelling paradigm’?
So, why is the use of GCM-based multi-model ensembles so dominant? The predictive power
of GCMs that comprehensively describe the climate system, is not trivial (e.g. chapter 2; Re-
ichler and Kim 2008; Knutti et al. 2013; Knutti and Sedlác̆ek 2013). Climate change science is
characterised by huge uncertainties. Statistical hypothesis testing, assessing the predictive power
of climate models or the reliance on a fully reductionist approach do not provide unambiguous

1In the case of tailoring KNMI’06, I was usually responsible for the data-related part.
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evidence. Alternatively, the IPCC combines multiple lines of evidence, but those lines cannot be
proven independent. Although we badly want to, we cannot provide (scientific) certainty. Yet,
we can explore what might be possible.

Falsification and multiple explanations
In line with Popper (1934), we can falsify theories about how climate might respond to anthro-
pogenic forcings, e.g. by mechanistic reasoning. Yet, we have to accept that di↵erent competing
hypotheses about the working or state of the climate system may co-exist. This view on climate
science is not particularly new. A similar principle of truth was already put forward by the Greek
philosopher Epicurus as early as 300 B.C. and regularly applied in his cosmological and Earth
scientific studies. The Epicureans accepted all explanations for a specific phenomenon that could
not be disproved on the basis of the senses, even if they appeared mutually incompatible. Su�-
cient observations to justify a single (certain) explanation often appeared impossible. Like mod-
ern climate scientists, it seems that also Epicureans sometimes struggled with the co-existence
of multiple, mutually incompatible explanations. Lucretius, for example, a Roman follower of
Epicurus, came up with a somewhat far-fetched idea that in the light of the infinity of the Uni-
verse every explanation that is considered possible, must be true somewhere. Epicuru s himself
did not consider multiple explanations problematic since the main aim of the studies was to show
that everything can be physically explained and consequently that an extraordinary phenomenon
does not demonstrate divine influence2.

Institutional and social reasons?
Nevertheless, climate change assessments often remain constrained by earlier results. New find-
ings or theories are only included if they are supported by rigorous scientific evidence (e.g. IPCC
2013; KNMI 2014; Van den Hurk et al. 2014). This suggests that those earlier results are sup-
ported by robust scientific evidence, but those results also lack rigorous scientific testing (Van
der Sluijs et al. 1998). Apparently, there are ’non-scientific’ reasons to hang on to the ’climate
modelling paradigm’.

Many scientists are well aware of the non-trivialities involved with GCM-based climate pro-
jections, but they simply consider the use of GCMs the best, or least bad alternative. Besides,
the use of GCMs has been highly institutionalised. The strong reliance on GCM-based multi-
model ensembles is widely excepted and hardly requires justification. So, the ’climate mod-
elling paradigm’ provide the climate change community something to hold on when assessing
the deeply uncertain and heavily debated response of the climate system to anthropogenic forc-
ings.

2According to my learned brother Frederik A. Bakker (2010) it is unclear whether Epicurus claimed that all
alternative explanations are true or can at best be called possible, because both are supported by some evidence.
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Better understanding of the social or institutional reasons for the GCM dominance may be
of great help in engaging the climate community in the search for and testing of alternative
paradigms that may better allow for ’user-producer interaction’.

4.3 Alternative paradigms

scenario planning
Scenario planning (or scenario thinking) is a method to explicitly explore plausible futures
(Schoemaker 1995) that strongly relies on the involvement of the intended users. It aims to
avoid being surprised by something we could have thought of beforehand by extending the usual
extrapolations of known (or in case of climate change assessments ’agreed on’) patterns and
knowledge.

Scenario planning was originally developed in the 1950s as a military planning tool in the
United States at the RAND corporation by futurist Herman Kahn (e.g. Bradfield et al. 2005).
During the 1960s, Herman Kahn started to apply scenario thinking to sociological developments
and public policy (Bradfield et al. 2005) and (co)-authored numerous publications (notably "The
Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years", Kahn and Wiener
1967). In the 1970s, inspired by this work, Pierre Wack of Shell Française started to experiment
with scenario planning as an alternative for conventional (surprise-free) forecasting tools (Wack
1985b; Wack 1985a). Pierre Wack believed that it is better to accept uncertainty and try to under-
stand it than aim for continuously ’improving’ the available forecast methods. "... sooner or later
forecasts will fail when they are needed most: in anticipating major shifts ...". To be e↵ective,
according to Wack, scenarios should be based on sound reasoning and inspire decision makers
to adjust their ’mental model’.

In the early 1970s, Pierre Wack and colleagues presented a set of ’first generation’ (global)
scenarios that described the ’relevant’ raw uncertainties to Shell International’s topmanagement.
The scenarios were appreciated, but hardly changed the managers’ behaviour. The presented
(potential) surprises and discontinuities were simply not considered possible. This made Pierre
Wack (1985b; 1985a) realise that they had failed to influence the managers’ ’microcosms’, their
mental models. According to Wack, ’mental models’ are (implicit) world views or theories that
determine observation, interpretation and decisions (Van der Torre 2010). Mental models are
implicit and subjective simplifications of reality that are often incorrectly, but unconsciously,
confused with reality. This makes the acceptance of the seemingly impossible sometimes hard.
Therefore, Wack (1985b) considered the microcosm of the decision makers the real target of
scenario planning.

This requires an intensive commitment of the intended decision makers. Their involvement
is necessary to become aware of their deepest concerns and of course to get acquainted with their
mental models. This insight is used to construct a ’surprise-free’ scenario, i.e. a scenario that fits
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the mental model of the decision makers. Subsequently, the plausibility and internal consistencies
of this ’surprise-free’ scenario are jointly analysed by decision makers and producers to reveal
its weaknesses and imperfections. It is thought that this may open the decision makers’ eyes to
the alternative scenarios. These alternative scenarios are constructed by elaborating the ’initial’
scenarios to the needs and concerns of the decision makers by means of, for instance, adding
clear story-lines and clarifying the causalities.

So far so good, but how does (or should) scenario planning apply to climate change as-
sessments? The SRES emission scenarios (Nakićenović and Swart 2000) and the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP, Moss et al. 2010) adopted by the IPCC may be seen as products in
the scenario planning tradition, although the latter (partly) abandoned the story lines. These sce-
narios are often used to force ’surprise-free’ GCMs to project (see subsection 3.4) future climate
change.

initial scenarios

Scenario planning, like other frameworks that aim to guide decision makers to think about (deep)
uncertainties (e.g. Cash et al. 2003; Tang and Dessai 2012), stresses the importance of user-
involvement during the entire development phase. This is often thought to be the most e↵ective
way to fit the assessment to the decision makers’ concerns and mental models. Assessments
of future climate, however, often aim to serve a very broad group of users with very divergent
objectives and concerns. The involvement of all intended users is barely possible. Consequently,
it seems to be unfeasible to construct generally applicable, ’ready-to-use’ decision or planning
scenarios. Yet, we can construct ’initial’ climate scenarios describing the raw climate-related
uncertainties that can be used by experienced planners to elaborate them to usable planning
scenarios, like the Dutch Delta Scenarios (Bruggeman et al. 2011; Bruggeman et al. 2013, see
also chapter 3). This requires climate scenarios with a wide scope and a very clear, unambiguous
framing and communication of the full range of climate uncertainties.

An intensive user-involvement of all relevant intended stakeholders appears often impossible
because of the very wide scope that characterises many climate change assessments. Therefore,
general climate change assessments are never ’ready-to-use’, but they may serve as an inspiration
for experienced planners to construct planning scenarios that do fit the mental models of decision
makers (and a particular concern).

Because climate change assessments aim to support a wide group of divergent users, with
divergent stakes and divergent concerns, it makes sense to aim for a very wide range of possible
future climates and climatic events that may prove relevant for part of the users. Together these
futures span the ’raw’ uncertainties and relative certainties. The optimal way, I believe, to gen-
erate this set of general ’initial’ climate scenarios is to challenge the intuition, the mental model
and mechanistic understanding of climate scientists, by competing opinions, by a hierarchy of
models and climate analogues. This process may be advanced by the supervision of experienced
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scenario thinkers.
The set of general ’initial’ climate scenarios is intended to be used by scenario planners and

can be further elaborated to enable unambiguous interpretation of the raw uncertainties as much
as possible. In this step the plausibilities, internal consistencies and causalities are investigated
and uncertainites framed. Acknowledgement of subjectivity will help framing the uncertainty,
will help the climate debate because it will help to understand each other’s intuition, and it will
enable the development of more robust strategies for coping with climate related risks.

Physically-based reasoning

Climate feedbacks are among the major sources of uncertainty and controversies about the over-
all climate response (IPCC 2013). The feedbacks determine to what extent the anthropogenic
greenhouse e↵ect is amplified or tempered and they determine how circulation, and consequently
regional climate will change. Therefore, it seems appropriate to especially focus on the climate
feedbacks when exploring future climate. A physically based exploration of the climate feed-
backs is hardly possible with fully coupled AOGCM simulations because the possibly important
feedbacks are usually built up by parameterisations, if they are incorporated at all. A focus on
climate feedbacks is not a matter of reductionism. Neither is it a matter of empiricism because
su�cient observational data lack (see section 2.3). When exploring climate change related uncer-
tainties, it seems not wise to a priori drop certain methods to simulate climate response since they
can only be tested by physically based reasoning, by our physical understanding and intuition.
Like hydrological modelling (Savenije 2009), this requires "imagination, inspiration, insight,
field experience, creativity, ingenuity and skill" from the involved researchers.

Exploration of possible climate response is by definition limited to the intellectual capacity
of the involved researchers. The speculated concepts need to be captured by the mental models.
The current generation AOGCMs are much too complex to capture mentally. Therefore a simpler
model concept seems more appropriate for reasoning about possible future climates. Professor
Tim Lenton, for example, has used simpler climate models to identify plausible global and local-
scale ’tipping points’ that might bring the Earth system from one state to another (Lenton et
al. 2008; Lenton 2011; Lenton et al. 2012). Although widely appreciated, his projections are
given less credence by the IPCC because they are not reproduced by the state-of-the-art coupled
Atmosphere-Ocean Global Circulation Models (Cubasch et al. 2013; Collins et al. 2013). Yet, the
non-reproduction by GCMs gives not enough reason to exclude or falsify a particular mechanism.
Due to the extreme complexity of the state-of-the-art AOGCMs, it is impossible to say if the
presence of Lenton’s tipping points is an artefact of the over-simplifications of Lenton’s models
or if their absence is an artefact of the most comprehensive GCMs that was (implicitly) tuned in.
Note that GCMs require comprehensive (implicit) tuning to reach a radiative balance at the Top-
Of-Atmosphere and to more or less realistically reproduce ’some aspects’ of the climate system
(Flato et al. 2013). The tuning may constrain the GCM too much to one preferred state. This
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might also explain my personal experience with huge underestimations of the natural variability
on all scales by GCMs (see subsection 2.3). Besides, in the tuning/constructing phase of a GCM,
the appearance of a ’tipping point’ may be easily misinterpreted as a radiative inbalance and
trigger an additional adjustment to the model.

The state-of-the-art fully coupled AOGCMs are too complex and too ill-tested to rule out
hypothesised climate mechanisms. Yet, like simpler models, GCMs can be used heuristically
(Oreskes et al. 1994). Models should be primarily used to better understand climate (change) and
get inspired (e.g. Enserink et al. 2013). A good example is the study of Haarsma et al. (2013).
Inspired by advanced GCM simulations, they came up with a very strong concept3 of how global
warming might cause Western Europe to be more prone to (extra)tropical storms. In this study,
GCMs are exactly used for what they are good at; reasoning about general circulation patterns.
Yet, for reasoning about climate feedbacks, simpler models will usually be of more help.

4.4 The salience, credibility and legitimacy of IPCC-AR5

The contribution of Working Group I to the fifth IPCC Assessment Report AR5 is actually very
much in line with the above described procedure. A wide range of climate possibilities derived
from the peer-reviewed, scientific literature is presented [raw uncertainties] and elaborated by
the uncertainty framing as proposed by Mastrandrea et al. (2010). It is a huge step in the right
direction, but there is still much room for improvement.

It is very hard to determine what is exactly meant by the somewhat wordy document (>1500
pages). The communication on uncertainties would seriously benefit from a separate introductory
chapter on the uncertainty framing, like has been done in the contributions of Working Groups
II and III (Jones et al. 2014; Kunreuther et al. 2014). This chapter on uncertainties should be
the basis of the scientific assessment that should be preferably structured along relevant climate
events and climatic evolutions rather than on the methods, like has been nicely done for the Equi-
librium Climate Sensitivity and Transient Climate Response (Collins et al. 2013, Box 12.2). The
assessment would gain further on relevance if the assumptions and uncertainties and their inter-
dependencies are well explained (by simple mechanistic reasoning). An Uncertainty Catalogue
for Scenario Planners may prove more useful than a Summary for Policy Makers.

More important than a better framing is to scrutinise the strong link of the IPCC with plat-
forms for multi-model ensembles and to quit the heavy reliance on them. The ill-reported tuning
practise seriously challenges the legitimacy of the multi-model ensembles and therefore the le-
gitimacy of the whole assessment. It is argued in chapter 2, that the GCMs and multi-model
ensembles in particular cannot be used to validate other methods or to replace empirical evi-

3I consider this concept very strong because it is easy understandable and completely in line with our mechanistic
understanding. "The rise in Atlantic tropical sea surface temperatures extends eastward the breeding ground of
tropical cyclones, yielding more frequent and intense hurricanes following pathways directed toward Europe."
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dence. Consequently, their contribution to the overall credibility is limited. Finally, GCM-based
multi-model ensembles are not suitable to explore epistemic uncertainty, but the strong focus on
multi-model ensembles does substantially complicate4 the assessment. Therefore, GCM-based
multi-model ensembles are more likely to decrease than to increase the overall salience (i.e.
usefulness and usability) of the assessment.

4The large model biases prevent for a unambiguous interpretation of the model simulations and the large dataset
are practically unmanageable.
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Chapter 5

Persistence and trends in Northwest
European wind climate

This chapter is a modified version of Bakker and Van den Hurk (2012)1

5.1 Introduction

Financers of new wind farms are typically interested in the expected aggregated mean wind en-
ergy yield for a future operating period - usually 10 to 20 years - in combination with some
measure of uncertainty (Albers 2004). Estimations of aggregated wind energy yields over a pe-
riod of k years (Y (k)) are usually based on past wind climate time series. Vautard et al. (2010)
found a downward trend in observed surface winds for most of the northern Hemisphere be-
tween 1979 and 2008. They hypothesised that this stilling is partly due to increasing surface
roughness caused by increasing vegetation. For the Netherlands, this was confirmed by Wever
(2012) who attributed 40% of the observed decrease (1981-2009) in 10m wind to changed local
surface roughness, 30% to changed mesoscale roughness and 30% to variations in large-scale
circulation. At the hub height of modern wind turbines (60-100 meters) the e↵ect of local sur-
face roughness is limited, mesoscale roughness does still substantially a↵ect the wind supply. For
typical return on investment periods, natural variability may be dominant (Bakker et al. 2013)
and changes in surface roughness play, if any, a minor role for o↵shore wind farms.

In Northwest Europe, the wind climate is subject to considerable long-term variability. A
distinct increase has been reported from the 1960s until the mid 1990s (Pryor and Barthelmie
2003; Alexander et al. 2005). The high average wind and storm conditions in the mid nineties
are, however, not so extraordinary when compared to the 1880s (e.g. Alexandersson et al. 1998;

1Bakker, A. and B. van den Hurk (2012). “Estimation of persistence and trends in geostrophic wind speed
for the assessment of wind energy yields in Northwest Europe”. In: Climate Dynamics 39.3-4, pp. 767–782. doi:
10.1007/s00382-011-1248-1
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Alexandersson et al. 2000; Matulla et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009). Therefore, Kaas et al. (1996)
and WASA Group (1998) concluded that the wind climate of northern Europe has not structurally
changed in the last 100 to 150 years.

Wind and other geophysical processes often show similar long-term variations (Hurst 1951).
One manifestation of the ’Hurst phenomenon’, or long-term persistence (LTP), is the tendency
of similar extreme events to cluster close together in time, e.g. droughts in hydrology or extreme
storms in wind climate. This behaviour is referred to with several other names, like simple scaling
stochastic process (SSS) (Koutsoyiannis 2006) and Hurst-Kolmogorov behaviour (Tyralis and
Koutsoyiannis 2011).

In practice, fluctuations that persist for many years, are often dealt with by treating the series
as a sequence of deterministic trends. Koutsoyiannis (2006) addressed that many hydrologists
use the complete time series after detrending, i.e. subtracting some linear or non-linear trend.
Sometimes, an extrapolation of the trend is used for the future prediction. In the wind indus-
try, uncertainty estimates of Y (k) are often based on a recent ’stationary’ episode (e.g. Segers
2009; Knight and Harrison 2006). Both methods neglect the possibility of discontinuities in the
trend within the time range of the prediction, although such discontinuities have been observed
in the past. This approach may be justified if those discontinuities are well understood; the de-
crease in windiness in Northwest Europe from the last decades is, for instance, partly attributed
to increased surface roughness (Vautard et al. 2010; Wever 2012). On the other hand, natural
variations of the atmospheric circulation were just as important or even more important and fu-
ture evolution of this chaotic component of the atmospheric circulation is highly unpredictable
(Bakker et al. 2013). Therefore, it is preferred to recognise the unpredictability and accept the
trends as a result of stationary, natural long-term variability.

The Hurst phenomenon can be quantified through the Hurst exponent (H), which varies from
0.5 in the absence of LTP (e.g. white noise) up to 1.0 (Koutsoyiannis 2003). Let µY be the popula-
tion mean and �Y the population standard deviation of Y (1) then the expected value of the k-year
aggregated yield mean is not dependent on H:

E(Y (k)) = µY (5.1)

However, the standard deviation of Y (k) is greatly a↵ected by H:

S tD(Y (k)) =
�Y

k1�H (5.2)

which for H=0.5 reduces to the classical statistics law

S tD(Y (k)) =
�Yp

k
(5.3)
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To illustrate this for fixed µY and �Y ; S tD(Y (10)) is 1.26 times larger if H=0.6 and 2.00 times
larger if H=0.8 compared to a process without LTP (i.e. H=0.5).

Estimation of H (and thus estimation of long-term variability) requires long homogeneous
time series, i.e. not a↵ected by changes in measurement or local circumstances that influence
the measurement. Even for time series of more than 100 observations, estimation of H remains
highly uncertain (Koutsoyiannis and Cohn 2008). The high sensitivity of wind speed observations
to the local environment and instrumentation implies that long homogeneous wind speed records
are very rare. Therefore, long-term trends and variations in wind climate are often investigated
by using proxies derived from observed pressure data, such as geostrophic wind speed (e.g.
Alexandersson et al. 1998) and pressure tendency (e.g. Alexander et al. 2005; Schmith et al.
1998). Monthly and annual geostrophic wind speed correlate very well to actual monthly and
annual wind energy yields for large parts of northern Europe (Bakker and Bessembinder 2009;
Albers 2004).

With respect to future energy resource management it is of interest whether and how north-
western Europe wind climate might change in response to increased greenhouse gasses (GHG).
General Circulation Models (GCMs) can be used to explore this response of wind climate to
changes in the large scale forcings (Woth et al. 2006; Rockel and Woth 2007). Depending on
the wind application, di↵erent dynamical or statistical downscaling techniques have been used
(Pryor et al. 2005; Pryor et al. 2006; Najac et al. 2009). Projected changes in European wind
climate di↵er greatly and many authors note that the results are very uncertain due to the poor
representation of the present-day wind climate conditions by many GCMs and regional climate
models (RCMs) (WASA Group 1998; Pryor et al. 2006; Najac et al. 2009).

Possibly, the wide range in wind climate projections is a manifestation of LTP. Neglecting
LTP may cause an erroneous detection of a significant trend (von Storch 1995). For the correct
assessment of climate change the existence of LTP should be recognised. Yet, studies on the
representation of long-term persistence in GCMs are rare. We are not familiair with studies on
the representation of LTP in modelled wind projections. For other variables such as tempera-
ture and precipitation LTP is generally underestimated or even absent in GCMs (Rutten 2008;
Koutsoyiannis et al. 2008; Vyushin et al. 2002). This may originate from the fact that typical
GCM climate runs lack natural variations in their forcings such as GHG concentrations, the solar
constant or volcanic eruptions (Vyushin et al. 2004; Rybski et al. 2008).

For typical GCM simulation lengths (100 - 200 years), it is hard to e�ciently detect signif-
icant LTP or significant stuctural changes in average wind conditions that are relatively small
compared to the multi-year variability. An ensemble of simulations with a single GCM and sim-
ilar evolution of the boundary conditions (e.g. emission scenario) increases the sample size and
is of help in this case. The ESSENCE (Ensemble SimulationS of Extreme weather events under
Nonlinear Climate changE) project (Sterl et al. 2008) provides such an ensemble of simulations
with a single GCM and a given emission scenario. Di↵erences between the members represent
the internal variability at a range of time scales in the GCM.
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The main objective of this study is to develop a method to estimate the 10 year mean geostrophic
wind speed for the near (coming 10 years) and the far future (around 2050) and its uncertainty due
to climate variability. Since long-term persistence (LTP) strongly a↵ects the uncertainty, the an-
nual geostrophic wind speed in Northwest Europe, derived from pressure observations, is tested
for the presence of LTP. Emphasis is put on how to minimize the influence of the unavoidable
inhomogeneities in the measurement series. Next, an ensemble (ESSENCE) of seventeen simu-
lations of one global circulation model (GCM) and using one emission scenario is tested for the
reproduction of LTP and for a human induced climate response in the geostrophic wind speed.
Finally, the multi-year uncertainty derived from the observations is compared to the uncertainty
and trends as derived from the ESSENCE ensemble.

5.2 Data

5.2.1 ECA dataset: Sea Level Pressure
Daily geostrophic wind speed was derived from sea level pressure (slp) gradients between three
measurement sites using the triangle method described by Alexandersson et al. (1998). Subse-
quently, the daily geostrophic wind speed was averaged to annual values (UECA). For comparison
reasons, triangles were chosen very similar to the triangles analysed by Alexandersson et al.
(1998); Alexandersson et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2009) (figure 5.1 and table 5.1).

For this purpose, twelve long time series of daily slp in Northwest Europe (table 5.2) were ob-
tained from the ECA dataset, provided by the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D)
team (eca.knmi.nl/; Klok and Klein Tank 2008). Since the Valentia slp time series has a large
gap (1893-1939), triangles have been based on Armagh instead. We used "non-blended" time
series as supplied by the ECA&D participants, which have been completed nor extended with
data from nearby stations by the ECA&D-team. This does not automatically imply that all data in
one single time series originate from the same source. For example, the unblended slp series of
station De Bilt originates partly from Utrecht (1849-1896) and partly from De Bilt (1897-2010).
For other time series such information generally lacks.

ECA&D provides quality labels together with the sea level pressure data. Values lower than
600 hPa or higher than 1080 hPa and repetitive values for five days were labelled suspicious
and have been left out of the analysis. Additionally, we used daily geostrophic wind speed to
identify suspicious values. If the derived geostrophic wind speed exceeds 60 m/s, the involved
slp values were compared to the surrounding spatial pressure pattern. In this way, twenty-five
days have been identified for checking the slp pattern. For the period September 1957 - August
2002, the suspicious data were compared to the spatial pattern according to the reanalysis slp
data of ERA40 (Uppala et al. 2005). Eleven daily slp values have been labelled suspicious and
were discarded; seven of them before ERA40 comparison (4x Aberdeen, 2x Esbjerg Airport, 1x
Armagh) and four of them within the ERA40 comparison (4x Armagh).
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Figure 5.1: Triangles used for the calculation of geostrophic wind speed. Red dots are the slp stations

The pressure time series have not been analysed for inhomogeneities, which might have re-
sulted from changes in instrumentation or station relocations. Due to a lack of su�cient meta-
data in the ECA&D database, it is not possible to distinguish between inhomogeneities and natu-
ral long-term variability. To filter out the influence of LTP, homogeneity testing is usually applied
on a di↵erence series with a strongly correlated series. However, for the long time series used in
this study very few time series are available and the possible di↵erence series are closely related
to pressure gradients and so to geostrophic wind speed. Since we expect geostrophic wind to be
subject to LTP, we expect this for the di↵erence series too. Rather than homogeneity testing we
performed a sensitivity analysis to inhomogeneities in the slp time series, due to (unknown) sta-
tion relocations, sudden shifts (e.g. unrecorded height displacements) and changes in recording
time of frequency.

Station relocations Two slp series are very likely to be continuations of older nearby stations,
although this was not found in the meta-data of the ECA&D database. The annual mean slp
values of Thyboron and Esbjerg Airport are very similar to Vestervig and Nordby (1874-1986)
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Table 5.1: Triangles used for the calculation of geostrophic wind speed

Triangle Stations Period (nr. of missing years)
A Tasiilaq-Jan Mayen-Stykkisholmur 1922-2008 (13)
B Jan Mayen-Stykkisholmur-Bodø 1922-2006 (4)
C Torshavn-Stykkisholmur-Bodø 1874-2006 (26)
D Jan Mayen-Torshavn-Bodø 1922-2009 (12)
E Jan Mayen-Stykkisholmur-Torshavn 1922-2008 (11)
F BodøTorshavn-Bergen 1874-2002 (25)
G Aberdeen/Dyce-Torshavn-Bergen 1874-2008 (20)
H BodøBergen-Thyboron 1874-2002 (19)
I Bergen-Aberdeen/Dyce-Thyboron 1874-2006 (15)
J Esbjerg Airport-Torshavn-Bergen 1874-2002 (7)
K De Bilt-Aberdeen/Dyce-Thyboron 1874-2007 (15)
KK De Bilt-Armagh-Thyboron 1874-2000 (2)
L Aberdeen-Armagh-De Bilt 1868-2000 (15)
M Armagh-Torshavn-Aberdeen 1874-2000 (20)
N Armagh-Stykkisholmur-Torshavn 1874-2000 (8)
O Thyboron-Esbjerg Airport-Hammer Odde Fyr 1874-2009 (15)

respectively, which are both available until 1986. Alexandersson et al. (1998) reported relocations
between 1986 and 1987 for both pairs of stations. Applying Alexandersson’s coordinates rather
than the ECA&D coordinates helps to remove an obvious inhomogeneity in the geostrophic wind
speed series derived from the slp series of Thyboron, Esbjerg Airport and Hammer Odde Fyr.

The use of incorrect, but nearby (< 20 km) coordinates only causes obvious inhomogeneities
in geostrophic wind speed for the relatively small triangle Thyboron - Esbjerg Airport - Ham-
mer Odde Fyr. Consequently, the estimated Hurst exponent (H) appeared much higher for fixed
coordinates, i.e. neglecting station relocations. For the larger triangles, the influence is relatively
minor.

Sudden shifts The impact of sudden shifts in the slp series was studied by perturbing the
second half of one of the three stations with an amount of 0.25 hPa, which is small enough to be
overlooked by visual inspection. It appeared that such small shifts rarely a↵ect the estimation of
H in time series of geostrophic wind speed.

According to ECA&D, the slp in Aberdeen is on average 0.87 hPa higher than the nearby
station Dyce (at a distance of 8.0 km). To avoid inhomogeneities in geostrophic wind derived
from a combined slp series, Aberdeen was corrected before. Subtracting the di↵erence in mean
slp from the slp values of Aberdeen removes most of the inhomogeneity.
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Table 5.2: Stations used for the calculation of geostrophic wind speed according to the ECA&D database.
Daily mean slp has been derived for the period 0-0UT; 1 18-18UT and 2 23-23UT. 3 Coordinates of
Thyboron and Esbjerg Airport are derived from Alexandersson et al. (1998) (Vestervig and Nordby).

station (mean) lon lat alt country years
189 Jan Mayen 08 40 W 70 56 N 10 Norway 1922-20101

266 Bodø VI 14 22 E 67 16 N 11 Norway 1868-1994
1901-20101

299 Tasiilaq 37 38 W 65 36 N 50 Greenland 1895-2009
67 Stykkisholmur 22 44 W 65 04 N 15 Iceland 1874-2002
(synops) 2003-20081

431 Torshavn 06 46 W 62 01 N 55 Denmark 1874-2009
265 Bergen Florida 05 20 E 60 23 N 12 Norway 1868-20021

Norway 1901-2010
457 Aberdeen 02 06 W 57 10 N 33 UK 1861-1995
(1825 Dyce) 02 12 W 57 12 N 65 UK 1960-20082

307 Thyboron3 08 19 E 56 46 N 18 Denmark 1874-1986
08 13 E 56 42 N 2 1987-2009

308 Esbjerg Airport3 08 24 E 55 27 N 4 Denmark 1874-1986
08 34 E 55 31 N 24 1987-2009

106 Hammer Odde Fyr 14 47 E 55 18 N 11 Denmark 1874-2009
271 Armagh 06 39 W 54 21 N 62 UK 1850-2000
162 De Bilt 05 11 E 52 06 N 2 Netherlands 1897-2010
(Utrecht) 05 08 E 52 05 N 13 1849-1896

Changes in recording time The remaining inhomogeneity might be caused by the fact that the
Dyce data represent daily mean slp between 23-23 UT and the Aberdeen data represent 0-0 UT.
This inhomogeneity, however, is small and hardly a↵ects estimated Ĥ.

For the Norwegian stations Bergen Florida and Bodø VI two types of daily slp are avail-
able. The first represents daily mean slp between 0-0UT and the second represents daily mean
slp between 18-18UT (see table 5.1). The 0-0UT time series start much earlier (1868) than the
18-18UT time series (1901), but the Bodø series is only available until 1995 and Bergen until
2002. Replacement of Bodø 0-0UT by 18-18UT hardly a↵ects the annual variability and es-
timated Ĥ and Bodø can safely be extended by the 18-18UT series. For Bergen the influence
of such replacement depends on the triangle. Replacement does a↵ect UECA and Ĥ for the tri-
angles Bodø-Bergen-Torshavn, Bodø-Bergen-Thyboron and Esbjerg-Torshavn-Bergen. For the
triangles Aberdeen-Torshavn-Bergen and Bergen-Aberdeen-Thyboron, Bergen slp is extended
by the 18-18UT series. The slp data (0-0UT) of Stykkisholmur are available until 2002 and
extended until 2008 by synops data (18-18UT).
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1900 In 1900, the cross correlation structure of daily slp between the Norwegian stations Bodø
and Bergen with other stations is shifted in time with respect to the cross correlation for the whole
period. In general, the highest correlation between daily slp of two nearby stations is found at
the same day. In 1900, however, the highest correlation is found at lag 1. This shift in cross
correlation structure results in much too high UECA. Although the cause of this shift has not been
retrieved, the year 1900 is discarded from the Bodø and Bergen time series.

5.2.2 ESSENCE

In the ESSENCE project, an ensemble of seventeen simulations with the ECHAM5/MPI-OM
climate model (Jungclaus et al. 2006) with common evolution of the boundary conditions and
only slightly varying initial conditions was performed (Sterl et al. 2008). Di↵erences between
the ensemble members are caused by internal variability of the simulated climate. An ensemble
of climate model simulations therefore gives the opportunity to investigate very rare events, such
as extreme rainfall (Sterl et al. 2009) and to analyse decadal variability which typically demands
long time series.

ECHAM5/MPI-OM fairly well reproduces the observed mean and multi-decadal slp patterns
for all months, as well globally as in Europe (van Ulden and van Oldenborgh 2006). In winter,
also the general circulation in western and central Europe is realistically covered (Demuzere et
al. 2009) despite the slightly underestimated variability (van Ulden and van Oldenborgh 2006).
Summer, however, gives too much westerly flow (van Ulden and van Oldenborgh 2006; De-
muzere et al. 2009).

The climate model runs on a regular grid at a spatial resolution of about 200x200 km2. The
integrations follow observed GHG concentrations and tropospheric sulphate for the initialisation
and historical part (1950-2000) and the SRES A1B emission scenario (Nakićenović and Swart
2000) for the future period 2001-2100. Volcanic eruptions and variations of the solar constant
have not been taken into account, although they may be important contributors for long-term
variability (Vyushin et al. 2004). A long initialising period has been applied. The di↵erent en-
semble members were generated by disturbing the initial atmospheric temperature field with
Gaussian noise of amplitude 0.1�C. The initial ocean state was not disturbed. In this way, all
members represent the same deterministic trend due to increased GHG concentrations and tro-
pospheric sulphate and mutual independent natural (multi-year) variations.

The slp output was stored at a 3-hr temporal resolution at every grid point. Geostrophic wind
speed was derived using the slp-gradient between the four surrounding grid points by bi-linear
interpolation (see section 6.2). Subsequently, geostrophic wind speed was averaged to annual
values.
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5.3 Estimating the Hurst exponent and long-term variability

5.3.1 Methods for Hurst estimation
Although estimates of the Hurst exponent (H) and the standard deviation (�) of a time series are
mutually dependent, most methods estimate H individually. In 2011, Tyralis and Koutsoyiannis
compared three methods that do simultaneously estimate H and �; LSSD (least squares based
on standard deviation, Koutsoyiannis 2003), the LSV (least squares based on variance) and the
ML method (maximum likelihood, McLeod and Hipel 1978). The three methods appeared to
outperform nine classical methods including DFA1 (detrended fluctuation analysis, Peng et al.
1994). Higher order DFA methods (Kantelhardt et al. 2001) were not considered.

Tyralis and Koutsoyiannis (2011) indicated ML as the most attractive method method because
of its high precision with respect to alternative methods and because � is estimated simultane-
ously. The relative longer computation time will stay within acceptable limits since the records
are not very long (n<1000). An additional advantage of ML is that the estimated likelihood func-
tion enables to include the parameter uncertainty in the estimation of the prediction level for
future mean aggregated geostrophic wind speed (see section 5.5).

In this section, first the implementation of the ML method is explained and it is shown that
the estimated Ĥ is biased. Therefore, we slightly adjusted the ML method in. Subsequently, the
trend estimation and detrending is explained and finally, the spatial pattern of Ĥ is shown and
interpreted.

5.3.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
For the estimation of the Hurst exponent (H) we slightly adapted the maximum likelihood
method (ML) as proposed by McLeod and Hipel (1978). Tyralis and Koutsoyiannis (2011) found
a very good performance of this method compared to other methods and emphasised the advan-
tage that the three parameters µ, � and H are estimated simultaneously.

Given a historical time series un = [u1, .., un] of annual average geostrophic wind speed ui of
length n, the log-likelihood (logL) of ✓ = [µ,�,H] is

logL(✓) = �1
2

ln |CN(H)| � (un � µ)T[CN(H)]�1(un � µ)
2�2 � n

2
ln(2⇡) � n ln� (5.4)

where CN(H) is the n x n autocorrelation matrix [⇢|i�(i+ j)|] which depends on H and lag j (not
on the aggregation level k) via

⇢(k)
j = ⇢ j = ( j + 1)2H/2 + ( j � 1)2H/2 � ( j)2H (5.5)

Tyralis and Koutsoyiannis (2011) showed that the maximum likelihood estimates of µ and � are

µ̂ =
un

T[CN(H)]�1e
eT[CN(H)]�1e

(5.6)
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�̂ =

r
(un � µ̂)T[CN(H)]�1(un � µ̂)

n
(5.7)

with e = [1,1,...,1] is an n-element vector. Substituting equations 5.6 and 5.7 in equation 5.4 gives

logL(✓) =
n
2

ln(
n

2⇡
) � n

2
+ g(H) (5.8)

The maximum likelihood estimate Ĥ is found by maximising g(H)

g(H) = �n
2

ln((un � µ̂)T[CN(H)]�1(un � µ̂)) �
1
2

ln |CN(H)| (5.9)

For typical sample sizes of annual mean geostrophic wind speed (n=80-150) the estimates
Ĥ, �̂ and as a consequence �̂(10) are biased. Figure 5.2 shows the spread (1000 samples) of
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates for given H = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 and � = 1.0
for sample sizes n = 50, 100, 150 and 200. The samples are generated by a "quick and dirty"
algorithm (Multiple Time Scale Fluctuation Approach), which e�ciently approaches Fractional
Gaussian Noise (Koutsoyiannis 2002).
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Figure 5.2: Boxplots (estimated of 1000 samples) of ML-estimates for di↵erent true H (x-axis) and sam-
ple sizes (colours). The boxes represent the 1st and 3rd quartile, the black line the median and the whiskers
the 5% and 95% quantiles. The underlying horizontal black line elements give the true values. Left: ML
estimate Ĥ, centre: ML estimate �̂(1) and right: ML estimate �̂(10)

5.3.3 Adaptation Maximum Likelihood Method
The negative bias is possibly a manifestation of the fact that the sample autocorrelation is a biased
estimate for the true population autocorrelation for small sample sizes and H > 0.5. Therefore,
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the likelihood of a certain H should be based on lower correlations than in the matrix CN(H).
For this purpose, the correlations are calculated by applying an adapted H in eq 5.5, expressed
as H⇤.

H⇤ = H + 0.02308
((200/n) � 1)0.02 + 1.08644

(5.10)

which is valid for sample sizes between 50 and 200.
The use of the adapted H⇤ considerably improves the ML estimates (ML+). The biases in Ĥ

disappear and the estimates �̂ are exactly the same as for the original ML method. So, �̂(10) also
improves (figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: As figure 5.2, but ML+ estimates instead of the original ML method

5.3.4 Trends and detrending time series
Since an apparent structural trend can be a manifestation of LTP, Hurst estimates for time se-
ries a↵ected by trends are generally positively biased and vice versa. Therefore, the ECA&D
annual geostrophic wind speed (UECA) series were tested for trends and if necessary detrended
before evaluating LTP. Figure 5.4 shows the linear trends according to Sen’s non parametric trend
estimator (Sen 1968).

� = median[
uj � ui

j � i
]8i < j (5.11)

Most of the regarded geostrophic wind speed time series do not show significant trends ac-
cording to the ordinary Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test (Mann 1945). The trends of two triangles,
in front of the Norwegian coast, were tested significant using ordinary MK, but the trends turned
out not to be significant using MK adapted for LTP (Hamed 2008). The geostrophic wind speed
of two triangles, Aberdeen-Armagh-Torshavn & Aberdeen-Armagh-De Bilt, shows a significant
decrease according to both trend tests. Therefore, they were detrended before estimation of H.
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Figure 5.4: Estimated trends in geostrophic wind speed (ms�1/100 yr). Shaded triangles (Aberdeen-
Armagh-Torshavn, Aberdeen-Armagh-De Bilt & Torshavn-Bergen-Thyboron) have been tested signifi-
cant, using a Mann-Kendall trend test adapted for LTP.

5.3.5 Hurst exponent in ECA&D geostrophic wind speed time series

The Hurst exponent was estimated by the adapted maximum likelihood (ML+) method. The
presence of missing values only introduces a minor bias and slightly wider confidence intervals,
but equation 5.10 remains valid. Therefore, missing values were simply omitted as they do not
add any information. The number of values (n) should be interpreted as the sum of valid and
missing values where the first and last value of the series should be valid.

The confidence levels of the Hurst exponent were determined for every geostrophic wind
speed time series separately by a Monte Carlo simulation (MC) using 1000 stochastically gener-
ated time series. The MC took into account the time series length and the distribution in time of
missing values. The significance of the Hurst phenomenon (H > 0.5) was tested one-sided at a
5% confidence level (figure 5.5).

The estimated Hurst exponents show a spatially coherent picture. The geostrophic wind speed
derived for the triangles over the North Sea, British Islands and along the Scandinavian coast are
characterised by a significant Hurst exponent between 0.58 and 0.69. The origin of this pattern
is not clear.
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Figure 5.5: Estimated Hurst exponent. Shaded triangles have been tested significantly di↵erent from 0.5.

5.4 Long-term variability in ESSENCE

5.4.1 Reproduction of past climate by ESSENCE

The ESSENCE simulations fairly well reproduce the ERA40 long-term mean slp patterns over
North Europe between 1958 and 2002. Even in an absolute sense the di↵erences are relatively
small (figure 5.6). However, the Iceland low appears a little too deep and pressure gradients
towards the southeast are generally too strong.

The di↵erence between ERA40 and ESSENCE year-to-year variability of slp is characterised
by a distinct north-south gradient (figure 5.7). The northern part of the domain is characterised
by a considerable overestimation and the central southern part by an underestimation, both more
than two times the standard deviation of the 17 standard deviations within the 17 individual
simulations (shaded area). This suggests that the spatial pattern in the di↵erence is not arbitrary.

The general spatial pattern of annual mean geostrophic wind speed according to ESSENCE
UES S resembles UERA40 well (figure 5.8, left). However, ESSENCE gives generally too high
geostrophic wind speed and completely misses local minima such as in the south of the Scan-
dinavian Peninsula. The overestimation of the geostrophic wind speed is partly caused by the
slightly higher spatial resolution of ESSENCE. But the main cause is probably the too high
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Figure 5.6: Long-term mean mean sea level pressure [hPa] according to ERA40 (left) and ESSENCE
(right).
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Figure 5.7: Standard deviation of annual mean sea level pressure (ERA40) [hPa] (left) and di↵erence
(ESSENCE - ERA40) in standard deviation of annual mean slp [hPa] (right). Dark shaded area in right
panel indicates that the di↵erence is more than two times larger than the standard deviation of the 17
standard deviations within the 17 individual simulations.

mean slp gradient in ESSENCE. The coe�cient of variation (CV) is strongly underestimated by
up to 40% for the largest part of the investigated area. Only the northwestern and southeastern
corner are overestimated.
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Figure 5.8: Di↵erence (ESSENCE - ERA40) in mean geostrophic wind speed [ms�1] (left) and in coef-
ficient of variation (CV) of the annual mean geostrophic wind speed [%] (right).

5.4.2 Trend testing and detrending

Before estimating and significance testing of H in the ESSENCE ensemble, the geostrophic wind
speed series have been tested for trends and were detrended accordingly. Figure (5.9, left) shows
the median trend between two arbitrary points in time (Sen’s trend estimator, equation 5.11) in
the ESSENCE ensemble together with its significance. To minimise the possible influence of
LTP, the significance testing is done by the application of the ordinary Mann-Kendall test to the
ensemble mean. According to this test, the ESSENCE ensemble of climate simulations shows
small, but significant trends between 1950-2100 in large parts of northern Europe.

The northwestern part of the investigated domain is characterised by a strong non-linear
decrease of UES S , starting between 2000 and 2010. However, the farmost northwestern corner
(over Greenland) shows even stronger increasing trends. The strong spatial gradient of temporal
trends between Iceland and Greenland could be the result of the changes in sea ice cover in the
ESSENCE simulations during the 21st century. The strong retreat in winter and even disappear-
ance in summer of sea ice in the Denmark Strait (not shown) may strongly a↵ect the prevailing
surface temperature gradients and as a consequence pressure gradients in these areas.

The 17 individual member simulations have been detrended prior to the estimation and testing
of H. This is done by subtracting the smoothed ensemble mean because this ensemble mean
appeared still rather noisy. The smoothing is done by taking the 21-year moving average.
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Figure 5.9: Estimated trend [ms�1/100yr](left) and Hurst exponent (right) in the ensemble of seventeen
climate simulations (1950-2100) with ECHAM5/MPI-OM. Significant (95%) points have been circled.

5.4.3 Estimation of the Hurst exponent for the ESSENCE ensemble

The Hurst exponent of the ensemble simulations was determined using the same procedure as
used for the ECA&D data and taking the median of the estimates of all ensemble members.
Extension of the procedure for an ensemble of mutually independent time series is very time-
consuming and turns out to give similar results.

The estimated Ĥ in the ESSENCE simulations are generally close to 0.5 and not significant
(figure 5.9, right). About 5% of the shown area is tested significant which likely originates from
statistical coincidence. Yet, the significant area near Greenland substantially extends in both
directions along the coast and into the Greenland Sea/Arctic ocean (not shown). Similar to the
decrease of UES S in the same area, this is likely to be caused by variations in sea ice cover, which
is highly persistent between years.

5.5 Prediction intervals of multi-year geostrophic wind

5.5.1 Stochastic intervals

The Hurst phenomenon and natural climatic variability In case of long-term persistence
(LTP), the variability of the multi-year aggregated mean of a process dramatically increases with
the length of the averaging interval compared to classical statistics. For the aggregation level k,
the standard deviation of the aggregated mean is given by the general law �k = �

k(H�1) (eq 5.2).
It can be justified to assume predicted annual geostrophic wind speed (U (1)) approximately nor-
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mally distributed (and thus U (10) too). So, the prediction limits can be calculated by multiplying
�(10) by the b-quantile of the standard normal distribution (⇣b). These (unconditional) prediction
limits are valid for long lead times, i.e. the far future where the influence of observed un is lim-
ited. For shorter lead times, the past information cannot be neglected. We used the approximation
for the conditional intervals derived by Koutsoyiannis et al. (2007) to take the past observatios
into account (see appendix). The approximation is derived for sample size n=100, but our records
are of comparable length.

Parameter uncertainty The prediction interval for future aggregated mean geostrophic wind
speed depends on several sources of uncertainty. The measurement uncertainties have not been
considered in this study, since the influence of this uncertainty is fairly low if the gestrophic wind
triangles are chosen large enough (see section 5.2). Uncertainty due to climate variability can be
well quantified when the Hurst exponent (H) is known. Yet, H is very uncertain for sample sizes
smaller than n = 200 (figure 5.3) and this uncertainty should be taken into account.

Climate variability and parameter uncertainty can be combined in a Bayesian way (van
Gelder 2000). According to Bayes theorem (Bayes and Price 1763), describing the conditional
probability, the posterior density of ✓ = [µ,�,H] can be written as

⇡(✓|un) =
l(un|✓)⇡(✓)
⇡(un)

(5.12)

where

⇡(✓|un) = the posterior density of ✓ = [µ,�,H] after observing un = (u1, . . . , un),

l(un|✓) = the likelihood function of the observations for known ✓ = [µ,�,H] (see eq 5.4),

⇡(✓) = the prior density of ✓ = [µ,�,H] before observing un = (u1, . . . , un) and

⇡(un) =
R
✓ l(un|✓)⇡(✓)d✓ = the marginal density of the observations, which can be considered as

a normalising constant.

Obviously, the posterior density strongly depends on the subjective choice of the prior den-
sity. In this study we have chosen µ and � fully dependent on H. This choice is justified since
estimates for the parameters � and H are closely related and the uncertainty of µ hardly influ-
ences the total uncertainty (Tyralis and Koutsoyiannis, 2010). Given H, the maximum likelihood
method of equations 5.6 and 5.7 was used to estimate µ and �. For the prior density of H, the
uniform distribution was used, bounded by 0.5 and 0.99. The lower boundary is chosen 0.5, since
we do not think that H < 0.5 (i.e. antipersistence or negative autocorrelation) is likely to be met
for annual geostrophic wind speed across northwestern Europe.
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5.5.2 Deterministic Intervals
The ESSENCE prediction intervals up to 2100 of the 10-year aggregated mean geostrophic wind
speed (U (10)

ES S ) have been constructed by exploiting the assumed mutual independency of the 17
simulations. For every ECA&D triangle, the ESSENCE grid box closest to the triangle center was
chosen. Next, the 17 time series (1950-2000) of the annual mean geostrophic wind speed U (1)

ES S
were scaled such that the sample annual mean and standard deviation correspond to the sample
characteristics of U (1)

ECA. Then, for every year (1959-2100), the 10-year aggregated mean U (10)
ES S

was calculated for all members separately. The ensemble mean is used as the central prediction.
A first order estimate of the 95%-prediction interval is obtained from the 17 values per year. This
first order estimate is very noisy since the sample of 17 members is rather small. Therefore, this
prediction interval is smoothed by taking the 21-year moving average. The obtained intervals
fairly well represent climatic variability and the deterministic trend due to changed greenhouse
gas concentrations represented by the ESSENCE simulations.

5.5.3 Comparison intervals
The evolution in time of U (10)

ES S and its accompanying prediction intervals are compared to the
previously discussed intervals derived from the historical time series un:

- classical prediction intervals (see eq. 5.3)

- prediction intervals for known H (see section 5.5.1 and appendix)

- prediction intervals for uncertain H (see section 5.5.1)

Figure 5.10 explains on the basis of the ECA&D triangle Aberdeen-Torshavn-Bergen which
intervals are represented by the di↵erent lines as used in the graphs in figure 5.11. The thick black
line represents the observed 10-yr running mean U (10)

ECA, the blue line the future central prediction
of the running mean U (10)⇤ and the dashed blue lines the future prediction intervals. The thin gray
lines represent the evolution in time (1959-2100) of U (10)

ES S according to the seventeen ESSENCE
simulations and the green lines are the ensemble mean (solid) and the ESSENCE prediction
intervals (dashed). The unconditional prediction intervals are given by the gray, dashed lines;
light-gray according to classical statistics (H = 0.5), dark-gray taking into account known H and
black taking into account the uncertainty of H.

The incorporation of LTP gives substantially larger prediction intervals than according to
classical statistics (26% for H=0.6 and even 100% for H=0.8 at an aggregation level of k=10).
The uncertainty of the estimated Ĥ accounts for an additional widening of the prediction inter-
vals. For the time series of around 90 years this widening (absolutely) amounts 17 to 20% with
respect to the classical estimates. This rapidly reduces to about 10% for time series of approxi-
mately 110 years and longer.
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Figure 5.10: Observed and predicted 10-yr running mean of geostrophic wind speed within the triangle
Aberdeen-Torshavn-Bergen together with several types of prediction intervals.

The central prediction U (10)⇤ based on the ECA&D annual mean geostrophic wind (U (1)
ECA)

nearly equals the estimated population mean for lead times longer than the aggregation level
(l > k). For shorter lead times, U (10)⇤ is partly averaged from observed (thus known) annual
averages. As a result, the prediction interval starts relatively narrow and rapidly widens until
l = k. After that, the prediction interval gradually approaches the (unconditional) prediction
interval since the autocorrelation of un slowly decreases with increasing lead time.

The ESSENCE prediction intervals are smaller than the intervals derived from past geostrophic
wind speed u0,n. This should be attributed to the underestimation of H (section 5.4, figure 5.9),
since the annual mean geostrophic wind U (1)

ES S was scaled and shifted such that its characteristics
(mean and standard deviation) match the U (1)

ECA characteristics. In the southern part of the domain
even the significant trends (e.g. De Bilt - Armagh - Thyboron and Thyboron - Esbjerg Airport
- Hammer Odde Fyr) are negligible compared to the large prediction intervals. In the two most
northern triangles (Tasiilaq - Jan Mayen - Stykkisholmur; Jan Mayen - Torshavn - Bodoe) UES S

is characterised by a strong decrease (see section 5.4.2).
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Figure 5.11: Past 10-yr running mean of geostrophic wind speed together with diverse 95%-prediction
intervals for future 10-yr running mean. Lines are explained in figure 5.10

5.6 Discussion

The Hurst phenomenon or long-term persistence (LTP) has been detected in time series of
geostrophic wind speed over the North Sea and British islands. The presence of LTP strongly
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increases the uncertainty of future long-term mean wind climate compared to assuming temporal
independence. Most common methods underestimate the Hurst exponent and thus the multi-year
variability in case of sample sizes smaller than 100-150 years. A minor adjustment of the max-
imum likelihood method removes those biases. However, the uncertainty of the estimated Hurst
exponent (and multi-year variability) remains large. The influence of this parameter uncertainty
can be taken into account in a Bayesian way.

Geostrophic wind speed is a suitable proxy for the current wind climate, but inhomogeneities
in the underlying pressure data may seriously a↵ect the derived geostrophic wind speed. The
meta-data as provided with the ECA&D pressure observations is limited, but it appeared that the
influence of undetected inhomogeneities is small if the area to determine the geostrophic wind
was chosen large enough. Even if large areas are applied, changes in recording time may result
in significant shifts in derived geostrophic wind speed and thus the estimated Hurst exponent.
These areas where changes in recording time may a↵ect the results are identified. It is unlikely
that unreported and undetected inhomogeneities significantly a↵ected our results.

Our approach of estimating the prediction intervals on the basis of historical time series is
only suitable for a fairly stable climate (including multi-year variations). For structural changes
deterministic models such as General Circulation Models (GCM) are indispensable2. The exis-
tence of a seventeen member ensemble of simulations with ECHAM5 (SRES A1B) within the
ESSENCE project enabled us to distinguish between structural trends and long-term persistence.
In general, the mean and interannual variability of sea level pressure and geostrophic wind speed
are fairly well captured by ESSENCE. Yet, LTP was generally not reproduced. ESSENCE predic-
tion intervals are therefore much smaller than the prediction intervals derived from observations.

The ESSENCE simulations produce significant trends in some areas within the investigated
domain. In the southern part of the domain these trends are very small compared to the large
multi-year variability, but the area north of Iceland is characterised by a strong non-linear de-
crease of geostrophic wind speed. This trend could possibly be attributed to changes in sea ice
coverage. Pressure gradients are often related to gradients in surface temperature, which strongly
depends on the presence of sea ice.

The ESSENCE ensemble of GCM simulations e↵ectively helps to distinguish multi-year
variability from structural trends. Ideally, comparable ensembles from other GCMs and other
scenarios should be used to take model uncertainties and uncertainties about future emissions
into account. However, such ensembles are very rare and GCM simulations usually do not capture
LTP.

Despite the distinct e↵ect of mesoscale roughness on the wind energy supply over land, we
did not consider changes in surface roughness. In practice, it is very hard to predict changes in
surface roughness and so to estimate its influence on wind supply. A scenario approach could be
considered to cope with this important source of uncertainty.

2This sentence illustrates the paradigm that GCMs are the only or most credible tool for the assessment of climate
change. Often, this paradigm is unquestioningly accepted.
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The large multi-year variability of wind climate enlarges the uncertainty of projected near
and far future multi-year wind energy yields. Since LTP cannot be estimated from the relatively
short time series with surface wind speed and wind yields, LTP should be estimated from some
large-scale circulation indicator of which long records can be constructed. The translation of LTP
in geostrophic wind speed to LTP in wind energy yields is rather straightforward and needs some
more investigation. The triangles over which the geostrophic wind speed was derived are very
large. It is evident that the LTP in wind climate is not homogeneous within the entire triangle
and the LTP calculated will probably not be representative for all parts of the area. The equally
long time series, like pressure tendency (pressure di↵erence between two successive days) do not
su↵er from this problem and should therefore be analysed too.

Appendix: approximation conditional climatic expectation
For sample size n, Koutsoyiannis et al. (2007) derived the following approximations for the
conditional climatic expectation and the conditional standard deviation of U (k)

l (equations 5.13
and 5.16)

E(U (k)
l |un) =

8>><
>>:

h
l
k�l,n(H) + (1 � l

k )�l�k,n(H)
i
µ +

h
l
k (1 � phil,n(H)) + (1 � l

k )(1 � �l�k,n(H))
i
u(n)

0 , l � k
l
k�l,n(H)µ + l

k (1 � �l,n(H))u(n)
0 + (1 � l

k )u(k�l)
0 , l  k

(5.13)

�l,100(H) = 1 � (2H � 1)c1(1 � c2(1 � H)) (5.14)
c1 = 0.75 + 0.1 ln(l)
c2 = 2 � 3.3 exp(�(0.18 ln(l))3.7)

S tD(U (k)
l |un) =

8>><
>>:

kH�1�
p
 l/k(H) , l � k

lH

k �
p
 1(H) , l  k

(5.15)

 l(H) = 1 � (2H � 1)2+ln(l)[1 � (2 � 1.28/l0.25)(1 � H)] (5.16)



Chapter 6

Decomposition of the windiness index in
the Netherlands for the assessment of
future long-term wind supply

This chapter is a modified version of Bakker et al. (2013)1

6.1 Introduction
In 2010, Northwest Europe experienced very weak wind conditions. For example, the Nether-
lands, Germany and Denmark measured the lowest wind supply since the systematic records
began in the late eighties and in Denmark in 1979. The fact that the preceding wind year 2009
was also characterised by calm conditions refreshed the concern about the decrease in wind
supply from the late eighties onwards, which has been found in many countries in Northwest
Europe (Thomas et al. 2009; Atkinson et al. 2006). The presence of such a trend could harm
the estimation of future long-term electricity production. Therefore, it is important to understand
the underlying causes in order to correctly account for them in projections for new wind farms
(Bakker et al. 2012).

In Northwest Europe, wind supply is commonly expressed by means of a windiness index.
A windiness index (W) is a measure of monthly/annual potential electricity production relative
to its long-term average and is particularly useful for the investigation of temporal variability. It
can, for example, be used to monitor the performance of a specific wind turbine or wind farm.

There are two types of windiness indices; production indices and wind measurement indices.
For example, production indices are used in Denmark (Vindstat), Germany (IWET index) and
the Netherlands (Windex-CBS/Windex-WSH). This type of index is often preferred since energy

1Bakker, A., B. van den Hurk, and J. Coelingh (2013). “Decomposition of the windiness index in the Netherlands
for the assessment of future long-term wind supply”. In: Wind Energy 16.6, pp. 927–936. doi: 10.1002/we.1534
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production depends non-linearly on wind speed (U) and wind speed observations at typical hub
height (60-100 meter) are scarce. On the other hand, production indices might be a↵ected by
non-climatic factors. Aging, the construction of new nearby turbines or methodological incon-
sistencies may generate artificial trends in the windiness index. It is often unclear if and how
such non-climatic factors are corrected, which makes the interpretation of the index di�cult.

Despite this, the climatic influence on the observed decrease is distinct. Decreasing trends are
detected in production indices as well as in wind speed observation indices. Natural long-term
variability of the wind climate, increased surface roughness and global climate change are widely
investigated hypotheses for the observed decrease (Vautard et al. 2010; Bakker and Van den Hurk
2012). Especially the natural long-term variability is commonly recognized as being important
(e.g. (Alexandersson et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2009; Alexander et al. 2005)). Consequently, and
as one might expect, this is a very popular explanation in the wind energy sector (Albers 2004;
Thomas et al. 2009). In contrast, Vautard et al. (2010) and Wever (2012) emphasised the large
influence of increased surface roughness on detected wind speed decreases over land during the
past three decades. In the Netherlands for instance, increased mesoscale roughness might be
caused by urbanisation, a decrease in pasture land, reforestation, increased agricultural area and
the intensified cultivation of tall crops such as corn (Wever 2012). The third hypothesis, that
the trend is caused by global climate change, has not been demonstrated and is very uncertain
(WASA Group 1998; Van den Hurk et al. 2007; Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012).

There are di↵erent plausible contributors for the decrease in the main Northwest European
windiness indices during the past decades. This study aims to decompose the reported decrease
of the main Dutch windiness index (Windex-CBS) into a methodological or operational part, a
long-term variability part and a surface roughness part. For this purpose, an alternative windi-
ness index for the Netherlands and an o↵shore windiness index are formulated, purely based on
wind speed observations. These are described together with all other data and applied methods
in section 2. In section 3, these new wind speed observation indices are compared to the produc-
tion index, Windex-CBS, and to geostrophic wind speed. Di↵erences between both windiness
indices are interpreted as the contribution of methodological errors and operational factors to the
decrease of Windex-CBS. Di↵erences between the trends in the wind speed observation indices
and geostrophic wind speed can account for the part of the decrease caused by increased surface
roughness. Finally, in section 4 the results of section 2 and 3 are discussed.

6.2 Data and methods

6.2.1 Windex-CBS/Windex-WSH
In 2009, Statistics Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek/CBS) has taken over the sys-
tematic recording of wind supply in the Netherlands from Wind Service Holland (WSH). Both
indices are derived from actual reported yields of turbines/farms, most of them situated in the
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coastal and flat area of the Netherlands. Despite small di↵erences between both production in-
dices, it was reasonably justified to simply extend the already reported Windex-WSH (WWSH)
time series by Windex-CBS (WCBS) from 2008 onwards (Segers 2009).

Windex-WSH WSH registered a monthly windiness index for the Netherlands from 1988 until
2008, WWSH. Until 1995 (figure 6.1, short dashes), WWSH was derived from wind speed measure-
ments rather than from energy productions (Langenbach 2006). Because this first part has a
completely di↵erent basis and is therefore incomparable, WWSH of before 1996 is left out of the
analysis.
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Figure 6.1: Annual WWSH and WCBS. Thin continous line is the combined windiness index. The short
dashed line is the WWSH based on wind speed observations (1988-1995), the long dashed line the WWSH

based on the energy productions of many freestanding turbines (1996-2008) and the dotted line the WCBS

based on energy productions of many wind farms (2004-2010).

Since 1996, WSH derived its monthly windiness index from actual yields of approximately
60 well functioning wind turbines outside of wind farms (figure 6.1, long dashes). For every
turbine, the individual index is calculated. WWSH is the average of all individual indices of the
npm turbines with 100% availability in the particular month m.

WWSH,m =
1

npm

X

p

Wp,m (6.1)

The individual index Wp,m of project/turbine p in month m is calculated by:

Wp,m = 12
Ep,m

Ep,ref
⇥ 100% (6.2)
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Where Ep,m is the reported electricity production of project p in month m and Ep,ref the refer-
ence year production, which is calculated by dividing the cumulative production by the cumula-
tive Windex-WSH WWSH,m for the corresponding period (at least 6 months):

Ep,ref = 12

P
m

Ep,m

P
m

WWSH,m
(6.3)

The factor 12 in equations 6.2 and 6.3 transforms monthly to annual production indices.

For the reference periode (1996-2005) WWSH can be solved explicitly if the following equa-
tion is included

1
nmref

X

m

WWSH,m = 100% (6.4)

The monthly project indices Wp,m can be eliminated by applying some simple algebra, which
reduces equations 6.1-6.4 to a system of nmref + npref linear equations and nmref + npref unknown
(nmref = 10 ⇥ 12 is the number of months in the reference period and npref is the number of
projects for which at least 6 monthly energy yields within this reference period have been re-
ported). For months outside the reference period, WWSH,m is calculated by applying equations 6.1
and 6.2. Ep,ref for newly added projects can be simply calculated by the application of equation
6.3 as soon as at least 6 reported monthly energy yields Ep,m get available.

Ep,ref is constant in time and checked monthly. In case of sudden changes due to internal or
external factors, the particular wind turbine is treated as a new one and Ep,ref is reset. Note that
the updating/refreshing of Ep,ref prevents sudden shifts in turbine performance with respect to the
national average performance, but can not avoid changes in the national average performance.
The scaling with

P
m

WWSH,m makes that the individual indices are insensitive for wind turbine type

and location.

Windex-CBS The Windex-CBS is derived from the reported electricity yields of almost all
wind farms in the Netherlands (figure 6.1, dotted line). Information about the malfunctioning of
individual turbines is not available. This lack of information is largely compensated by the large
number of turbines used. Strict selection criterions are applied to prevent a large influence of
malfunctioning turbines (Segers 2009).

In 2006, Knight and Harrison indicated the period 1993-2004 reasonably representative for
the long-term average wind conditions in Northwest Europe. WSH and CBS chose 1996-2005 as
reference period on the basis of the availability of enough production data. This means that the
long-term (1996-2005) average Windex-WSH equals 100% by definition. The same reference
period is used for the alternative indices as defined in this chapter.
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6.2.2 Windex-land and Windex-o↵shore
Three alternative windiness indices, based on hourly wind speed observations, have been formu-
lated; Windex-land90 (a measure for inland wind supply in the Netherlands at 90m), Windex-
land36 (for inland wind supply in the Netherlands at 36m) and Windex-o↵shore (for o↵shore
wind supply in the North Sea westwards of the Netherlands at 90m).

For the construction of the inland wind indices, seven measurement sites have been selected
for which hourly wind speed records are available for almost the complete period 1988-2010.
Together these sites cover a relevant part of the Netherlands (figure 6.2, red dots). All stations are
used as SYNOP stations. Wind speed is measured by regularly recalibrated cup anemometers.
Around 1990 the originally analogue recorders have been gradually replaced by digital ones. As
the stations serve as SYNOP stations, the sites closely follow WMO standards (WMO 2008) -
measured over open grass land (local surface roughness z0,r = 0.03m) at reference height zr =

10 meters. Yet in practice, such criteria appear impossible to be entirely met and some local
inconsistencies may hamper the datasets.

0˚0˚ 2˚ 4˚ 6˚ 8˚

50˚

52˚

54˚

Figure 6.2: Measurement sites and areas for which geostrophic wind speed has been derived. Windex-land
is derived from potential wind at red dots. Windex-o↵shore is derived from observations at two platforms
(blue dots). ERA-INTERIM geowind is derived for the diamond-shaped areas.

Therefore, the land windiness indices Wland90 and Wland36 are derived from hourly potential
wind speed Up supplied by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) (Wever and
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Groen 2009). Up is a hypothetical wind as it would have been measured over open grass land
(local surface roughness z0,r = 0.03m) at reference height zr = 10 meters. It is derived from
observed wind and corrected for time and wind direction dependent deviations in local surface
roughness by application of gustiness analysis (Wieringa 1986; Verkaik 2000; Wever and Groen
2009). As a consequence, time series of Up are free of trends due to changes in local surface
roughness (within 200-500m).

Potential wind Observed wind Um is converted by means of a so-called Exposure Correction
Factor ECF. The conversion uses a two layer model concept for the atmospheric boundary layer
(Wieringa 1986). This concept assumes that local inhomogeneities are negligible at blending
height zb = 60 meters (WMO 2008). Assuming a neutral atmsophere, the first layer is described
by a logarithmic wind profile and ECF can be derived as follows

ECF =
Up

Um
=

ln(zb/z0) ln(zr/z0,r)
ln(zm/z0) ln(zb/z0,r)

(6.5)

where z0 is the measurement site’s local surface roughness in upstream wind direction and zm

is the measuring height, both in meters. The Exposure Correction Factor ECF is derived for 18
sectors of 20 degrees.

Key element in the derivation of ECF is the estimation of the local roughness length z0. This
is done by the application of gustiness analysis (Wieringa 1986; Verkaik 2000). The gust factor
G is defined as the average ratio between the maximum wind speed Umax and average wind speed
U in a certain time interval T (in our case T=1h). G can be related to z0 by Verkaik (2000):

G =
⌧Umax

U

�
= 1 +

gAc

ln(
zm

z0)

(6.6)

In this equation, the stability dependent factor c is taken as 2.2 and the Kármán constant
 is typically chosen 0.4. The standardised gust g depends on the measurement interval T and
wind speed U. The attenuation factor A is included to compensate for inertia of the anemometers
and recorders and the fact that the measured gust Umax is a moving 3 second average instead of
an instantaneous value. g and A are determined by applying the Beljaars model (Beljaars 1987;
Verkaik 2000).

The brackets in equation 6.6 denote the average of all hourly averages U that exceed 5m/s.
This threshold is optimally chosen such that enough data are available for the estimation of the
average wind gust and that the assumption of neutral conditions is met relatively often.

Windex-land For each of the seven measurement sites, hourly Up (1988-2010) is translated
to a monthly windiness index. Wland is the arithmetic mean of the seven site-indices. First, the
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potential wind is extrapolated to wind at hub-height (ht=90m for Wland90 and ht=36m for Wland36)
assuming neutral conditions:

Ût = Up

 
ln(ht/zs,l)
ln(hp/zs,l)

!
(6.7)

Where Ût is the estimated wind speed at hub-height ht, Up the potential wind at height
hp=10m with local surface roughness zs,l = z0,r=0.03m. Subsequently, the power curve of a rep-
resentative wind turbine is applied to transform Ût to hourly energy production yields (Nordex
N-90 for Wland90 and Lagerweij LW80-18 for Wland36, figure 6.3). The assumption of a neutral at-
mosphere can cause some systematic underestimation of Ût (0.5-1.0m/s) since the lower part of
the atmosphere above the coastal and flat area tends to modest stability (Holtslag 1984; Wieringa
1988). The e↵ect of these systematic errors in Ût is reduced by defining the windiness index as a
relative measure, obtained by dividing the monthly yields by the long term mean (1996-2005).
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Figure 6.3: Power-curves used for the estimation of generated energy from wind speed, based on wind
turbine types Nordex N-90 Lagerweij and LW80-18.

Windex-o↵shore The construction of Windex-o↵shore (Wo↵) is very similar to the construc-
tion of Windex-land. Instead of potential wind, it uses wind observed at two platforms, Europlat-
form (hp=29.1m) and K13 (hp=73.8m), in the North Sea westwards of the Netherlands (figure
6.2, blue dots). A local surface roughness zs,l = 0.002 meter is applied for the derivation of Ût.
Due to limited availability of wind speed data Wo↵ is only available from 1990 onwards.
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6.2.3 Geostrophic wind speed (ERA Interim)
Geostrophic wind is a theoretical wind, balancing atmospheric pressure gradients and the Corio-
lis e↵ect and is consequently independent of surface friction. At monthly and annual timescales,
geostrophic wind speed and windiness indices correlate very well (Albers 2004; Bakker and Van
den Hurk 2012). Therefore, it is an attractive measure to study the influence of changes in large
scale circulation.

In this study we use 6-hourly sea level pressure data from the Reanalysis archive ERA-Interim
(Dee et al. 2011; Berrisford et al. 2009), available from 1989 onwards at 1.5� ⇥ 1.5� regular grid.
The geostrophic wind equations can be denoted as:2

ug = �
1

f · ⇢
@p
@y

(6.8)

vg =
1

f · ⇢
@p
@x

(6.9)

where ug is the west-east direction component of te wind speed and vg the south-north, both in
[m/s]. For a certain grid point, the pressure gradients are derived from the pressure di↵erences and

distances between the four surrounding grid points.
@p
@y

(south-north) is the pressure di↵erence

[Pa] between the southern minus the northern grid point ps � pn diveded by the distance [m]

between those points and
@p
@x

(west-east) the western minus the eastern grid points pw � pe. The
air denisty ⇢ is taken as 1.2 kg/m3 and f is the Coriolis parameter.

For comparison reason, the monthly and annual geowind is also indexed by dividing it by the
long term mean (1996-2005). The indexed geowind over sea (Go↵) for the red box (figure 6.2)
contains the area of Windex-o↵shore, while the area of Gland (green box) partially overlaps the
area used to derive WCBS and Wland.

6.2.4 Trend estimation
For each index a linear trend was calculated by least squares estimation. The di↵erent indices
are avaible or derived for di↵erent periods; WCBS for 1996-2010, Wland for 1988-2010, Wo↵ for
1990-2010 and Gland and Go↵ for 1989-2010. Trends are estimated for these four periods and
mutually compared for the longest period possible (table 6.1).

For illustration, the linear trends in table 6.1 are accompanied by the p-value of the ordinary
Mann-Kendall trend test (between brackets). The Mann-Kendall trend test (Kendall 1948; Mann
1945) is used because it is non-parametric, insensitive for outliers and performs well also for

2Full resolution 0.75� ⇥ 0.75� is also available. Currently, ERA-Interim has become available from 1979
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Table 6.1: Trends [% a�1] in investigated indices (least squares estimates). The p-value according to
the ordinary Mann-Kendall trend test is given between brackets. The di↵erent columns give trends for
di↵erent, but largely overlapping time slices.

1988-2010 1989-2010 1990-2010 1996-2010
Windex-CBS (WCBS) -1.17 (0.001)* -1.07 (0.004)* -1.21 (0.002)* -1.08 (0.12)
Windex-land-90 (Wland90) -0.59 (0.07) -0.46 (0.20) -0.56 (0.12) -0.47 (0.55)
Windex-land-36 (Wland36) -0.73 (0.05) -0.61 (0.13) -0.73 (0.09) -0.58 (0.49)
Windex-o↵shore (Wo↵) - - -0.25 (0.16) -0.10 (0.77)
Geo-index-land (Gland) - -0.28 (0.30) -0.36 (0.22) -0.28 (0.62)
Geo-index-o↵shore (Go↵) - -0.23 (0.41) -0.30 (0.26) -0.24 (0.55)

* data before 1996 not derived from recorded energy productions

non-linear (monotonic) trends (Yue et al. 2002). The trend test assumes no serial dependence,
which is essentially not true since wind climate in Northwest Europe is characterised by large
multiyear variations (Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012; Alexandersson et al. 1998; Wang et al.
2009; Albers 2004).

Table 6.2 shows the trend in the di↵erence between several pairs of indices. By taking the
di↵erence, natural variability is largely filtered out. As a consequence, the multiyear variation
substantially reduces or even disappears. This enables to distinguish the main contributors to the
trend found in WCBS.

Table 6.2: Trends [% a�1] in di↵erence between indices (least squares estimates). The p-value according
to the ordinary Mann-Kendall trend test is given between brackets.

Index 1 Index 2 period trend (p-value)
WCBS Wland90 1996-2010 -0.60 (0.001)
WCBS Wland36 1996-2010 -0.49 (0.006)
Wland90 Wland36 1988-2010 0.14 (0.002)
Wland90 Gland 1989-2010 -0.18 (0.11)
Wland36 Gland 1989-2010 -0.33 (0.02)
Wo↵ Go↵ 1990-2010 0.05 (0.70)

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Comparison of trends and variability
The relations between monthly and annual values of production, wind and geo-indices can be
approximated by linearity (table 6.3, figure 6.4), although the relation between Ut and energy
production is highly non-linear (figure 6.3). The variability of Geo-land is substantially smaller
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than of the inland windiness indices and the linear relation between Geo-o↵shore and Windex-
o↵shore is somewhat levelled o↵ for above average wind conditions (figure 6.4, lower panels).

Table 6.3: Annual and monthly correlation between di↵erent pairs of indices (after detrending).

Index 1 Index 2 period annual monthly
WCBS Wland90 1996-2010 0.98 0.98
WCBS Wland36 1996-2010 0.98 0.99
Wland90 Wland36 1988-2010 0.99 0.996
Wland90 Gland 1989-2010 0.98 0.94
Wland36 Gland 1989-2010 0.98 0.94
Wo↵ Go↵ 1990-2010 0.92 0.94

This di↵erence in variability is a consequence of the non-linear transformation of Ut to en-
ergy production. The energy generation of the applied wind turbines is most sensitive for small
variations in Ut if Ut is relatively low (3-7 m/s, see figure 6.3). In the Netherlands, wind turbines
commonly operate at such wind speeds (figure 6.5). As a result, the relative variability of the
production is larger than of the wind speed and geostrophic wind.
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Figure 6.4: Scatterplots of monthly values for di↵erent pairs of indices.
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Figure 6.5: Relative power generation Nordex N-90 and Lagerweij LW80-18 and probability density
function (PDF) of the estimated wind speed at Schiphol (36m and 90m) and platform K13 (90m).
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For wind >12 m/s small variations barely a↵ect the energy generation. Over sea U90 fre-
quently exceeds this level. As a consequence, the linear relation between Geo-o↵shore and
Windex-o↵shore is slightly bent down for the most windy months (figure 6.4, lower right panel).

For the same reason, Wland36 tends to be higher than Wland90 in case of high wind conditions
since the higher Nordex turbine experiences more often wind speeds over 12 m/s than the Lager-
weij (figure 6.4, upper right panel). This also makes that the interannual variability of Wland36 is
somewhat larger than of Wland90 (standard deviation S of ±9% vs ±8% after detrending). So, the
relative variations in wind supply do not only depend on the variations in wind speed, but also
on the mean wind speed.

The relative variability of WCBS (S Wcbs=±8.5% after detrending) lies between S Wland36 and
S Wland90. WCBS is derived from a set of wind turbines, most of them operating at a hub height
between 36 and 90 meters. Together with the high mutual correlations, this suggests that the
errors made by the approach with potential wind are e�ciently averaged out for aggregation
levels of one month and longer, which justifies the applied methodology. The high correlations
make us believe that Wland fairly well accounts for the climatic part of the variations and trends.

The variability of WCBS is very similar to the wind speed indices in magnitude and timing
(figure 6.6). Yet, the decreasing trend in WCBS (TWcbs,096) is about twice as large (⇠ 200%) as
TWland36,096 and TWland36,096 (-1.08 vs -0.50 and -0.40 [% a�1], table 6.1). This di↵erence in trend
together with the high correlation results in a distinct trend in the di↵erence between both indices
(figure 6.7 and table 6.2).
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Figure 6.6: Variation in time of three types of windiness indices and geostrophic wind index for the wind
supply in the Netherlands. Vertical continuous lines between 1995 and 1996 and between 2007 and 2008
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Figure 6.7: Di↵erence between production based and wind measurement based indices in the Netherlands.

6.3.2 Explanation due to variability and trends in wind conditions

Geostrophic wind speed is a measure of large-scale atmospheric circulation that well explains
the variability and part of the decline of the wind supply in and around the Netherlands. The
calm-down of wind conditions from the last decades is generally attributed to natural multi-year
variations (Alexandersson et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2009; Bakker and Van den Hurk 2012).
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For the period 1990-2010, a linear correlation of 0.92 was found between annual Windex-
o↵shore and Geo-o↵shore (figure 6.8). Both indices show very similar decreasing trends of
TWo↵,090 = 0.25 [% a�1] and TG�o↵,090 = 0.30 [% a�1]. This was expected because neither index
is a↵ected by non-climatic factors or roughness changes and they show well comparable annual
variability (S Wo↵,090=4.8% and S Go↵,090=5.7%). The correspondence between both indices sug-
gests that monthly/annual average geowind indeed fairly well accounts for the natural variability
in monthly/annual wind supply over sea.
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Figure 6.8: Variation in time of Windex-o↵shore and Geo-o↵shore.

Also over land, geowind accounts well for the natural variability in the wind supply (fig-
ure 6.6), but the indices show di↵erent trends (for the period 1989-2010: TWland36,’89=-0.61,
TWland90,’89=-0.46 and TGland,’89=-0.28 [% a�1], table 6.1). This di↵erence is, like the di↵erence
in variability, a consequence of the transformation of Ut to energy production (see section 6.3.1)
and is not that large if geowind is compared to wind speed rather than to energy production. The
contribution of geowind to Windex-land can be estimated by comparing the normalised trends -
after dividing by the standard deviation. In this way we find an explanation of 80% of the trend
in Windex-land due to large scale variability for the period 1989-2010.

Vautard et al. (2010) showed that in Northwest Europe the discrepancy between trends (1979-
2008) in large scale circulation and wind speed observed at 10m U10-obs could be explained by
a doubling in surface roughness (Vautard et al. 2010). Wever (2012) attributed 35% of the trend
(1981-2009) in U10-obs to changes in local surface roughness, 35% to mesoscale roughness and
30% to changes in the free atmosphere Macrowind. Conversely, we compared the average trend
in Up at the seven measurement sites to U10-era directly extracted from the ERA-Interim data
archive, where surface roughness has been unchanged. The trend of U10-era at the inland grid
point (black diamond in figure 6.2; 52-30N 6-00E) of Up compares very well to the trend in Up,’89
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(TU10-era,’89=4.9 and TUp,’89=4.7 [% a�1]). This implies that the e↵ect of changes in mesoscale
surface roughness is limited. The di↵erence with the study of Wever (2012) might be caused by
the di↵erence between periods and subsets of measurement sites as used in both studies.

For the period 1989-2010, the di↵erence in trend between 10m wind and geowind directly
derived from ERA-Interim slp might be caused by strengthening of the on average mild stability
of the lower atmosphere. Such a strengthening could, for instance, originate from the calmer
wind conditions of the last years. This hypothesis is however not tested in this study.

6.3.3 Exploration of methodological causes of trend discrepancies
The trend discrepancy between WCBS and Wland likely originates from methodological or opera-
tional factors. This subsection reviews di↵erent sources for this discrepancy.

Estimation of wind speed at hub-height As mentioned in section 6.2.2, the assumption of
neutral conditions (and thus a logarithmic wind profile) will cause some systematic underesti-
mation since the atmosphere in the investigated area is on average mildly stable. Yet, this un-
derestimation is e�ciently ruled out by indexing the estimated wind supply by dividing it by
the long-term mean. The oversimplification can be justified as long as it is consistently applied.
Therefore, it is important that the assumption of neutral conditions does not become more or less
wrong with time. This is not at all obvious (McVicar et al. 2012). In section 6.3.2, we showed
that the approximately 20% unexplained trend in windex-land TWland,’89 might be caused by (on
average) slightly increased stability. Yet, increased stability would lead to an overestimation of
the decrease in Ut (and thus Wland) if stability is assumed constant in time. Therefore, changed
stability can not explain the discrepancy between TWland,’89 and TWcbs,’89.

Changes in the measurement chain Recently, Wever (2012) showed how factors other than
land use changes, like anemometer improvement and recorder changes, might a↵ect the gust
factor and thus estimated roughness. In normal circumstances, such factors can lead to errors up
to 0.1%/yr in the trend of ECF and thus to 0.1%/yr in Up for individual measurement sites and
directions. On average this will be much smaller. So, the e↵ect, if there is any, on the discrepancy
(⇠0.5%/year) between TWland,’89 and TWcbs,’89 is limited.

Changes in surface roughness Changes in mesoscale surface roughness (zs,m, a footprint of
3-8km) are not likely to be a major cause for the di↵erence in trends between WCBS and Wland

since both indices implicitly take variations in zs,m into account. Also the e↵ect of changes in
local surface roughness (zs,l, a footprint of 200-500m), is limited. Wever (2012) showed that
observed wind speed at 10 meter in the Netherlands has decreased on average by 0.31%/yr due
to changed zs,l between 1981 and 2009. (Again) assuming neutral conditions, the influence of
zs,l changes on wind speed rapidly decreases with height to less than 0.1%/yr at 36 meters and
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almost undetectable at 90 meters. This is checked by comparing Wland with a slightly di↵erent
index that explicitly takes the zs,l changes into account. For the construction of this alternative
index Wland-alt, Ût is also estimated according to equation 6.7, but from observed wind speed Um

and upstream wind direction zs,l rather than from potential wind Up and reference local roughness
zs,l = z0,r=0.03m. This alternative index Wland-alt is very similar to Wland (R > 0.999). As expected,
taking into account the changes in zs,l causes an additional decrease of ⇡0.1%/yr for Wland36-alt.
This is much smaller than the trend discrepancy between WWSH and Wland.

The e↵ect of changes in zs,l on WWSH is very likely to be small too. High turbines, like the
Nordex N-90 (hub height ht=90m and rotor diameter dt=45m) operate way above the height
where zs,l substantially e↵ects the wind. For individual lower type turbines like the Lagerweij
LW80-18 (ht=36m and dt=18m), systematic or sudden increases of zs,l might have caused a
reduction in wind speed (and energy production) of several percents. Yet, such sudden shifts
would have been detected with the periodic comparison of the project indices with WWSH (see
section 6.2.1) and the too large deviations from WCBS lead to recalibration of the project.

Change to di↵erent turbine types In 1996, the Lagerweij L80-18 was the most common
turbine of which the Windex-WSH was estimated. Since then, the share of larger turbines like
the Nordex N-90 has gradually grown. However, the change in turbine distribution does not
explain the di↵erence in trend since the di↵erence between TWland36,096 and TWland90,096 is very
small compared to the di↵erence to TWcbs,096.

Windex-WSH versus Windex-CBS Since the production index has been derived from wind
farm productions (2008-2010) rather than from solitary wind turbine productions (1996-2007),
the discrepancy between TWcbs,096 and TWland,096 has substantially intensified (see "jump" in figure
6.7). This suggests that the indroduction of WCBS involves some methodological discrepancies.
But, as we have only three years derived from wind farm productions, we lack statistical evidence
for that.

There are numerous plausible operational and methodological explanations for the large dis-
crepancy between TWcbs,096 and TWland,096 - we didn’t even mention aging of turbines or the deploy-
ment of new turbines in the vicinity of old ones. As local and operational information lacks, we
can only speculate about this. Yet, it is clear that one should be cautious with the interpretation
of trends in production indices as a measure of wind supply.

6.4 Conclusions
The last two decades (1988-2010) the wind supply in the Netherlands was subject to a decrease
of about 0.5% per year. This decrease is for about 80% explained by natural long-term variations
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of the large scale circulation over Northwest Europe. In contrast to other studies, we cannot
univocally attribute the remaining trend to changes in the surface roughness. This di↵erence to
the studies of e.g. Wever (2012) and Vautard et al. (2010) (Wever 2012; Vautard et al. 2010) has
two main reasons; 1. we did study wind climate at turbine hub height in stead of wind speed
at 10m height where the influence of surface roughness is smaller. 2. we did analyse a slightly
di↵erent period and subset of measurement sites.

Production indices are suitable for the evaluation of short-term e↵ects from months to sev-
eral years, but the interpretation of long-term e↵ects is hard. As a result of non-climatic and/or
methodological factors the decrease of WCBS since the start of the systematic recording in 1996
is more than 200% of the decrease of indices based on wind speed.

Indices based on geostrophic wind speed appeared to su�ciently account for the natural vari-
ability of the monthly and annual wind supply. Over land however, the relative magnitude of the
variations is about 50% of the variations in wind supply. Over sea, the geo-index overestimates
the wind supply for months where the maximum energy production is reached.

The variability of wind speed observation indices is comparable to the production index with
respect to timing and magnitude. This index is hardly a↵ected by non-climatic or methodological
factors. Therefore, this windiness index is preferred over the other indices for estimating future
multi-year aggregated yields (Bakker et al. 2012).



Chapter 7

Exploring the e�ciency of bias corrections
of regional climate model output for the
assessment of future crop yields in Europe

This chapter is a modification of Bakker et al. (2014)1

7.1 Introduction
Except for the northern regions, projected climate change is expected to a↵ect negatively crop
yields in Europe (Olesen et al. 2011; Lavalle et al. 2009). Especially, the south will be influenced
by a shortened growing season and excessive summer drying. This may be partly compensated
by increased CO2 concentrations allowing for more e�cient biomass accumulation and water
use (Long et al. 2006), but on the long term, this e↵ect can be overruled by the adverse climate
change (Supit et al. 2012). Other factors that might compensate for the climate change e↵ects are
adjustment of crop management and technological development; it has been shown that in the
past few decades, the latter was the most important factor (Lobell and Field 2007).

There is also an indication that variability in crop yield will increase as a result of projected
increases in interannual climate variability and more frequent droughts and heat waves (Lavalle
et al. 2009; Olesen et al. 2011). A projected increase in local crop yield variability was found,
for instance, for maize and canola in Switzerland (Torriani et al. 2007) and maize in Slovenia
(Ceglar and Kajfež-Bogataj 2012). It will probably be more di�cult to adapt to such changes in
yield variability than to changes in mean yields (Olesen et al. 2011), and they might therefore
negatively a↵ect the stability of the food production.

1Bakker, A., J. Bessembinder, A. de Wit, B. van den Hurk, and S. Hoek (2014). “Exploring the e�ciency of
bias corrections of regional climate model output for the assessment of future crop yields in Europe”. In: Regional
Environmental Change 14.3, pp. 865–877. doi: 10.1007/s10113-013-0557-9
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For food security, interannual variability of regional, continental or even global scale yields
may be more important than local scale yield variability. Lower yields in one location or region
can be compensated by higher yields in other regions. The few studies known to us that explicitly
analysed changes in regional and larger scale crop yield variability are limited (Chen et al. 2004;
Isik and Devadoss 2006; Lobell and Field 2007). These studies all used empirical or econometric
models to link regionally or globally aggregated yields to weather. Yet, the projected impact of
climate change is shown to be very sensitive to the applied spatial scale (Mearns et al. 2001).

The assessment of changes in regional and larger scale crop variability ideally requires rel-
atively high resolution (0.5�⇥0.5� or finer) and spatially consistent future weather that matches
a specific climate scenario (Easterlinga et al. 1998; de Wit et al. 2005). Single site stochastic
weather generators are popular tools to assess changes in mean yields (Wilks 1992; Semenov
and Barrow 1997; Supit et al. 2012), but lack spatial consistency. Multi-site weather generators
(Wilks 1998; Brissette et al. 2007) could theoretically bridge this gap, but appear in practice
rather di�cult especially when a larger area (say Europe) in fine resolution (say 25km⇥25km)
is studied. Spatially consistent data can be constructed by the modification of in situ or gridded
observations (either reanalysis or interpolated) consistent with projected changes (e.g. Torriani
et al. 2007; Bakker and Bessembinder 2012; Van Pelt et al. 2012), often referred to as the Delta
Change Method. Yet, this method is not well capable of taking changes in spatial variability into
account.

Alternatively, direct output of regional climate models (RCMs) could be used. Yet, the output
of such climate simulations contains large biases with respect to the mean and variability for most
relevant variables. Since crop yields depend in a highly nonlinear way on climate, these biases
may seriously harm simulated changes. For the assessment of climate impacts on crop yield,
bias correction (BC) is a necessary step in the application of RCM output (Piani et al. 2010;
Hawkins et al. 2013). An e�cient bias correction removes to a large extent the relevant (for
crop modelling) biases in the modelled climate. Whereas mean simulated yields clearly benefit
from the application of bias corrections, systematic deviations remain between modelled and
observed interannual variability (Yao et al. 2007; Oettli et al. 2011; Ceglar and Kajfež-Bogataj
2012; Salack et al. 2012; Cammarano et al. 2013). The studies that applied bias corrected RCM
output mainly focused on local crop yield variability and did not explicitly analyse changes in
regional and larger scale yield variability.

The goal of this study is to explore the e�ciency of bias correction of RCM output to apply
this in climate impact studies on crop yields in Europe taking into account regional and continen-
tal scale yields and their interannual variability. The study especially focuses on the e�ciency of
the bias correction with respect to natural variability and other climate-related uncertainties and
leaves aside important factors as CO2 fertilisation, pests and diseases, adaptation of crop man-
agement and technological development. Much attention is paid to an assessment of the relevant
characteristics within the meteorological forcing and the e�ciency of the applied bias correction.
Potential and water limited yields of winter wheat, maize and sugar beets are simulated. As the
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main goal is to explore the e�ciency of bias correction of RCM output and to provide useful
recommendations to assess changes in interannual crop variability, the study is restricted to one
RCM only.

7.2 Methods and data

7.2.1 Modelling framework
For the crop simulations, we used the Crop Growth Monitoring System (CGMS) of the Monitor-
ing Agriculture by Remote Sensing project (MARS, Vossen and Rijks 1995). The MARS Crop
Yield Forecasting System (MCYFS) is set up by the joint research centre and aims to make pre-
harvest predictions of crop yield and production. The CGMS consists of a database of gridded
weather, soil and crop information, the crop simulation model WOrld FOod STudies (WOFOST)
and a yield forecasting tool (Genovese 1998; Boogaard et al. 2002).

WOFOST is a mechanistic crop growth model with a solid biophysical basis and applies
many algorithms which were developed and tested for earlier crop models of the "school of de
wit" (Bouman et al. 1996; Van Ittersum et al. 2003). The model runs at a daily time step and
takes as input meteorological values of maximum and minimum temperature T x and Tn [�C],
precipitation R [mm], vapour pressure e [hPa], global radiation Q [kJ/m2], wind speed u [m/s]
and optionally reference evapotranspiration EV [mm]. It is able to simulate a wide range of crop
types by varying the crop parameters. The crop growth is driven by the assimilation of light
and CO2 and controlled by the phenological development. WOFOST has two modes: one for
potential yields (i.e. purely controlled by radiation and temperature) and one for water limited
yields. The di↵erence between the two modes should be interpreted as the yield limiting e↵ect
of drought (water access was not included in our setup of WOFOST).

WOFOST has been applied and validated in a wide range of climatic conditions and manage-
ment strategies. Obviously, the simulated potential or water limited yields do not always meet
actual reported yields (e.g. De Wit et al. 2010). This yield gap (i.e. simulated potential minus
observed yield) can to a large extent be attributed to suboptimal management, such as no or
insu�cient irrigation (Reidsma et al. 2009). WOFOST is expected to underestimate potential
maize yields in southern Europe (Reidsma et al. 2009) and water limited yields of winter wheat
in case of dryness (Boogaard et al. 2013). Nevertheless, it is a popular model for climate change
assessments (e.g. Supit et al. 2012). For this study, some systematic under- or overestimation of
potential and water limited yields is of minor importance since the main objective of this study is
the evaluation of the e�ciency of the bias correction of Regional Climate Model output for the
assessment of changes in interannual crop yield variability. For this, we can adopt WOFOST as
a "pseudo-truth".

Within the setup for Europe, WOFOST is implemented on a 25km⇥25km grid that includes
Europe and some adjacent regions. Soil hydraulic properties and maximum rooting depth are de-
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rived from the Soil Geographical Database for Eurasia and the Mediterranean, version 4 (Lambert
et al. 2003). The grid cell altitude represents the average altitude where agricultural activity takes
place (Micale and Genovese 2004).

7.2.2 Experimental setup

The CGMS which is normally used for crop yield projections in Europe for the current year was
used in this study to estimate yields in 30-year periods. Potential and water limited crop yields
were simulated on the basis of five 30-year meteorological datasets at 25km⇥25km resolution.
Subsequently, the modelled yields were spatially aggregated to regional yields. The sensitivity of
the yields to di↵erences in the meteorological forcing and possible changes in future yields was
assessed at this regional scale (see table 7.1). Increased CO2 may increase potential crop yields
or largely compensate the e↵ects of summer drying (Long et al. 2006). Yet, we are primarily
interested in the suitability of the meteorological input after bias correction and in the temporal
variability of spatially aggregated yields. It is unlikely that this is substantially a↵ected by the
steadily increasing, but rather stable CO2 concentrations. Therefore, it is justified to neglect the
e↵ect of increased CO2.

Table 7.1: Overview of applied meteorological datasets.

Period Discription
CGMS-classic 1976-2005 Interpolated from meteorological observations
CGMS-ERArad 1976-2005 As CGMS-classic, but radiation replaced by reanalysis data
RACMO-raw 1976-2005 Based on direct output of RACMO simulation
RACMO-cor 1976-2005 Bias corrected version of RACMO-raw
RACMO-fut 2036-2065 Bias correction applied to future period

The first simulation uses the meteorological database (1976-2005) of the operational CGMS
(CGMS-classic), which was directly derived from station observations. A limitation of this database
is the relatively poor estimates of global radiation due to the low density of available global radi-
ation. This implies large uncertainties in the gridded radiation and evapotranspiration of CGMS-
classic (Roerink et al. 2012). At local or subnational scale, these uncertainties may seriously
a↵ect the simulated crop yields, but according to De Wit et al. (2005), the influence of this un-
certainty is limited for national crop yield forecasts. De Wit et al. (2010) showed that in Europe
yield forecasts based on CGMS-classic simulations are slightly better than forecasts based on cli-
mate variables from the European centre of medium-range weather forecasts reanalysis archive
ERA-Interim (Berrisford et al. 2009; Dee et al. 2011). Yet, Roerink et al. (2012) showed that
global radiation Q is better represented in ERA-Interim. Reanalysis products also o↵er estimates
for net surface long-wave radiation Rnl, which may considerably improve the determination of
evapotranspiration.
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In this study, we constructed a new meteorological forcing (CGMS-ERArad) in which the
radiation of CGMS-classic was replaced by estimates based on ERA-Interim for the period
1989-2005 and for the period 1976-1988 on ERA40 (Uppala et al. 2005) after bias correction
(see subsection "ERA Interim and ERA40" and appendices). A first estimate of the e↵ect of
uncertainties in the radiation on crop yields is made by the comparison of CGMS-classic and
CGMS-ERArad.

For the assessment of future changes, we use output of a transient RCM simulation (1951-
2100) with the KNMI Regional Atmospheric Climate Model RACMO2 (Van Meijgaard et al.
2008). RACMO-raw (1976-2005) includes the uncorrected model output interpolated to the
CGMS-grid. In RACMO-cor (1976-2005), the meteorological output has been corrected for bi-
ases in mean and daily variability. For RACMO-fut, finally, the same BC was applied for the
future period 2036-2065. The BC is described in more detail below.

7.2.3 CGMS default meteorological data

The collection of observed meteorological data and interpolation to the 25km⇥25km grid is
described by Micale and Genovese (2004). The CGMS database includes about 3,000 meteoro-
logical stations that have su�cient temporal coverage in the reference period. Prior to aggregat-
ing to daily values, the measurements are quality checked by comparison to measurements on
neighbouring stations at the same time step and to preceding and succeeding measurements at the
same station. For the largest part of the investigated area station, observations are available within
100km distance. This does not apply to Q (global radiation); this variable is estimated from sun-
shine duration, cloud coverage and/or diurnal temperature range T x� Tn (Supit and Van Kappel
1998). Evapotranspiration from open water EO, from wet bare soil ES O and crop canopy ETO
is estimated by the Penman equation (Penman 1948) for which Rnl is estimated from the available
variables. The di↵erences between the evapotranspiration terms originate from varying empirical
constants and albedo in the Penman equation (Van der Goot 1997).

The spatial interpolation takes into account the distance of the station to the grid cell centre,
the height di↵erence between the station and the grid cell height, the di↵erence between the
distance to the coast and the relative position of the station and grid cell centre to climate barriers,
like mountain chains. The (point) precipitation is derived from the single measurement site most
representative for the grid cell. Spatial averaging accounts for height corrections for temperature
(-6.0�C/km) and vapour pressure (-0.25hPa/km).

7.2.4 ERA-interim and ERA40

ERA-interim reanalysis is a follow-up of ERA40 in which many key aspects, such as the hy-
drological cycle and stratospheric circulation, was improved. This was achieved by many factors
including the increase in the spatial resolution, model improvements, the use of four-dimensional
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variational analysis, a revised humidity analysis, etc. Only recently, it was discovered that a pro-
gramming error caused on average an overestimation of Q in ERA-Interim of 2W/m2 (100-200
kJ/m2/day) (Dee et al. 2011). At local scale, this overestimation is very small compared to the
e↵ect of cloudiness, the annual cycle and year-to-year variability. Therefore, it is expected that
the e↵ect on the crop simulation is limited.

Daily radiation sums were downloaded from the ERA-Interim archive at a 1.5�⇥1.5� reso-
lution for the period 1989-2005 and from the ERA40 archive at 1.5�⇥1.5� for the period 1976-
2002. For every CGMS grid cell, Q and Rnl were estimated from the four surrounding grid points
of ERA-Interim or ERA-40 by bilinear interpolation. For this interpolation, no distinction was
made between land and sea cells in the reanalysis datasets. This may have led to an overestima-
tion of Q for coastal grid cells since cloudiness over sea is on average smaller than over land.
For the overlapping period 1989-2002, daily Q derived from ERA40 (Q40) correlates well with
the ERA-Interim values (QINT), but is on average almost 2,000 kJ/m2/day lower than QINT. Also
the interannual variability of Q40 is much lower than of QINT. Therefore, the Q and Rnl estimated
from ERA40 were bias corrected for the mean and year-to-year standard deviation on the basis
of the 14-year overlapping period with ERA-Interim (see appendices for details).

7.2.5 RACMO2-ECHAM5

We used a dynamical downscaling of a transient simulation (1950-2100) with the General Cir-
culation Model ECHAM5 (Jungclaus et al. 2006) forced by the SRES A1B emission scenario
(Nakićenović and Swart 2000). The downscaling was performed with the RCM of the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI): RACMO2. The downscaling domain covers the
entire European continent and some adjacent regions. It runs on a rotated longitude-latitude grid
of about 25km⇥25km, and daily meteorological output has been made available in the context
of the ENSEMBLES project (Christensen et al. 2010; van der Linden and Mitchell 2009). The
conversion to the CGMS grid is described in appendices. RACMO2 shows very good skills com-
pared to other ENSEMBLES RCMs (Christensen et al. 2010). According to Déqué et al. (2012),
also the ECHAM5 model performs on average well, but shows a wet bias associated with a too
strong westerly flow in North Europe in summer (Demuzere et al. 2009).

Bias correction (BC) Despite the good features of ECHAM5-RACMO2, locally large biases
exist. The assessment of climate change impacts needs an appropriate BC of the most relevant
characteristics since the response of crop yields to meteorological conditions is highly non-linear.
To get a correct estimate of the impact of climate change the biases of the most relevant char-
acteristics should be small compared to the change of these characteristics. A BC is applied to
correct for the mean and daily variability, based on a method developed by Leander and Buis-
hand (2007). The corrections are determined and applied per calendar month [m=1,2,...,12] and
per grid cell. CGMS-ERArad serves as the reference for the BC.
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For precipitation R, vapour pressure e, global radiation Q and the reference evapotranspira-
tion terms EO, ES O, ETO a power law function with coe�cients am and bm is fitted to adjust
the particular variable X for the mean E(X) and the (daily) standard deviation StDd(X)

X⇤ = amXbm (7.1)

The monthly coe�cients am and bm are fitted such that E(X⇤m) and StDd(X⇤m) of the corrected
variable X⇤ exactly match the monthly mean E(Xref,m) and standard deviation StDd(Xref,m) of the
reference dataset CGMS-ERArad.

For T x and Tn a shifting is applied to correct for the bias in mean and a scaling to correct for
the bias in daily standard deviation (StDd(Tm))

T ⇤ = E(Tref,m) +
StDd(Tref,m)

StDd(Tm)
(T � E(Tm)) (7.2)

In this equation T is the uncorrected and T ⇤ the corrected RACMO output, E(Tm) and StDd(TmTm)
are the monthly mean and daily standard deviation of the uncorrected RACMO output and
E(Tref,m) and StDd(Tref,m) are the mean and standard deviation of the reference dataset CGMS-
ERArad.

The projected change in wind speed u according to RACMO-raw appeared very small com-
pared to the natural variability in CGMS-ERArad (not shown) and bias in RACMO-raw (see
section 7.3). Therefore, we used the wind climatology obtained from CGMS-ERArad for both
the control and future period. The lack of variability in wind will cause some lower daily variabil-
ity in the evapotranspiration terms. Yet, the biases in daily variability in these terms are corrected
for by applying equation 7.1.

Correction of future period For the future time slice (2036-2065) the same correction is ap-
plied as for the control period (1976-2005). We assume that the climate signal is not a↵ected by
the existing biases, which is not necessarily true. This assumption implies that the biases in the
mean �E(Xm) and daily standard deviation �StDd(Xm) are constant in time

�E(Xfut,m) = �E(Xm) =
E(Xm) � E(Xref,m)

E(Xref,m)
(7.3)

�StDd(Xfut,m) = �StDd(Xm) =
StDd(Xm) � StDd(Xref,m)

StDd(Xref,m)
(7.4)

These biases are used to estimate target values for the future E(X⇤fut,m) and StDd(X⇤fut,m):

E(X⇤fut,m) = E(Xfut,m)(1 + E(X,m)) (7.5)
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StDd(X⇤fut,m) = StDd(Xfut,m)(1 + StDd(X,m)) (7.6)

These target values are finally used to calculate the coe�cients afut,m and bfut,m for the future
time slice.

For future temperature we simply used the correction of equation 2, i.e. E(Tref,m) and StDd(Tref,m)
were not replaced by E(Tfut,m) and StDd(Tfut,m). In this way, the correction causes some change
of the projected climate signal (Ho et al. 2012).

7.2.6 Domain, period and crops

For this study, we analysed the sensitivity of three crop types to changing meteorological condi-
tions: winter wheat, maize and sugar beets. This set of crops was chosen because of their diver-
gent phenology and the fairly good reproduction of their interannual variability in the CGMS (De
Wit et al. 2010). The CGMS provides information on the specific crop variety and crop calendar
for each region within Europe. The study includes all grid cells, for which this crop information
and at least 20 years of meteorological data (for all datasets) are available (figure 7.1).

The simulated yields [ton Dry Matter/ha] at the 25km⇥25km resolution are spatially aggre-
gated to regional and European scale (complete domain) yields, giving equal weight to all grid
cells, i.e. neglecting variations in crop area per grid cell. A set of 10 subregions (figure 7.1 and ta-
ble 7.2) is defined, being an extension of the regions formulated by Christensen and Christensen
(2007). Table 7.3 gives a summary of the regional mean of the applied variables in summer (JJA)
and winter (DJF) according to CGMS-ERArad.

Table 7.2: Overview of the subregions and their borders.

Subregion ID North South West East
Scandinavia SC 70 55 5 30
British Islands BI 59 50 -10 2
Mid-Europe ME 55 48 2 16
Eastern Europe EA 55 44 16 30
Russia RU 70 44 30 50
France FR 50 44 -5 5
Alpes AL 48 44 5 15
Iberian Peninsula IP 44 36 -10 3
Mediterranean MD 44 36 3 25
Turkey TU 44 34 24 40
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Figure 7.1: Regions (black lined boxes) and CGMS grid cells (shaded area) that are included within the
study.
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Table 7.3: Mean climatology per variable (see subsection Modelling framework for abbreviations) and
per subregion in summer and winter (CGMS-ERArad).

SC BI ME EA RU FR AL IP MD TU
Summer (JJA)
R [mm/d] 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.8 2.5 0.7 0.9 0.7
T x [�C] 19.4 19.0 22.3 24.2 24.0 23.7 24.9 28.7 28.4 28.3
Tn [�C] 10.4 11.0 12.3 12.9 13.4 13.0 14.0 15.2 16.6 15.3
e [hPa] 12.7 13.4 14.1 14.8 14.5 15.3 15.9 15.4 17.4 15.4
Q [103 kJ/m2/d] 18.3 18.8 19.1 19.6 19.5 21.5 21.2 26.2 24.6 25.2
u [m/s] 3.1 4.2 3.0 2.4 2.3 3.8 2.1 3.4 2.8 2.8
EO [mm/d] 3.8 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.4 5.0 4.7 6.5 5.9 6.0

Winter (DJF)
R [mm/d] 1.5 2.5 1.8 1.2 1.4 2.3 1.9 1.9 2.2 1.9
T x [�C] -1.6 7.3 3.9 1.2 -2.7 7.8 5.6 12.0 10.2 7.2
Tn [�C] -6.2 2.3 -1.1 -4.4 -7.9 1.9 -1.5 3.2 2.4 -0.6
e [hPa] 4.5 7.5 6.1 4.9 3.9 7.6 5.8 8.5 7.8 6.4
Q [103 kJ/m2/d] 1.6 2.9 3.5 4.1 3.2 4.7 5.8 8.4 7.7 8.2
u [m/s] 3.8 5.6 4.0 3.1 3.2 4.8 2.2 3.3 3.1 2.7
EO [mm/d] 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.9 0.9

7.3 Comparison of meteorological datasets

7.3.1 Radiation bias between CGMS-ERArad and CGMS-classic
The gridded global radiation of CGMS-classic is much lower than the radiation derived from
ERA40 and ERA-Interim. The bias of CGMS-classic with respect to ERA-Interim (1989-2005)
ranges from on average -10% in summer to about -15% in spring (table 7.4) and is most pro-
nounced around South Bulgaria (-50%, not shown).

Table 7.4: Relative bias [%] in mean global radiation Q of CGMS-classic with respect to CGMS-ERArad
per subregion.

SC BI ME EA RU FR AL IP MD TU
Spring -14 -17 -14 -14 -11 -15 -12 -13 -14 -22
Summer -8 -15 -11 -8 -3 -13 -6 -10 -8 -18

As discussed in section 7.2, the spatial extent of time series of global radiation is limited in
the largest part of Europe. Therefore, global radiation is often estimated from diurnal temper-
ature range and/or cloud coverage and/or sunshine duration. This procedure implies relatively
uncertain values for radiation. On the other hand, a dense high quality network is for instance
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available for the Netherlands (Sluijter et al. 2011) and the CGMS-classic radiation appears to
correspond well to the observations in the Netherlands (not shown). The bias in this area should
therefore be attributed to an imperfection of the reanalysis radiation.

7.3.2 Biases in RACMO mean and daily variability

For the period 1976-2005, RACMO-raw shows large biases with respect to the reference dataset
CGMS-ERArad. The precipitation, for instance, is for most regions and seasons significantly
overestimated. In winter, the bias ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 mm/day for the largest part of Europe,
whereas the average measured precipitation usually is less than 3.0 mm/day. Only in southern
Europe, summer precipitation is somewhat underestimated. Biases in the day-to-day variability
are also overestimated, but are most pronounced in summer (not shown).

Note that part of the bias might originate from the fact that the precipitation in CGMS-
ERArad is point precipitation rather than areal precipitation as in RACMO-raw. Assuming that
biases due to interpolation are small, the remaining part of the bias largely originates from the
climate modelling itself. On the one hand, circulation biases from the applied GCM simulation
cause an erroneous distribution of weather types and related weather. On the other hand, the dy-
namical downscaling also introduces some bias. A first estimate of the relative contribution to
the bias of the three latter sources was made by the comparison of both meteorological datasets
to two additional datasets and illustrated for summer precipitation in Eastern Europe EA (figure
7.2). The first dataset is derived from the observational areal precipitation dataset E-OBS version
3.0 (Haylock et al. 2008). The di↵erence to CGMS-ERArad serves as an estimate of the di↵er-
ences in variability between point and areal precipitation (labelled as "scale related part", white
bars). The second dataset is derived from a RACMO2 simulation nested in the reanalysis ERA40
which has also been made available by the ENSEMBLES project. Assuming that the circulation
in ERA40 is well represented, the di↵erence between RACMO2-ERA40 and E-OBS serves as an
estimate for the part of the bias due to the dynamical downscaling (hatched bars). The di↵erence
between RACMO-raw (i.e. nested in an ECHAM5 simulation) and RACMO2-ERA40 estimates
the circulation related part of the bias (gray bars).

Obviously, the di↵erence between point and areal precipitation hardly a↵ects the bias in
the mean and the small bias probably originates from di↵erences in interpolation technique or
the meteorological stations used. The bias in variability, on the other hand, is dominated by
this scale di↵erence. The influence of the dynamical downscaling and the circulation bias is
comparable. In winter, spring and autumn, both sources cause positive biases in mean and day-to-
day standard deviation (std-d) and thus enhance each other. In summer, dynamically downscaled
RACMO2-ERA40 generates too little precipitation (figure 7.2, hatched bars). In the North, this
is compensated by a positive circulation related bias (e.g. EA, gray bars in figure 7.2), but in the
South the circulation related bias is also slightly negative. A similar pattern is found for the bias
in summer std-d, but this is less pronounced than the summer mean bias.
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Figure 7.2: Bias in summer precipitation [mm/day] in Region EA (Eastern Europe) within RACMO-raw
with respect to CGMS-ERArad (black bars) and estimates of the three main contributions to this bias.
White bars are part of bias due to scale di↵erence (point versus areal precipitation: CGMS-ERArad vs
EOBS), blocked bars are part of bias due to dynamical downscaling (EOBS vs RACMO-ERA40) and
gray bars are part of bias as a result of circulation biases within ECHAM5 (RACMO-ERA40 vs RACMO-
raw).

Depending on region, time of the day and day in the year, temperature biases range roughly
from -3.0�C (summer mean T x in Scandinavia) up to +1.5�C (winter mean Tn in the Mediter-
ranean) and are characterised by a large underestimation of the diurnal (<1.0�C in summer) and
annual cycle (>1.5�C) and an overestimation of the North-South temperature gradient within
Europe. The biases in std-d are small in comparison to the observed std-d (<0.5�C).

As a result of the underestimated summer temperatures the growing season (defined by a
degree-day metric) is too long for all investigated crops. Too low summer mean temperatures also
lead to higher year-to-year variability of the growing season length. This is caused by the fact
that the phenological development in WOFOST is more sensitive to small systematic changes
in temperatures within the range of phenological response (0�C-30�C for wheat, 8�C-24�C for
maize and 3�C-21�C for sugar-beet) than at the temperatures below which there is no phenolog-
ical response, or at the temperature above which phenological development does not accelerate
further.

The radiation of RACMO-raw is underestimated by 10% to 20% relative to CGMS-ERArad.
This underestimation may be related to the overestimation of precipitation and the underesti-
mation of the diurnal temperature range (see above), both implying more cloudiness. Another
explanation for the radiation bias is the fact that the CGMS-ERArad radiation may be slightly
too high (see previous subsection). As a result of the underestimated Q and T also the reference
evapotranspiration is highly underestimated with almost 1 mm/day in North Europe in summer.
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7.3.3 Biases in year-to-year variability and e↵ectiveness of bias correction
The bias correction was designed to remove biases in daily mean and standard deviation, but its
application also substantially improves the reproduction of year-to-year variability (figure 7.3).
Obviously, this improvement originates from both the correction for variability (coe�cient b in
equation 7.1) and the adjustment of the mean (coe�cient a).
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Figure 7.3: Mean year-to-year standard deviation of seasonal precipitation StDy(R) [mm/d] (upper panel)
and seasonal radiation StDy(Q) [103kJ/m2/d] (lower panel) within CGMS-ERArad in spring (dashed gray
bars) and summer (filled gray bars) and within RACMO-raw (circles) and RACMO-cor (triangles).

The year-to-year standard deviation of seasonal precipitation (StDy(R)) in CGMS-ERArad is
on average between 0.5 and 1.2 [mm/d] (figure 7.3 upper panel, gray bars). This is underestimated
by 20% to 30% by RACMO-raw (circles) as a result of the too wet conditions (with too few dry
periods). In contrast, the variability of summer precipitation in southern Europe is too high as a
result of the too dry conditions. The BC reduces these biases on average by 10 to 15% (triangles).
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The standard deviation of seasonal radiation StDy(Q) is largely overestimated in RACMO-
raw in both spring and summer (figure 7.3, lower panel). The BC considerably decreases StDy(Q),
for some regions even resulting in negative biases absolutely larger than the positive biases be-
fore correction. Yet, in contrast to precipitation, StDy(Q) is relatively small compared to the
mean and also to biases in the mean. Therefore StDy(Q) is thought to be of minor importance to
the interannual variability of simulated crop yields.

The reproduction of the standard deviation of the growing season length (STD-gr) within
RACMO-raw is a↵ected by two factors (see previous subsection). On the one hand, the underes-
timation of the mean (summer) temperature causes higher STD-gr. On the other hand, the under-
estimated year-to-year variability of the temperature causes lower STD-gr. Within RACMO-raw
both factors largely compensate each other.

The correction of the mean causes a reduction of the interannual variability (see previous
subsection). Yet, the underestimation of StDy(T ) is hardly a↵ected by the BC. As a consequence,
the correction causes a deterioration of STD-gr, which originally was rather well reproduced by
RACMO-raw. Apparently, this negative bias not caused by to low daily variability, but rather by
the lack of persistent cold and warm periods.

7.3.4 Projected climate change

For all variables except temperature the projected climate change signal is smaller than the bias in
RACMO-raw (not shown). Apart from the Mediterranean and Turkey, the winter is characterised
by a spatially rather homogeneous increase of the precipitation mean and StDd. In summer, the
precipitation especially decreases in the central latitudes. In northern Europe, this is accompanied
with an increase in StDd and in the South with a decrease in StDd.

The projected temperature increase is comparable to the absolute temperature biases and
ranges from about 1.0�C in winter temperature in the British Islands up to about 2.5�C in summer
in southern Europe. The signal of T x and Tn is very similar, implying limited change in the di-
urnal temperature range and derived cloudiness. The temperature increase will reduce the length
of growing season, since the required number of degree-days is reached in a shorter episode.
In many areas this length reduction cannot be compensated entirely by adaptation of the crop
calendar since summer temperatures increase more than spring and winter temperatures.

The projected changes in global radiation are small (within +1%). Nevertheless, the evap-
otranspiration terms increase with about 5% which is primarily associated with the projected
temperature rise.

The decrease of precipitation in summer (and late spring) implies more dry (and low cloud)
conditions. This decrease causes an increase of StDy(R) of 10% to 20%) in the largest part of
Europe and a similar increase of StDy(Q) except for the summer in southern Europe.
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7.4 Results of crop growth simulations

7.4.1 The e↵ect of biases in the meteorology

The e↵ect of the radiation bias between CGMS-classic and CGMS-ERArad on crop growth is
twofold. The use of higher radiation levels in CGMS-ERArad allows for more accumulation
of biomass, i.e. higher yields, under conditions of radiation limited growth during (part of) the
growing season. Higher radiation levels also lead to higher evapotranspiration rates which may
lead to increased water stress (Roerink et al. 2012). Therefore, the higher radiation levels in
CGMS-ERArad lead to higher potential yields, but similar or lower water limited yields than
simulated with CGMS-classic. This is illustrated for yields of storage organs of maize in figure
7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Mean simulated potential (open symbols) and water limited (filled symbols) yields of storage
organs (maize) [ton dry matter/ha] with CGMS-ERArad (squares), CGMS-classic (circles) and RACMO-
raw (triangles).

Simulated potential yields with the biased meteorological output of RACMO-raw are too low
(figure 7.4). The low global radiation levels are apparently not compensated by the longer grow-
ing season (associated with the low temperatures). The water limited yields of maize (figure 7.4)
and sugar beets are very similar to the CGMS-ERArad simulation. The e↵ect of too low summer
precipitation in southern Europe is apparently compensated by the longer growing season and
underestimated variability, i.e. less dry spells. The water limited yields of winter wheat are too
high because of the overestimated precipitation in the winter and spring (not shown).
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of regional average simulated potential (left) and water limited (right) yields of
storage organs [ton dry matter/ha] of the 10 regions (see figure 1 and table 2) and the European average
(EU, right most cluster of boxplots). The green boxplots represent CGMS-ERArad, the blue boxplots
RACMO-cor and the red boxplots RACMO-fut. The fat dashes within the boxes indicate the (temporal)
median value, the vertical boxes represent the values between the 25th and 75th percentiles and the thin
vertical lines represent the values between the 10th and 90th percentiles. Di↵erent rows show from top to
bottom winter wheat, maize and sugar beets.
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7.4.2 The e�ciency of the bias correction

Simulated yields of the bias corrected RACMO-cor and the reference CGMS-ERArad corre-
spond rather well to each other (green and blue boxplots in figure 7.5). The di↵erences in mean
yields are small, but the year-to-year variability of the RACMO-cor potential yields is substan-
tially underestimated. This primarily originates from a 3-5 days too low year-to-year variability
of the growing season length within RACMO-cor. The variability of water limited yields does
resemble the CGMS-ERArad variability. This is well in line with the realistic year-to-year vari-
ability of the RACMO-cor precipitation (Section 7.3).

7.4.3 Projected crop yield changes

The projected change in mean yields is much larger than the bias between CGMS-ERArad and
RACMO-cor and tested significant at the 95% level (using bootstrapped confidence intervals)
for potential and water limited yields of most of the crop-region combinations (figure 7.5). The
projected precipitation decrease causes a decrease of water limited yields for all crop-region
combinations by about 10% in the northern regions up to 30% in the southern regions. Potential
yields of maize and sugar beets are projected to increase in the northern regions SC, BI and
ME as a result of the increased radiation levels. The decrease of the growing season results in a
decrease in mean potential yields for all other crop-region combinations.

The projected change in the temporal variability of the regional yields varies with region and
crop and no clear patterns can be distinguished. The change is on average small compared to the
bias between CGMS-ERArad and RACMO-cor and tested significant at the 95% level for poten-
tial yields of only 6 crop-region combinations and water limited yields. Consequently, the pro-
jected change of interannual crop yield variability simulated with the bias corrected RACMO2-
ECHAM5 cannot be distinguished from the natural variability (of interannual variations).

7.5 Discussion and conclusion

The projected (significant) changes in the mean simulated crop yields in the climate projection
considered here are largely associated with the summer drying in the RACMO2-ECHAM5 cli-
mate simulation. This is well in line with previous studies (Lavalle et al. 2009; Olesen et al.
2011). On the one hand, less cloudiness, i.e. more global radiation, will increase potential yields
of maize and sugar beets in regions where the yields are radiation limited (Scandinavia, British
Islands and Mid-Europe). On the other hand, a shortage of water causes a strong decrease of
water limited yields (>10%), which is further emphasised by an increased reference evapotran-
spiration. Both potential and water-limited yields are also negatively influenced by a shorter
growing season due to higher temperatures.
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Yet, this simulated decrease may probably be compensated by adjustment of the crop calendar
and cultivar used (not explored here). The result of these measures may be that the actual growing
season length for a crop is reduced less. Future technological developments might substantially
limit the influence of pests, diseases and sub-optimal management (Olesen et al. 2011). And
finally, Supit et al. (2012) showed that increased CO2 levels compensate yield losses as a result
of increased temperature particularly for winter and spring crops.

The change in the absolute year-to-year variability of crop yields was found to be very vari-
able along the di↵erent crops and regions and was tested significant for only a limited number
of crop-region combinations. Besides, the reproduction of the year-to-year variability of, espe-
cially potential, yields during the control period (1976-2005) with the bias corrected RACMO
output (RACMO-cor) appeared poor. These poor results originate from the remaining biases in
the year-to-year variability of primarily precipitation and temperature with the latter influencing
the CGMS simulated growing season length using RACMO-cor.

Nevertheless, the proposed bias correction method seems promising for the assessment of im-
pacts of climate change on temporal variability of regional to continental scale crop yields. The
BC appeared necessary to successfully reproduce the mean simulated yields. It also substantially
improved the year-to-year variability of the relevant meteorological variables (but apparently not
enough). The applied BC focuses on correcting the mean and daily variability, consistent with the
time step at which WOFOST is run. Yet, the di↵erences between and within the five simulations
can be well explained on the basis of mean seasonal characteristics (spring and summer precipi-
tation and the length of the growing season). It is not likely that di↵erent bias correction methods
based on daily characteristics will show substantially di↵erent results (e.g. Cammarano et al.
2013). BC methods considering the year-to-year variability (such as done with ERA40 radiation
in this study; see appendices), or multiple time scales (Haerter et al. 2011) might substantially
improve the results and thus the confidence in the final results.

In general, applying bias corrections to di↵erent variables independently won’t change the
relation between the di↵erent variables much since the statistical ranks of the meteorological
data do not change (see also Piani and Haerter 2012). The inconsistencies or artefacts between
the variables introduced anyhow are likely not to substantially harm the crop modelling. These
inconsistencies will be most pronounced at a daily time scale rather than at the timescales of
dekades (10-days) or months that are more important for the crop modelling. A bias in the rela-
tion between two variables may be of influence, and quantification of the e↵ect of this possible
mismatch and evaluation of methods that coherently correct for this may be interesting for further
research (Piani and Haerter 2012).

The projected change of the temporal variability of crop yields is also likely to be highly
dependent on the applied climate scenario and on the applied downscaling and BC technique. It
is recommended to extend this study with more scenarios and a slightly adjusted downscaling
technique with more focus on larger than daily timescales.
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Appendices

Bias correction of ERA40 global radiation
The bias correction of the global radiation derived from ERA40 was applied for all grid cells
separately after interpolation to the CGMS grid. First, the daily values of Q40,d and QINT,d are
aggregated to monthly values Q40,m and QINT,m. Second, for the twelve calendar months for
ERA-Interim and ERA40 the sample mean E(Qm) and sample standard deviation StD(Qm) of
the monthly values within the overlapping period 1989-2002 are calculated. Third, these sample
statistics are used to adjust the monthly values of Q40,m to Q⇤40,m for the 13-year period (1976-
1988) and to obtain monthly change factors am

Q⇤40,m = E(QINT,m) +
StD(QINT,m)
StD(Q40,m)

(Q40,m � E(Q40,m) (7.7)

am =
Q⇤40,m

Q40,m
(7.8)

The monthly change factors (per CGMS grid cell) are subsequently used to adjust all daily
values Q40,d in the particular month m

Q⇤40,d = amQ40,d (7.9)

Rnl is corrected analogously to the correction of Q.

Appendix: Conversion RACMO output to CGMS grid
The interpolation of RACMO to CGMS grid is applied using a nearest neighbour technique re-
lated to the interpolation scheme used for CGMS-classic. The nearest neighbour is the most sim-
ilar grid cell selected from all RACMO land grid cells within 50 km of the particular CGMS grid
cell. The similarity score S c is expressed as a modified distance weighted by a height di↵erence:

S c = dist + w ⇥ dh (7.10)

where dist [km] is the distance, dh [m] the height di↵erence and w=0.5 [km/m] a weighting
factor.

The daily meteorological data of the most similar RACMO grid cells are assigned to the
particular CGMS grid cell. For the assignment of temperature and vapour pressure the same
height correction is applied as for the interpolation scheme of CGMS-classic. The reference
evapotranspiration is estimated after conversion to the CGMS grid.
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Chapter 8

Standard years for large scale hydrological
scenario simulations

This chapter is a modified version of Bakker et al. (2011)1

8.1 Introduction

Scenario studies are popular tools to explore e↵ects of climate variability at multiple time scales
(IPCC 2001). Careful selection of a representative number of scenarios is used to sample a wide
range of possible conditions. Climate change scenarios (e.g. van den Hurk et al. 2006; Hulme
et al. 2002) are developed for this goal, and used for many assessments of adaptation studies
(Jacob and van den Hurk 2008). However, the full evaluation of current and anticipated manage-
ment options under even a limited number of climate change scenarios is still a major challenge,
given the abundant number of degrees of freedom when considering all relevant interactions at
a regional level. In a water managed country like the Netherlands hundreds of small scale wa-
tersheds exist, mutually connected and organised in regional structures with a wide variety of
governing hydrological processes (proximity of rivers, spatial and temporal gradients of precipi-
tation/reference evapotranspiration, land use, water management and soil type). For assessments
of climate change impacts and adaptation options, reduction of the number of degrees of freedom
is the rule rather than the exception.

Detailed hydrological assessments are routinely applied in the Netherlands. For this, a Na-
tional Hydrological Instrumentation NHI (2008) has been developed. This instrumentation cou-
ples various existing models for the saturated and unsaturated zone and surface water distribution,
connecting precipitation, actual evaporation, seepage, water management and groundwater at the

1Bakker, A., B. van den Hurk, J. Bessembinder, and T. Kroon (2011). “Standard years for large-scale hydro-
logical scenario simulations”. In: Environmental Modelling and Software 26.6, pp. 797–803. doi: 10.1016/j.
envsoft.2010.11.008
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plot scale using grid resolutions of up to 50 m. To put e↵ects of anomalous episodes (like the
2003 heat wave; Beersma 2004) into a climatological perspective, mean conditions over a 30-yr
period are used as reference. Scenario studies are used to evaluate a wide range of water man-
agement practices under a wide range of present-day and future climate conditions. Tools that
can rapidly generate quick assessments have been proven to be useful in many cases (e.g. Delta
Committee 2008). Running a continuous long term rainfall series for a large number of scenarios
is practically unfeasible.

Together with the need to reduce the number of degrees of freedom, and the large computer
resources that are required for detailed hydrological applications, reference years or reference
episodes are frequently used in scenario analyses. For instance for the design of hydraulic facili-
ties, peak discharges are often estimated on the basis of simulations with design storms in stead
of continuous long term time series (e.g. Froehlich 2009; Vaes et al. 2002; NRCS 2004). Also
water resources and water quality studies regularly apply ’test reference years’ or ’typical years’
(e.g. Werkman and Jacobs 2005; Wuyts et al. 2009). Obviously, a single year or episode cannot
capture all relevant modes of variability, and has also lost the extreme tails of the probability den-
sity function (PDF) of meteorological quantities. Another drawback of a reference year is that a
single year is only ’typical’ for a limited area and a limited number of time scales. In the Nether-
lands for instance, the 1973 precipitation sum is closest to the annual average precipitation, but
1967 has been identified as most typical with respect to the potential cumulative precipitation
deficit (Eref � P) during the growing season, i.e. 1 April - 30 September (Beersma 2004).

Therefore, we have constructed and tested a ’standard year’ that reduces as many drawbacks
as possible. The precipitation (P) and reference crop evapotranspiration (Eref) as in the year 1967
are used as a basis and di↵erent scaling variants are compared. The main objective of this paper is
to explore how the error in the hydrology introduced by using a standard year compares to 1) the
interannual variability of the hydrological variables and 2) the climate change signal, imposed
by a set of predefined climate change scenarios.

A well-defined standard year can be of great help in case of applications where sophisticated
and computationally intensive models are used. Given the focus on the meteorological forc-
ing in this study we use a relatively simple hydrological modelling framework, not accounting
for variations in boundary conditions such as soil moisture and surface storage. Hydrological
calculations, covering the entire Netherlands, are carried out using both a 30-yr historical mete-
orological forcing and a forcing from a standard year where the former is used as reference for
the latter. The procedure is repeated for a number of future climate scenarios for 2050, and the
climate change signals in both sets of calculations are compared. Three hydrological parame-
ters (drainage, actual evaporation and surface runo↵) are evaluated, covering a relevant range of
modes of variability.
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8.2 Methods

8.2.1 The hydrological modelling platform and forcing observations
The STONE2.1 instrumentation (Dutch acronym for Jointly Developed Nutrient Emission model;
Wolf et al. 2003) is a general modelling framework originally designed for nutrient emission
modelling, in which a multilayer model for the unsaturated zone and surface water bodies, SWAP
(Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant; Kroes et al. 1999) and a deep groundwater model, NAGROM
(National Groundwater Model; de Lange and van der Meij 1994) are included. Precipitation (P)
infiltrates the soil or is discharged via a surface water network directly, depending on precipi-
tation intensity. Infiltrated water is partially evaporated/transpired, which is represented by the
total actual evaporation (Ea) being the sum of transpiration, soil evaporation and evaporation
from open and intercepted water. Transpiration and soil evaporation are related to the open water
evaporation rate (Eo) and a prescribed, land use dependent and seasonally varying crop factor.
This regulates evapotranspiration as function of available soil moisture. Daily values of P and
Eo are forcings supplied to the hydrological model. Annual mean precipitation and open water
evaporation averaged over the Netherlands are approximately 800 and 700 mm/yr, respectively.
Surface runo↵ (Rs) takes place when precipitation cannot infiltrate into the soil or when the
groundwater level reaches levels above the surface. Drainage (D) is the net water exchange be-
tween the groundwater reservoir and the open water bodies in a particular grid cell. Usually this
transport is directed away from the soil into the open water bodies, but occasionally the reverse
takes place. The modelling instrument accounts for water management as applied by the re-
gional water boards. Prescribed target levels of open water bodies are automatically conditioned
if enough water is available and tubes start to drain if a specific groundwater level is exceeded.
Lower boundary conditions are governed by a prescribed annual sinusoidal cycle of seepage K
with spatially varying amplitude (Massop et al. 2000), derived from long term climatological
integrations with NAGROM (De Lange and Van der Meij 1994). In the model the change of the
total soil water amount V per unit time t is thus governed by

dV
dt
= P � Ea � Rs � D + K (8.1)

The model is set-up at 6405 areal units (average area approximately 5 km2) covering the
Netherlands (36,000 km2) entirely (Kroon et al. 2001; Van Bakel et al. 2007). SWAP uses sub-
daily integration time steps. The spin-up of each simulation consists of a two-year cycled simu-
lation with the appropriate standard year meteorological forcing.

Daily precipitation (P) and reference crop evapotranspiration (Eref) data for the reference pe-
riod 1971-2000 are derived from routine meteorological observation networks of approximately
325 roughly equally spaced daily rain gauges (Heijboer and Nellestijn 2002) and 35 automated
weather stations. Daily reference crop evapotranspiration (Eref) is calculated from temperature
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and global radiation according to Makkink (1957) - hypothetical rate of evapotranspiration of
open actively growing grass land (8-15cm) and no shortage of water. In this study, the seasonal
variation in the relation between open water evaporation (Eo) and Eref is neglected and Eo is de-
fined as 1.25 Eref (De Bruin and Lablans 1998). P and Eo are spatially aggregated to 15 weather
regions (on average about 2,500 km2 each), by simply averaging all precipitation station val-
ues within a region, and using a single Eo value located within the region. Every hydrological
areal unit within a weather region receives the same meteorological forcing. This aggregation
implies a loss of spatial and temporal variability in the precipitation forcing. Extreme values are
smoothed, and the number of wet days at a given areal unit is artificially enhanced. The impact of
these aggregation steps on the modelled hydrological balance terms is not investigated in detail.
It may, however, be expected that the implications are smaller for relatively slow hydrological
variables (actual evaporation, groundwater level, mean discharge) than for surface runo↵ terms
responding to intense precipitation.

8.2.2 Construction of standard years

The construction of the standard year consists of two steps. First, a single year is selected in
which the potential cumulative precipitation deficit (Eref � P) during the growing season opti-
mally matches the 30-yr mean. This selection yields di↵erent years for di↵erent regions, but
overall 1967 represents ’average’ conditions fairly well. Second, spatial and temporal structure
is included. This is done by perturbing 2-month periods (Jan-Feb, Mrt-Apr, .. , Nov-Dec) by a
correction factor to match the 30-yr climatology of these 2-monthly values. The 2-month interval
was chosen from a range of spatial and temporal averaging options and yielded a fair correspon-
dence between the time series of several hydrological budget components (groundwater level,
discharge, actual evaporation) between the standard year and the full 30-yr reference period. The
above described procedure gives a realistic day-to-day variability of precipitation and number of
wet days and has been labelled "natural precipitation distribution" in the following.

To explore alternatives to using the 1967 day-to-day variability of precipitation, three variants
(extremely, moderately and equally distributed precipitation) have been developed, which are less
sensitive to the specific distribution of daily precipitation in the reference year. For this, 10-day
mean precipitation is calculated from the 1967 data and disaggregated to daily values over a
fixed number of wet days. 10-day intervals e↵ectively filter out the daily variability without large
compromises to the mean annual cycle of precipitation. In the "extreme distribution" variant, all
precipitation of a 10-day interval is distributed over 2 days, with 1 day receiving 70% of the
precipitation, and 1 day receiving the remaining 30%. In the "moderate distribution" variant, 4
days of rain were assigned, receiving 40, 30, 20 and 10% respectively. Finally, in the "equal
distribution" variant, all days in the 10-day interval receive equal amounts of rain.
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8.2.3 Generation of climate change scenarios

In 2006, the KNMI’06 climate change scenarios were introduced (Van den Hurk et al. 2006;
Lenderink et al. 2007). This set of four general climate change scenarios for the Netherlands
describes changes of a range of climatological variables, including for instance seasonal mean
temperature and precipitation, temperature of annually coldest winter day and warmest summer
day, open water evaporation, intensity of extreme daily precipitation with a 10-year return pe-
riod and number of wet days. The range of plausible changes of a number of large scale variables
strongly a↵ecting the Netherlands climate (global mean temperature, and atmospheric circulation
in the Euratlantic sector) was derived from an ensemble of General Circulation Model (GCM)
simulations, which were used for the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the IPCC (2007). The
scenarios are discerned using the global mean temperature and circulation change as so-called
steering variables. The temperature steering parameter comprehends a global warming of +1�Cor
+2�C in 2050. The circulation steering parameter discerns between ’unchanged’ and ’changed’,
referring to a circulation with more westerlies in winter and more easterlies in summer. The sce-
narios have been labelled "G", "G+", "W" and "W+", where the "+" sign indicates the circulation
change, and "G" and "W" refer to the ’Mild’ (+1�C) and ’Warm’ (+2�C) global warming values.
To obtain regional changes in temperature and precipitation in these scenarios, use was made of
Regional Climate Model (RCMs) simulations made available in the PRUDENCE project (Pre-
diction of Regional scenarios and Uncertainties for Defining EuropeaN Climate change risks and
E↵ects; Christensen et al. 2002; Christensen and Christensen 2007). Temperature changes have
been obtained from a few grid boxes within the Netherlands, while for precipitation a larger area
encompassing the lower Rhine basin was used to account for the natural spatial variability. Since
RCM simulations were only available for a limited range of the relevant large scale changes,
a set of empirical scaling rules was necessary to cover the full scenario range. For other vari-
ables, such as wind, GCM output has been statistically downscaled using in situ observations.
Figure 8.1 gives the mean precipitation and open water evaporation per month for each scenario,
averaged over the Netherlands.

For each of the four KNMI’06 scenarios a new meteorological forcing was constructed. The
time series of 30-year reference climatology were transformed into time series representative
for the scenario conditions. For this, an algebraic algorithm was used modifying every daily
value of precipitation (P) and open water evaporation (Eo) using change factors (Bakker and
Bessembinder 2007; Te Linde et al. 2010). For P, first the number of wet days was adjusted
by removing or adding wet days (Bakker and Bessembinder 2012, version 1.2). Next a power-
law was used to adjust the mean and 1/10 yr extreme precipitation rate. For Eo only monthly
mean change factors were applied. The algorithm was applied to individual station data, and the
aggregation to weather regions was similar to the procedure described above. By this, the spatial
coherence between individual weather stations was slightly reduced, particularly in summer. This
was, however, not the case for the spatial coherence of individual weather regions.
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Figure 8.1: Areal mean observed and projected mean annual cycle of precipitation (solid lines) and open
water evaporation (dotted lines) in mm/month, for the reference climatological period (1971-2000, black
line) and according to the four KNMI’06 scenarios.

For each climate change scenario, a standard year was constructed. First, the 1967 time se-
ries and the 30-year time series (1971-2000) were adjusted to the future climate. Second, these
adjusted time series were used to construct standard years, following the same procedures as de-
scribed above. No variants of the daily precipitation disaggregation were explored for the future
scenarios.

8.3 Standard year simulations versus continuous long term
simulations

8.3.1 Overview of simulations

With the hydrological model and the range of meteorological forcing archives a number of sim-
ulations was carried out (see table 8.1).

8.3.2 Reconstruction of the hydrological balance using standard years

The first evaluation addresses the impact of using standard years while reproducing a mean hy-
drological balance for the Netherlands. Figure 8.2 show annual averages of actual evaporation
(Ea), drainage (D) and surface runo↵ (Rs), generated by the hydrological model forced with the
30-yr climatological time series (simulation category REF; table 8.1). These terms are the pri-
mary model variables (eq. 8.1) a↵ected by the changes in the forcing and climate conditions.
Seepage K and precipitation P are imposed as boundary condition, and on an annual basis the
change of the water volume (V) is small enough to be neglected. Clearly, the spatial heterogeneity
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Table 8.1: Types of simulations carried out with the hydrological model. Indicated are the defined ref-
erence periods (climatological time series of 30 years or a single standard year), the strategy for daily
disaggregation and the chosen climate change scenario.

Reference period Daily disaggregation strategy Climate scenario
REF 1971-2000 - -
ST standard year natural precipitation

very extreme
moderate extreme
equal distribution

REF-sc 1971-2000 - G
G+
W
W+

ST-sc standard year natural distribution G
G+
W
W+

is expressed at a much finer spatial resolution than the 15 weather regions for which average forc-
ing conditions were applied. The local characteristics determining seepage and drainage exert a
dominant control on the annual budgets. Individual areal units with very low Ea rates are dom-
inated by strong control of the lower boundary conditions (seepage, not shown). In general, Rs

is a small term in the annual budget, confined to the coastal regions and nearby the major rivers.
High and low values of Ea and D are mutually compensating and are the major hydrological
terms. Very high values of D (> 800 mm/yr) occur in areas with significant lateral ground water
infiltration, mainly in the polder areas - hydrological entities where the water level is artificially
controlled - in the centre of the country.

The e↵ect of using standard years (simulation category ST, table 8.1) instead of a climatolog-
ical period is illustrated in figures 8.3 and 8.4. Figure 8.3 compares for each areal unit the annual
mean drainage, actual evaporation and surface runo↵ generated with the standard year with the
values generated with the climatological 30-yr forcing. Figure 8.4 shows the distribution of the
standardised error per areal unit, i.e. the di↵erence between the standard year simulation and the
climatological 30-yr simulation normalised by the standard deviation of the annual average val-
ues of the 30-yr climatological simulation ((ST-REF)/stdev(REF)). The four methods to construct
standard years are shown in di↵erent colours.

Significant positive correlations are apparent between the spatial variability according to the
full 30-year simulation and the standard-year simulation (figure 8.3). The climatological error,
introduced by using standard years, is small with respect to the interannual variability (figure 8.4).
However, the four methods lead to di↵erent responses for the di↵erent terms. Distributing the 10-
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(a) Actual evaporation (b) Drainage (c) Surface Runo↵

Figure 8.2: Annual average of balance terms [mm/yr] calculated with the hydrological model using a
30-yr climate forcing (1971-2000).
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Figure 8.3: Scatter plots of drainage (left), actual evaporation (mid) and surface runo↵ (right) [mm/yr]
showing a comparison of the annual average calculated with the 30-yr climatology (horizontal axes) and
the standard year (vertical axes). Shown are four methods of disaggregating the 10-day precipitation
amounts to daily values: very extreme (green), moderate extreme (blue), natural precipitation (purple)
and equal distribution (red). Every point represents a single areal unit).

daily precipitation evenly over every day in the interval leads to a systematic overestimation of
D and underestimation of Ea, particularly for areal units with low Ea rates. This is somewhat
counterintuitive, as an equally distributed precipitation gives rise to longer periods with wet
surfaces, promoting Ea (Potter et al. 2005). However, with larger daily variability of precipitation
the discharge of water via the open water systems is less e↵ective, as dry episodes and low
water levels will often reduce the discharge capacity. Equally distributed precipitation makes
the discharge system very e�cient, thereby reducing the annual Ea. Surface runo↵ only occurs
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Figure 8.4: Boxplots of the standardised errors introduced by using standard years rather than a climato-
logical 30-yr simulation ((ST � REF)/stdev(REF)). The box spans the 25%-75% range and the whiskers
span the 2.5%-97.5% range. From left to right: drainage, actual evaporation and surface runo↵.

at fairly extreme precipitation events, and is thus rarely simulated using an equally distributed
rainfall.

In areas with high actual evaporation (> 400 mm/yr) and low drainage rates the standard
year forcing produces an overestimation of Ea and underestimation of D and Rs, particularly for
the natural and moderate distributed precipitation variants (see table 8.2). Apparently the lack
of interannual variability results in a slightly too smooth forcing in which dry episodes have a
smaller impact on the actual evaporation rate than in the reference climatology. However, in the
topographically higher areas, where artificial water management is needed to supply su�cient
water for Ea, the reverse is true: the standard year with natural daily precipitation leads to an
overestimation of D and an underestimation of Ea. Averaged over the country an overestima-
tion of actual evaporation of 5% is introduced by specifying natural daily precipitation, and an
equivalent underestimation of D.

As noted before, surface runo↵ is the term with the strongest sensitivity to the daily variability
of precipitation. Imposing the extreme disaggregation leads to an overestimation of surface runo↵
in the areas with substantial amounts, whereas the natural variability induces an underestimation
owing to the lack of extreme tails in a single standard year. Although Rs is a relatively small term
in the hydrological balance for most areal units, the details of the construction of a standard year
have a strong e↵ect on this quantity.

The natural distributed precipitation variant has a fair reproduction of the 30-yr climatological
simulation, although systematic biases remain present. Of the three variants, in which the 10-
day precipitation sums are disaggregated, only the moderate variant compares very well to the
natural distribution variant. Since the implementation and interpretation of the natural variant is
straightforward, this option is chosen for the remainder of the results presented below.
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Table 8.2: Performance of the standard year simulations (ST) in reproducing reference simulation (REF).
First two rows give spatial statistics of REF. Following rows show mean bias, RMSE and R2 of each daily
precipitation disaggregation strategy

Drainage Actual evaporation Surface runo↵
Average [mm/yr] 267 472 6.4
Stdev [mm/yr] 262 75 13.3

Bias [mm/yr] Natural -0.7 18.2 -5.4
Extreme -8.3 11.7 2.6
Moderate -1.5 13.9 -4.4
Equal 53.7 -54.4 -6.3

RMSE [mm/yr] Natural 19.3 13.3 8.2
Extreme 17.8 17.8 8.2
Moderate 18.8 15.7 6.7
Equal 60.5 58.7 11.7

R2 Natural 100% 97% 67%
Extreme 100% 94% 90%
Moderate 100% 96% 77%
Equal 97% 92% 33%

8.3.3 Using standard years in climate change calculations

To assess the e↵ects of using standard years in climate scenario assessment, the 30-year reference
time series was transformed into future conditions (REF-sc in table 8.1). Each of the scenario
runs has been repeated using a standard year forcing using a natural precipitation disaggregation
scheme (ST-sc, table 8.1). The simulated impact in this standard year approach (ST-sc � ST) is
compared to the full climatological simulations (REF-sc � REF). Figure 8.5 shows the results
for each scenario and each hydrological budget term as a scatterplot. In general, the standard
years reproduce fairly well the overall hydrological impact calculated by the REF-sc and REF
simulations. The mean signatures of the di↵erent scenarios are clearly visible and the responses
of the scenarios can clearly be discerned (figure 8.6).

At the level of individual areal units, however, di↵erences become apparent (table 8.3). These
di↵erences are often related to the neglect of interannual variability in the standard year runs. In
the northwestern part of the country, where drainage is a relatively strong term (figure 8.2b),
a gradual increase in precipitation in the W and G scenario leads to a net increase in annual
total drainage. In the standard year the low variability of the climate response of precipitation
is overemphasized, thereby leading to an extra increase in D. In the W+ and G+ scenarios,
where precipitation is reduced in summer, the opposite occurs to the drainage response in the
northwestern half of the country. The standard year simulations reinforce the negative response
of D.
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Figure 8.6: Boxplots of the hydrological impact for all areal units according to 30-year climatological
simulations (REF) and standard year simulations (ST). Plotted are the changes in drainage, actual evapo-
ration and surface runo↵ (left: REF-sc � REF, right: ST-sc � ST). The box spans the 25%-75% range and
the whiskers span the 2.5%-97.5% range.

A compensating e↵ect occurs with actual evaporation. The response shows largest regional
spread in the W+ scenario and is strongly controlled by the artificial supply of water. In areas
where no water shortage occurs (low lying areas and river area) the increased open water evapo-
ration dominates the actual evaporation response. In areas with a rather strong climate response,
i.e. supported by a su�cient water supply, the standard year simulations lead to an overestima-
tion of this response compared to the climatological simulations. Reducing irregularities in the
precipitation forcing by applying a standard year technique results in high Ea rates, and thus lead
to a lack of events where negative precipitation anomalies lead to reduced Ea. However, the num-
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Table 8.3: Average change in drainage, actual evaporation and surface runo↵ according to reference sim-
ulation (REF) (row 1-4). Lower rows show deviations from these by standard year simulations (ST) using
mean bias, RMSE and R2.

Drainage Actual evaporation Surface runo↵
Average [mm/yr] 267 472 6.4
Stdev [mm/yr] 262 75 13.3

Bias [mm/yr] Natural -0.7 18.2 -5.4
Extreme -8.3 11.7 2.6
Moderate -1.5 13.9 -4.4
Equal 53.7 -54.4 -6.3

RMSE [mm/yr] Natural 19.3 13.3 8.2
Extreme 17.8 17.8 8.2
Moderate 18.8 15.7 6.7
Equal 60.5 58.7 11.7

R2 Natural 100% 97% 67%
Extreme 100% 94% 90%
Moderate 100% 96% 77%
Equal 97% 92% 33%

ber of areal units where large di↵erences between the two simulation strategies occur is limited
and are found primarily in the polder areas surrounding the IJsselmeer (not shown).

Surface runo↵ is sensitive to the occurrence of heavy precipitation events. These are strongest
in the W scenario, and as a consequence the impact on Rs is most pronounced. For the reference
period, the standard year simulation heavily underestimates the surface runo↵ for most areal
units due to a lack of extreme events. As a consequence, the climate response of Rs cannot be
represented by the standard year simulations (ST-sc � ST).

8.4 Discussion and conclusions

Standard years are useful tools for quick assessments of climate change e↵ects where complex
computations and/or a wide range of adaptation options are required. The construction of a stan-
dard year is based on the choice of a single average year, and application of regionally and
temporally dependent corrections to capture the climatological signals adequately.

In such a standard year interannual variability is by definition not represented. Likewise, tails
of the distributions of precipitation (and to a lesser extent open water evaporation) are neces-
sarily confined to narrower ranges. The selected "average" year does not represent the extreme
conditions of a 30 year period, and the applied corrections only partially compensate for this.
For current climate conditions (reference period 1971-2000) the use of a standard year leads to a
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small systematic overestimation of actual evaporation, as episodes with strong evaporation limi-
tations due to shortage of water are rare. The lack of a su�cient number of heavy rainfall events
has a strong e↵ect on the simulated surface runo↵, and a smaller but systematic e↵ect on drainage
and actual evaporation. Disaggregation of 10-day rainfall sums over a fixed number of wet days
using an a-priori relative distribution does not lead to satisfactory improvements. Redistributing
the precipitation over four days with a moderate skewness does give comparable results, but be-
cause of the straightforward implementation, the standard year with fixed day-to-day variability
as observed in the reference year is preferred.

Applying the standard year approach to assess the impact of four climate change scenarios
leads to small but systematic di↵erences compared to a full climatological 30-yr simulation.
In particular for a climate change scenario with strong impact on actual evaporation due to a
summertime precipitation reduction (W+) the mean actual evaporation response is governed by
periods of water shortage during fairly dry summers. In a standard year such dry episodes are
rare, and the actual evaporation response is thus less a↵ected by water shortage. The response
of drainage is amplified in the standard year procedure: areas and scenarios where D shows a
positive response, exhibit a stronger signal when the standard year is applied. This is related to the
actual evaporation behaviour sketched above: low drainage rates occur at high actual evaporation
rates. Sustaining high actual evaporation in spite of reduced rainfall necessarily reduces drainage.
This behaviour is stronger in the standard year procedure, as fewer episodes with reduced actual
evaporation are present.

The standard year approach is an attractive alternative to expensive full climatological com-
putations. However, systematic e↵ect of the neglect of interannual variability and the reduction
of temporal variability within the standard year leads to systematic under- and overestimations
of the hydrological budget terms, and a likewise error in the climate change response of these
terms. In particular budget terms that do have time scales of a few days or shorter (like surface
runo↵) should not be analyzed with the standard year approach. Budget terms with longer time
scales (actual evaporation, drainage) may be assessed by this approach, but systematic errors of
a few percent must be taken into account.

Obviously, a number of limitations apply to this approach. The main objective was to explore
how errors due to the use of standard years compare to natural variability and climate change
induced uncertainty, which allows for a relatively simple hydrological model, STONE2.1, and
neglecting potentially important aspects. For instance, in the scenario calculation no changes
were applied to the imposed seepage or ability to supply water from major river systems. In
reality, future climate conditions may impact on this (e.g. Beersma et al. 2008), particularly when
the climate change signal is widespread and a↵ects the entire Meuse and Rhine catchments.
In addition, the hydrological model calculates actual evaporation from a crop reduction factor
regulating the response to water stress and presence of vegetation. This crop factor was also left
unchanged in the present simulations, while in reality changes in the growing season may well
have an impact on the temporal signature of these crop factors (Myneni et al. 1997).
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Summary

The strong global warming of the last 150 years and the expected continuation at an even higher
level has raised the concern among decision makers. The political debate and decisions are, how-
ever, complicated by the large disagreements and ’deep’ uncertainties involved. The Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been established to provide a common frame to
streamline this process. This was originally done by periodic assessment of all scientific e↵orts.

In the course of time, the influence of the IPCC on scientific research and national assess-
ments has gradually grown and a common practice based on General Circulation Model simula-
tions has become dominant. Fully relying on this common practice does, however, not necessarily
support robust strategies and infrastructure that many decision makers aim for.

In this thesis, the tenability of this ’climate modelling paradigm’ is explored. In part I, it is
argued that a ’paradigm shift’ from scientific certainty to a full exploration of what might be pos-
sible better fits the objective of robust decisions without sacrificing on the scientific soundness.
In part II, four peer-reviewed articles are presented of which three (implicitly) rely on the above
mentioned climate modelling paradigm.

Part I: The climate modelling paradigm
Since the establishment of the IPCC in 1988, both attribution studies and climate projections
have been dominated by the use of General Circulation Models (GCM), which I refer to as the
’climate modelling paradigm’. This paradigm is especially reflected in the strong belief in GCMs
as the superior tools for assessing climate change, the application of GCM-based multi-model
ensembles as the way to explore epistemic uncertainty and the very persistent range of projected
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity.

The strong confidence in simulated climate response results from the fact that GCMs are
largely based on physical principles and their ability to reproduce ’some aspects’ of the climate
system. GCMs are thought to be the tool to derive internally consistent response. Besides, the
repeated confirmation of earlier results by new multi-model ensembles is generally taken as an
additional ’line of evidence’ for their correctness.

This modelling paradigm, however, seems not particularly useful neither from scientific nor
from relevance perspective. Both attribution studies and climatic projections lack decisive em-
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pirical evidence. Therefore, the IPCC has embraced the principle of multiple ’lines of evidence’
that together might build up to a strong case. Yet, the di↵erent lines, notably the GCM based ev-
idence, can often not be proven independent and the danger of circular reasoning is lurking. This
is likely to result in overconfident future projections and complicates the uncertainty framing.

Often, climate change assessments obstinately keep up the climate change paradigms. The
omnipresent positivist presentations of GCM performance and circular reasoning are typical
characteristics of ’normal science’ as intended by Thomas Kuhn in his essay on ’Scientific Revo-
lutions’. Yet, contradictions are piling up, that become especially apparent when the assessments
are tailored to specific user needs and concerns. Most scientists are well aware of this and a feel-
ing of discomfort is taking possession of them. The climate change paradigm is in ’crisis’. It is
just a new paradigm we are waiting for.

Climate change assessments usually aim to provide a generally applicable framework to en-
able (robust) decision-making. In order to serve a wide range of users with divergent concerns
and divergent stakes, climate change assessments ideally span a wide range of well-framed fu-
ture possible climates. This asks for a paradigm shift from scientific certainty (or consensus) to a
focus on what might be possible. That means an acceptance of any theory that cannot be falsified,
e.g. by mechanistic reasoning.

A paradigm that accepts di↵erent theories to be potentially true does more justice to the state
of scientific knowledge on climate change and is better suited to enable robust decisions. The
elaboration of these theories and possibly their quantification may be inspired in many ways,
like by a hierarchy of models, by (paleo)climatic analogues or simply by mechanistic reasoning.
Also GCMs proved to be useful, but one should be very careful with GCM-based falsification
and confirmation of theories. Moreover, abandoning the dominant use of the expensive and time-
consuming GCM studies may provide time to better frame uncertainties an better support robust
decisions.

Part II: ’Tailoring climate information’

Persistence and trends in Northwest European wind climate
Wind climate in Northwest Europe is subject to long-term persistence (LTP), also called the
Hurst phenomenon. Ignorance of LTP causes underestimation of climatic variability. The quan-
tification of multi-year variability is important for the assessment of the uncertainty of future
multi-year wind yields. Estimating LTP requires long homogeneous time series. Such series of
wind observations are rare, but annual mean geostrophic wind speed can be used instead. This
study demonstrates a method to estimate the 10-yr aggregated mean geostrophic wind speed for
the near and the far future and its uncertainty in Northwest Europe.

Time series of geostrophic wind speed were derived from daily sea level pressure from the
European Climate Assessment (ECA) Dataset. Minor inhomogeneities cannot be ruled out, but
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were shown to hardly a↵ect the estimated Hurst exponent (Ĥ). A Maximum Likelihood method
was adjusted to remove the biases in Ĥ. The geostrophic wind speed over the North Sea, the
British Isles and along the Scandinavian coast are characterised by statistically significant H be-
tween 0.58 and 0.74, (H = 0.5 implies no LTP). The additional e↵ect of the parameter uncertainty
is estimated in a Bayesian way and is highly dependent on the record length.

An ensemble of seventeen simulations (ESSENCE) with one single coupled Ocean-Atmoshpere
General Circulation Model (ECHAM5/MPI-OM) was used to evaluate structural trends and LTP.
The estimated Ĥ in the ESSENCE simulations are generally close to 0.5 and not significant. Sig-
nificant trends in geostrophic wind speed are found over large parts of the investigated domain,
but the trends are small compared to the multi-year variability. Large decreasing trends are found
in the vicinity of Iceland and increasing trends near the Greenland coast. This is likely related
to the sea ice retreat within the ESSENCE simulations and the associated change in surface
temperature gradients.

Decomposition of the windiness index in the Netherlands for the assessment
of future long-term wind energy supply

The main windiness index in the Netherlands (Windex-CBS) has been subject to a decreasing
trend since the systematic recording started in 1988. This seriously complicates the estimation of
future long-term wind supply. Therefore, it is necessary to know the main causes of the reported
decline.

For this purpose Windex-CBS, derived from actual wind turbine yields, is compared to two
alternative windiness indices. The first index is based on wind speed observations Wland and the
second on geostrophic wind speed Gland. Similar indices are formulated for o↵shore wind supply
in the North Sea; Wo↵ and Go↵. High mutual correlations between the indices indicate that they do
e�ciently account for natural variability. Yet, the trends of the di↵erent indices do substantially
di↵er from each other.

The decrease of Windex-CBS is twice as large as (200%) the decrease of Wland. The trend of
the di↵erence between both indices is highly significant. This suggests that the Windex-CBS is
contaminated by operational or methodological factors. Wland does not su↵er from such factors
and is therefore the preferred measure of wind supply.

Exploring the e�ciency of bias corrections of regional climate model output
for the assessment of future crop yields in Europe

Excessive summer drying and reduced growing season length are expected to reduce European
crop yields in future. This may be partly compensated by adapted crop management, increased
CO2 concentration and technological development. For food security, changes in regional to
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continental crop yield variability may be more important than changes in mean yields. The as-
sessment of changes in regional and larger scale crop variability requires high resolution and
spatially consistent future weather, matching a specific climate scenario. Such data could be
derived from regional climate models (RCMs), which provide changes in weather patterns. In
general, RCM output is heavily biased with respect to observations. Due to the strong nonlinear
relation between meteorological input and crop yields, the application of this biased output may
result in large biases in the simulated crop yield changes. The use of RCM output only makes
sense after su�cient bias correction. This study explores how RCM output can be bias corrected
for the assessment of changes in European and subregional scale crop yield variability due to
climate change. For this, output of the RCM RACMO of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute was bias corrected and applied within the crop simulation model WOrld FOod STudies
to simulate potential and water limited yields of three divergent crops: winter wheat, maize and
sugar beets. The bias correction appeared necessary to successfully reproduce the mean yields as
simulated with observational data. It also substantially improved the year-to-year variability of
seasonal precipitation and radiation within RACMO, but some bias in the interannual variability
remained. This is caused by the fact that the applied correction focuses on mean and daily vari-
ability. The interannual variability of growing season length, and as a consequence the potential
yields too, appeared even deteriorated. Projected decrease in mean crop yields is well in line with
earlier studies. No significant change in crop yield variability was found. Yet, only one RCM is
analysed in this study, and it is recommended to extend this study with more climate models and
a slightly adjusted bias correction taking into account the variability of larger time scales as well.

Standard years for large scale hydrological scenario simulations

Scenario analyses are regularly characterised by a large number of degrees of freedom. It is
usually unfeasible to perform sophisticated hydrological simulations with continuous long-term
meteorological time series for all combinations of scenarios and adaptation strategies. To re-
duce computation time while retaining su�cient degrees of freedom, a so-called ’standard year’
has been developed. Average hydrological conditions according to simulations driven by this
standard year should optimally resemble results from full 30-year simulations. Therefore, the
standard year should optimally represent intra-annual variability. The objective of this paper is
to explore how the errors, introduced by using standard years compare to natural variability. In
addition, the standard year was also tested for future climate scenario simulations.

The standard year is constructed by perturbing meteorological quantities recorded during the
meteorological year 1967. This year was chosen because of a good resemblance of the potential
cumulative precipitation deficit in the Netherlands (Eref � P) during the growing season (1 April
- 30 September) of this year and climatology. Subsequently, the 1967 precipitation (P) and refer-
ence crop evapotranspiration (Eref) was modified such that the standard year optimally captured
intra-annual modes of variability. This is done by the application of spatially varying correction
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factors, which set the 2-monthly precipitation and reference crop evapotranspiration sums equal
to climatology.

As a standard year only contains one year of meteorological data, it has no interannual vari-
ability by construct. As a consequence, extreme daily events are biased and small but systematic
errors are simulated in the major hydrological budget terms. Surface runo↵ appeared oversensi-
tive to the underestimated number of heavy rainfall events and was considerably underestimated
by standard year simulations. The simulated climate change response of the major hydrologi-
cal terms was reproduced very well and the error introduced by the standard year methodology
appeared much smaller than the climate change signal.
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Samenvatting

Er bestaat een breedgedragen zorg over de gevolgen van klimaatverandering. E↵ectieve maat-
regelen, mitigatie dan wel adaptatie, worden echter bemoeilijkt door meningsverschillen en de
’diepe’ onzekerheid over klimaatverandering. Het IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) is opgericht om een gemeenschappelijk kader te creëren dat als basis kan fungeren voor
het maken van beslissingen. Dit werd oorspronkelijk gedaan door de periodieke assessments van
alle wetenschappelijke verrichtingen.

De invloed van het IPCC op nieuwe wetenschappelijke studies op het gebied van klimaatveran-
dering is in de loop der tijd sterk toegenomen en geleidelijk aan is er een algemeen geaccepteerde
aanpak ontstaan die zwaar leunt op het gebruik van ’General Circulation Models’ (GCM). Deze
aanpak leidt echter niet automatisch tot producten die beleidsmakers kunnen ondersteunen om
’robuuste’ maatregelen te nemen.

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de houdbaarheid van dit ’klimaatmodelparadigma’. Deel I stelt
dat een paradigma-verschuiving van ’wetenschappelijke zekerheid’ naar een ’verkenning van
mogelijke ontwikkelingen’, de relevantie van klimaatassessments kan vergroten zonder dat de
wetenschappelijke deugdelijkheid in het geding hoeft te komen. In deel II worden vier weten-
schappelijke artikelen gepresenteerd, waarvan er drie (impliciet) vertrouwen op het bovenge-
noemde klimaatmodelparadigma.

Part I: Het klimaatmodelparadigma
Sinds de oprichting van het IPCC in 1988, zijn zowel attributiestudies als klimaatprojecties
gedomineerd door het gebruik van General Circulation Models (GCM). Dit ’klimaatmodel-
paradigma’ wordt gekarakteriseerd door een zeer sterk geloof in GCMs als het gereedschap voor
klimaatveranderingsstudies, het gebruik van multi-model ensembles als de manier om episte-
mische onzekerheden te verkennen en het zeer persistente bereik van geprojecteerde klimaat-
gevoeligheid.

Het sterke vertrouwen in GCMs komt door de zeer gedetailleerde representatie van de achter-
liggende fysica (t.o.v. andere eenvoudiger modellen) en het vermogen om ’sommige aspecten’
van het waargenomen klimaatsysteem na te bootsen. Vaak wordt gedacht dat GCM simulaties ge-
bruikt kunnen worden om een intern consistente klimaatrespons af te leiden. De continue beves-
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tiging van oude resultaten door nieuwe modelberekeningen wordt gezien als extra aanwijzing
voor de geschiktheid van de GCMs.

Vanuit wetenschappelijk perspectief en vanuit relevantie perspectief is er echter wel wat aan
te merken op dit modelparadigma. Er is geen empirisch bewijs voor de superioriteit van GCMs,
noch voor attributiestudies noch voor klimaatprojecties. Daarom maakt het IPCC steeds meer
gebruik van meerdere ’lines of evidence’ die opgeteld ’robuust’ bewijs zouden kunnen vormen.
Het is echter zeer moeilijk aan te tonen dat de verschillende aanwijzingen onafhankelijk zijn en
cirkelredeneringen zijn daarom niet onwaarschijnlijk. Als er inderdaad sprake is van onderling
afhankelijke bewijzen en/of cirkelredeneringen zal dit leiden tot te zekere voorspellingen.

Dit klimaatmodelparadigma wordt actief (maar onbewust) in stand gehouden. De rooskleurige
presentatie van modelprestaties en cirkelredeneringen zijn voor ’normal science’, zoals bedoeld
door Thomas Kuhn in zijn werk over ’Wetenschappelijke Revoluties’. Er komen echter steeds
meer tegenstrijdigheden van deze aanpak aan het licht, in het bijzonder op het gebied van ’het
op maat maken’ van de klimaatinformatie voor gebruikers. Toch zien veel wetenschappers het
gebruik van GCM-gebaseerde multi-modelensembles als meest constructieve aanpak, maar be-
wust van de tegenstellingen geeft dit wel een ongemakkelijk gevoel. Het klimaatmodelparadigma
heeft zijn langste tijd gehad en is toe aan vervanging.

Assessments van klimaatverandering hebben vaak tot doel om een gemeenschappelijk kader
te scheppen om (robuuste) besluitvorming te ondersteunen. De potentiële gebruikers kennen zeer
uiteenlopende, maar meestal niet exact bekende zorgen en wensen. Het is verstandig om in ’al-
gemene’ klimaatscenarios een groot bereik aan toekomstige ontwikkelingen op te spannen, die in
zeer nauw contact met de gebruiker uitgewerkt kunnen worden. Dit vraagt om een paradigmaver-
schuiving van wetenschappelijke zekerheid naar een verkenning van het mogelijke. Dit betekent
een acceptatie van concurrerende theorieën die niet eenvoudig gefalsificeerd kunnen worden.

Een paradigma dat in staat is om concurrerende theorieën te accepteren als mogelijke waarhe-
den doet meer recht aan de huidige staat van kennis en is meer geschikt om robuuste besluitvorm-
ing te ondersteunen. De uitwerking van deze theorieën en mogelijk hun kwantificering kan op
vele verschillende manieren geïnspireerd worden, bijvoorbeeld door gebruik te maken van kwan-
titatieve modellen, van (paleo)klimatologische analogen of eenvoudigweg op basis van fysisch
gebaseerde redeneringen. Ook GCMs zijn hierbij van nut, maar voorzichtigheid is geboden met
GCM-gebaseerde falsificatie of bevestiging van theorieën. Minder sterk leunen op de dure en tij-
drovende GCMs kan bovendien ruimte bieden voor de noodzakelijke ’framing’ en communicatie
van onzekerheden.
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Part II: ’Het op maat maken van klimaatinformatie’

Persistentie en trends in Noordwest Europese windklimaat

Het windklimaat van Noordwest Europa is onderhevig aan grote meerjarige schommelingen. Dit
e↵ect wordt vaak aangeduid met ’long-term persistence’ (LTP) of het Hurst fenomeen. Goede
schattingen van dit e↵ect zijn van belang om toekomstige windopbrengsten in te kunnen schat-
ten. Hiervoor zijn lange homogene tijdreeksen noodzakelijk. Voor wind zijn deze echter niet
beschikbaar, maar jaargemiddelde geostrofische wind kan ook gebruikt worden om LTP te schat-
ten. Deze studie laat een methode zien om de onzekerheden in de 10-jaar gemiddelde geostrofis-
che wind te schatten voor de nabije en verre toekomst in Noordwest Europa.

Tijdreeksen met jaargemiddelde geostrofische windsnelheid zijn afgeleid van dagelijkse druk-
metingen ontleend aan de European Climate Assessment (ECA) Dataset. Kleine inhomogeni-
teiten kunnen niet uitgesloten worden, maar het is aangetoond dat ze de schatting van de Hurst
exponent (Ĥ) nauwelijks beïnvloeden. Voor de schatting van (Ĥ) is een Maximum Likelihood
Methode aangepast om biases in de schattingen te reduceren. De geostrofische wind boven de
Noordzee, de Britse eilanden en langs de Scandinavische kust zijn onderhevig aan ’statistisch
significante’ H tussen 0.58 and 0.74 (H = 0.5 impliceert geen LTP). De parameteronzekerheid
is Bayseiaans geschat en is uiteraard sterk afhankelijk van de tijdreekslengte.

Om structurele trends in het windklimaat te verkennen is gebruik gemaakt van een model-
ensemble (ESSENCE) van zeventien simulaties met één GCM (ECHAM5/MPI-OM). De ge-
schatte Ĥ in de ESSENCE simulaties liggen over het algemeen dichtbij 0.5 en zijn niet signi-
ficant. Een groot deel van het onderzochte gebied wordt gekenmerkt door ’significante’ trends
in ESSENCE, maar de trends zijn erg klein ten opzichte van de natuurlijke klimaatvariabiliteit.
Alleen in de buurt van IJsland en Groenland zijn respectievelijk sterk dalende en stijgende trends
gevonden. Deze trends worden geassocieerd met een vermindering van het zee-ijs in een warmer
klimaat.

Decompositie van de wind index in Nederland voor de assessment of toekom-
stig wind potentiëel

De belangrijkste wind index (Windex-CBS) van Nederland wordt gekenmerkt door een sterk
dalende trend vanaf het begin van de metingen in 1988. Dit bemoeilijkt de schatting van toekom-
stige windopbrengsten en het is noodzakelijk om de oorzaken van deze afname te begrijpen.

Hiervoor is Windex-CBS, die is afgeleid van wind turbine opbrengsten, vergeleken met twee
alternatieve wind indices. De eerste index is gebaseerd op wind metingen Wland en de tweede
op geostrofische wind Gland. Vergelijkbare indices zijn geformuleerd voor het o↵shore wind-
potentieel boven de Noordzee: Wo↵ en Go↵. De sterke wederzijdse correlaties tussen de indices
suggereren dat alle indices goed de natuurlijke variabiliteit laten zien. De trends in de indices
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zijn echter wel sterk verschillend.
De afname van Windex-CBS is twee keer zo groot (200%) als de afname van Wland. Dit trend-

verschil is sterk significant. Dit suggereert dat Windex-CBS wordt beïnvloed door operationele
en methodologische factoren. Voor Wland geldt dit niet en Wland is daarom te prefereren boven
Windex-CBS.

Verkenning van de e↵ectiviteit van bias correcties van de uitvoer van re-
gionale klimaatmodellen voor de assessment van toekomstige gewasopbreng-
sten
Klimaatverandering kan een grote afname van gewasopbrengsten in Europa veroorzaken als
gevolg van langdurige droogtes in de zomer en een verkort groeiseizoen. Dit kan deels gecom-
penseerd worden door aangepast gewasmanagement, door een verhoogde concentratie CO2 in de
atmosfeer en door technologische ontwikkeling.

Voor de voedselveiligheid zijn veranderingen in de variabiliteit van regionale tot continentale
opbrengsten mogelijk belangrijker dan veranderingen in de gemiddelde gewasopbrengsten. De
schatting hiervan vereist hoge resolutie en ruimtelijk consistente tijdreeksen met ’toekomstig’
weer, die passen bij een bepaald klimaatscenario. Zulke data zouden afgeleid kunnen worden van
simulaties met Regionale klimaatmodellen (RCM). De uitvoer van deze modellen is in de regel
sterk gebiased en het gebruik van deze data voor gewasgroeimodellering vereist een biascorrectie
van de relevante karakteristieken.

Deze studie verkent de mogelijkheden en e�ciëntie van een bias correctie voor de assessment
van veranderingen in de variabiliteit in de Europese of regionale gewasopbrengsten. Hiervoor
is de uitvoer van het KNMI regionale klimaatmodel RACMO bias gecorrigeerd en toegepast
in gewassimulatiemodel WOFOST om potentiële en water gelimiteerde gewasopbrengsten te
simuleren van drie uiteenlopende gewassen: wintertarwe, mais en suikerbieten. De biascorrectie
blijkt noodzakelijk om de gewasopbrengsten te reproduceren zoals gesimuleerd met observaties.
De biascorrectie verbetert ook sterk de jaar-op-jaar variabiliteit van neerslag en kortgolvige stra-
ling, maar de enige bias blijft. Dit komt doordat de gebruikte correctie focust op het corrigeren
van het gemiddelde en dag-op-dag variabiliteit. De jaar-op-jaar variabiliteit van de lengte van het
groeiseizoen en daardoor ook van de potentiële opbrengsten verslechtert zelfs.

De verandering in geprojecteerde opbrengsten komt goed overeen met andere studies. In de
variabiliteit werd er over het algemeen geen significante trend gevonden. Dit resultaat is echter
op basis van slechts één klimaatmodel.

Standaardjaren voor grootschalige hydrologische scenarioberekeningen
Scenario analyses worden vaak bemoeilijkt door een zeer groot aantal vrijheidsgraden. Het is
daardoor niet haalbaar om complexe hydrologische modelsimulaties uit te voeren met lange me-
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teorologische tijdreeksen voor alle scenario’s en adaptatiestrategieën. Om de rekentijd te vermin-
deren is een ’standaardjaar’ ontwikkeld, waarmee berekeningen uitgevoerd kunnen worden die
zeer vergelijkbare resultaten opleveren als simulaties met 30-jarige tijdreeksen.

Het standaard jaar is geconstrueerd door verschillende meteorologische variabelen uit het
jaar 1967 iets aan te passen. Dit jaar is gebruikt omdat het potentiële cumulatieve neerslag tekort
in Nederland (Eref � P) van 1967 goed overeenkomt met het klimatologisch gemiddelde. Ver-
volgens is de neerslag (P) and referentiegewasverdamping (Eref) dusdanig aangepast zodat het
standaardjaar de klimatologische subjaarlijkse variabiliteit zo goed mogelijk representeert. Dit is
gedaan op basis van een ruimtelijk variërende correctiefactor die de 2-maandelijkse neerslag en
referentiegewasgroeiverdamping gelijk stelt aan de klimatologische waarden.

Het standaardjaar is een tijdreeks van slechts een jaar. Hierdoor kent het standaardjaar natuur-
lijk geen jaar-op-jaar variabiliteit, maar ook extreme gebeurtenissen zijn gebiased en kleine sys-
tematische fouten worden gesimuleerd in de belangrijkste hydrologische termen. Vooral opper-
vlakteafstroming is erg gevoelig voor de onderschatting van extreme neerslaggebeurtenissen. De
gesimuleerde hydrologische respons op klimaatverandering komt echter wel zeer goed overeen
met de respons berekend op basis van volledige 30-jarige simulaties.
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